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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND.

The computer simulation of electromagnetic (EM) field problems

has received considerable attention during the past thirty years. This is a

direct result of the realization among scientists and engineers that the com-

puter could be exploited to solve EM problems that had previously been too

complex or cumbersome to be treated by established analytical techniques.

Before the advent of computer technology, solutions of EM field problems

were often limited to relatively simple problems or geometries. Generally,

the intractability of standard analytical techniques and the nonlinearity of

solutions of EM problems is largely a result of the coupling between electric

and magnetic fields. With the aid of computers, the inherent nonlinearity

of EM field problems became more manageable and more complex EM sys-

tems problems could be and were solved. When problem solving capabilities

advanced, so did computer and electrical engineering technology. These new

technologies were then increasingly used in aerospace applications. These

applications were in control and guidance as well as more efficient servos, mo-

tors, generators and electronic sensing and surveillance gear. More recently,

high-temperature superconductors (HTS) have been discovered. These com-

posite materials are presently the subject of intensive experimental research
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and are expectedto have a major impact in spacepropulsion, digital com-

puting, power systemsand communicationsin the next century.

The present work is part of a researchprogram for the numerical

simulation of EM/mechanical systemsthat involve superconductors. The

point of departure from previousworks is the use of finite elements based

upon a four-potential variational principle to predict desiredEM quantities.

The simulation involvesthe interaction of the following four compo-

nents:

(1) Thermal Field.,: temperature and heat fluxes.

(2) Electromagnetic Fields: electric and magnetic field strengths and fluxes,

currents and charges.

(3) Quantum Mechanics: the constitutive behavior of the superconducting

system is governed by quantum mechanical effects. Particularly impor-

tant is the superconducting phase change, governed by phenomena at

the quantum level, and triggered by thermal, mechanical and EM field

energy levels.

All three components can be treated by the finite element method.

This treatment produces the spatial discretization of the continuum into

mechanical, thermal, quantum mechanical and electromagnetic meshes of a

finite number of degrees of freedom. The finite element discretization may

be developed in two ways:

(1) Simultaneous Treatment. The whole problem is treated as an indivisi-

ble whole. The four meshes noted above become tightly coupled, with

common nodes and elements.
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(2) S*aged Treatmem. The mechanical, thermal and electromagnetic com-

ponents of the problem are treated separately. Finite element meshes

for these components may be developed separately. Coupling effects

are viewed as information that has to be transferred between these four

meshes.

The present research follows the staged treatment. More specifically,

we develop finite element models for the fields in isolation, and then treat

coupling effects as interaction forces between these models. This "divide

and conquer" strategy is ingrained in the partitioned treatment of coupled

problems [2,3], which offers significant advantages in terms of computational

efficiency and software modularity. Another advantage relates to the way

research into complex problems can be made more productive. It centers

on the observation that some aspects of the problem are either better un-

derstood or less physically relevant than others. These aspects may then be

temporarily left alone while efforts are concentrated on the less developed

and/or more physically important aspects. The staged treatment is better

suited to this approach. Of the four components listed previously, the last

two are less developed in a modeling and computational sense.

Mechanical elements for this research have been derived using general

variational principles that decouple the element boundary from the interior,

thus providing efficient ways to work out coupling with non-mechanical fields.

The point of departure was the previous research into the free-formulation

variational principles presented by Felippa [4]. A more general formulation

for the mechanical elements, which includes the assumed natural deviatoric

strain formulation was established and reported in Refs. [5,6,7,8]. New repre-

sentations of thermal fields have not been addressed as standard formulations
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are considered adequate for the coupled-field phases of this research. How-

ever, research in thermomechanical interactions supported by this program

has resulted in the construction of robust and efficient staggered solution

procedures [9].

The development of EM finite elements to date has not received the

same degree of attention given to mechanical and thermal elements. Part of

the reason is the widespread use of analytical and semianalytical methods

in electrical engineering. These methods have been highly refined for spe-

cialized but important problems Such as circuits and wave guides. Thus the

advantages of finite elements in terms of generality have not been enough to

counterweight established techniques. Much of the EM finite element work to

date has been done in England and is well described in the surveys by Davies

[10] and Trowbridge [11]. The gener_ impression conveyed by these surveys

is one of an unsettled subject, reminiscent of the early period (t960-1970)

of finite elements in structural mechanics. A great number of formulations

that combine flux, intensity, and scalar potentials are described with the

recommended choice varying according to the application, medium involved

(polarizable, dielectric, semiconductors, etc.), number of spatial dimensions,

time-dependent characteristics (static, quasi-static, harmonic, or transient),

as well as other factors of lesser importance. The possibility of a general

variational formulation has not been recognized.
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1.2 REVIEW OF EXISTING TECHNIQUES

As mentioned previously, the computer simulation and modeling of

EM field problems is presently an unsettled subject especially in nonlinear

problems. A rich variety of mathematical techniques have been used to solve

these complex problems. Some of these techniques involve using integral

transforms to find a solution, while other techniques yield solutions to the

integral or differential EM field equations that contain Bessel, Airy, Gamma,

and Legendre functions [12]. A common method of computer implementa-

tion involves taking the analytical representation of the solution to a problem

and making a numerical approximation to that solution. In time-independent

problems the implementation may take the form of discretizing the analytical

differential or integral EM field equations over the system's spatial dimen-

sions [13]. Linear time-dependent problems may be transformed to Fourier

or Laplace space, solved, and then converted back to the real time domain.

The computer is simply used to make good approximations to an integral

which is an analytical solution to the problem, but for which no closed form

solution of the integral exists. While these methods are effective for specific

problems, they are rarely of a general enough nature that they can be used

on most EM system problems. A recognition of the interest in and the need

for more generalized computer solution techniques for EM field problems led

to the first COMPUMAG series of conferences in 1976 [11, p. 506].

Prior to this time, few finite element techniques existed but the power

of more generalized schemes were demonstrated in finite difference codings

that used the differential forms of Maxwell's field equations. Usually the

conventional field quantities were replaced by potentials and the resultant
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EM field equations were discretizedover space[14, pp. 101-105;15,16].Fi-

nite differenceschemesgenerallyarenot asamenableto Neumann boundary

conditions or an easy changeto a higher variational order asfinite element

methods. Becauseof the prevelanceof Neumannboundary conditions in EM

field problems, especially when conventional field quantities are replaced by

a potential formulation, aswell asdifficulties associatedwith a changein the

variational order of variableswhen finite differencemethods are used, finite

differencetechniquesare rarely usedfor the spatial discretizatlon of EM field

equations.

Maxwell's EM fie-l-dequations may be recast in a potential formula-

tion. This reduces the number of independent variables for the electric field

E from three to one through the substitution E = ,_Tff, where ff is the

electrostatic potential. The reformulation of the magnetic field is more com-

plicated. In free space, the magnetic field B can be defined as the negative

gradient of the magnetostatic potential ¢2 (i.e., B= -V_). This substitu-

tion reduces the number of independent variables from three to one for the

magnetic field but this potential is neither single valued nor defined in a

conductor that is carrying a steady current [14, p.139]. Another reformu-

lation substitutes the curl of the magnetic vector potential A for B (i.e.,

V x A_ = B). Although this formulation does not reduce the number of inde-

pendent variables in an EM field problem, it does require that the solution

of A be C ° continuous across material interfaces, thus simplifying finite ele-

ment development. Formulations that use the B field as a primary variable

are not required to be C ° continuous across material boundaries. In spite

of the difficulties presented by a discontinuous variable, the majority of EM
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field finite element formulations to date are based on the original EM fields,

e.g., see Refs. [17,18 ].

Some researchers have also experimented with magnetic vector po-

tential based finite elements [11]. These formulations use a Galerkin weighted

residual method applied to the strong form of the EM field equations. The

drawback with this approach is that the uniqueness of a numerical solution

is questionable because the divergence of A is not specified. A variational

approach based upon A can easily overcome this difficulty by specifying a

function or gauge for the divergence of A, weighting it by a Lagrangian mul-

tiplier, and augmenting it to the energy functional of the EM system. The

only requirement on the choice of gauge is that the Euler equations of the

weighted gauge choice equal zero. Another statement of this requirement is

that the augmented energy functional should differ from the EM field en-

ergy functional by a constant [19, p. 36]. In fact, by an appropriate use

of the Zoren_z gauge, the Lagrangian, or energy functional, of the EM field

equations can be used to perform a canonical transformation to produce the

Hamiltonian of the system [20, pp. 72-91]. The only EM finite elements

that use the approach of energy functionals augmented by a weighted gauge

equation are the ones presented in this work.

As mentioned on the previous page, the magnetic scalar potential

can be used to calculate the B field in free space and reduce the number of

independent variables from three to one. To increase computational speed

and reduce memory allocation, Trowbridge [11] has coupled A with _ to

produce a new independent variable vector quantity R. l_ requires that three

variables be solved in a conducting media and only one variable be solved in

free space. This method has drawbacks, specifically that 1_ and _ are not
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unique, and that in the interior of conductors cancellation problems arise

that can give erroneousvaluesfor B [11,pp. 521-525].

To model EM fields in a superconductor,another field variable must

be included: the waveorder parameter ¢. This function canbe complex and

the absolutevalue of ¢ times its complexconjugate (1¢¢*1 - ]¢]2) is defined

as the number density of superconductingelectron pairs. This new variable

accountsfor the quantum mechanicaleffectsthat appear in the interior of a

superconductor. Thesequantum effectschangethe value of the B field and

current density vector j within a supercondu&o__ : _

A widely usedmathematical model that describesquantum and EM

interactions within a superconductorare the:Ginzburg-Landauequations[21,

p. 104] . These equations reduce to Max-well'sequations, the sameequa-

conductorstions that govern EM fields in normal ......... and in vacuum. The

G_nzburg-Landauequations arederived using _atlonal principles and re-

quire a unique gauge choice to ensure that a superconducting current can

only exist in a conductor as physics demands. The gauge choice used in the

present work is called the London gauge and is equivalent to the Lorentz

gauge for magnetostatic problems. The Ginzburg'Landau equations also

contain A explicitly as well as the vector curl of A. To model superconduc-

tors numerically, the optimal choice of independent variables is to use A.

± ....

The use of a field based formulation requires the numerical integration of

B to remove terms in the Ginzburg-Landau equations that contain A. This

integration can easily become the source of additional numerical error, an

error that is not present when the choice of independent variable is A.

A finite difference ::formulation of the Ginzburg-Landau equations has

been developed that producs reasonable results [15,16]. The formulation uses
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A as a primary variable, but thermal effects are neglected when this model is

in the normal state. This formulation also suffers from the previously men-

tioned drawbacks of finite difference methods in the treatment of arbitrary

geometries.

1.3 THESIS CONTENT.

The objective of this thesis is to develop EM finite elements for type I

and II superconductors based upon a gauged four-potential variational prin-

ciple. At present, the physics of high temperature superconductors (HTS) are

not well enough understood to permit the development of an adequate math-

ematical model. The last elements developed in this work include thermal

coupling, but are magnetostatic. This restriction is motivated by the fact

that the time-independent problem exhibits strong nonlinearities; further-

more, no completely satisfactory mathematical model has been developed

for the time-dependent case [21, p. 273]. The highly nonlinear nature of

the problem is the result of a boundary layer effect exhibited at a supercon-

ductor/normal conductor or superconductor/vacuum interface. Extremely

strong gradients of the independent variables ¢, Am B, and j are present in

this regime. These gradients bring about serious numerical difficulties, the

most important ones being a tfighly ill-conditioned system of incremental

equations and the need for specialized mesh discretization. The final super-

conducting finite element developed is of a general enough nature that it

works equally well in both the boundary layer and the bulk of the super-

conductor. Unlike the previously mentioned field based formulations, this

element requires no special treatment for material interfaces, in particular,

the superconductor/vacuum interface.
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The derivation of all of the EM finite elementsin this thesisarebased

upon a four-potential variational formulation that uses the four-potential as

the primary variable. The electric field is represented by a scalar potential

and the magnetic field by a vector potential. When the superconductor is

modeled, the electric field scalar potential is dropped, because it does not

couple with the magnetic field in the magnetostatic case. The modulus and

phase of ¢ are then added as new independent variables. The formulation of

the four-potentlal variational principle proceeds al0ng lines pre_ousiy devei-

oped for the acoustic fluid problem [22,23]. The appropriate gauge normal-

ization is incorporated in the variational (weak) form through the adjunction

of a Lagrange multiplier field.

The: main advantages of:devei0ping finite elements using a potential

based variational formulation in contrast to using existing EM numerical

techniques are summarized as follows.

(1) I.nterface discontinuities are automatically taken care of without any

special intervention.

(2) No approximations are invoked a priori: since the general Maxwell equa-

tions are used.

(3) The number of de_ees of freedom per _nlte element node is kept modest
= o : i:_

as theprobiem dimension_ty increases.

(4) Higher order and hybrid elements are more easily accomodated.

(5) The Ginzburg-Landau equations naturally possess A as an independent

variable; possibilities for errors from an additional numerical integration

(6)

are removed.

A generalized formulation that posesses a broad range of applicability.
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REMARK 1.3.1

An interesting byproduct of this formulation is that with minor modifications, it
can be used to describe the physics of a superfluid. See Ref. [20], pp. 152-158.

1.3.1 FINITE ELEMENTS.

A total of eight finite elements were developed in the course of the

the author's research. Seven of these are based upon the four-potential varia-

tional principle, and the last is a thermal conduction element developed from

a different variational principle according to Ref.[24]. They are in order of

development:

(1) a one-dimensional Coupled Linear Electric and Magnetic field (CLEM1D)

finite element

(2) a two-dimensional axisymmetric Coupled Linear Electric and Magnetic

field (CLEM2D) finite element

(3) a one-dimensional Coupled Linear Electric and Magnetic field INFinite

(CLEMINF) finite element

(4) a one-dimensional CUrrent Predicting Linear Electromagnetic (CU-

PLE1D) finite element

(5) a one-dimensional Superconducting Thermal, Electromagnetic and Phase

coupled (STEP1D) finite element

(6) a one-dimensional Superconducting ThErmAl, and electromagnetic

field (STEAL1D) finite element

(7) a one-dimensional LINear Thermal conduction (LINT1D) finite element

(8) a one-dimensional Linear Electromagnetic and Thermally coupled (LETID)

finite element
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Elements (1), (2) and (3) predict only electric and magnetic fields. Element

(3) wasdevelopedas a term project, but has limited practical usage except

for the development of an EM finite element that is time-dependent. Ele-

ments (4), (5), (6), and (8) can predict EM fields, but also have the ability

to predict the current density distribution, j, given the scalar input I, the

total currem. Element (6) is not presented here, because it can easily be

derived from element (5) by constraining the variable l¢1 to be a constant.

This formulation is known as the the London formulation for superconduc-

tors. This element was developed solely for the purpose of troubleshooting

element(5) [25]. Element (5) also predicts the quantum mechanical quantity

]¢[. It also contains two thermally dependent material parameters. These

two parameters couple the superconductor to thermal fields. Element (7)

was constructed to predict the temperature distribution within the conduc-

tor. Element(8) can predict j and EM fields, but is coupled to thermal fields

by the electrical resistivity, w.

REMARK 1.3.2

Appropriate changes to the Ginzburg-Landau theory and finite element formulation

for the construction of element (6) are listed in this thesis. Results for (6) are

deleted as they are not as accurate as the results obtained from the STEP1D finite
element which is based upon the complete Ginzburg-Landau theory where ¢ is

allowed to vary.

...... 1.3.2 DISSERTATION: OUTL_E:

The dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter II is devoted to

a review of basiC EM theory, and the development of four-p0tential theory.

Variational functionals for two cases where the current density vector j is

known are also discussed. Chapter III is devoted to the development of vari-

ational functionals for conductors where j is undetermined. In this chapter,
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functionals for the normal and superconducting states of a conductor are pre-

sented. Chapter IV introduces the variational functionals necessary for the

time-independent heat conduction and convection problems. Some general-

ized solutions for one-dimensional conductors are also presented here. This

chapter also includes formulas that express the values of a conductor's EM

material properties as a function of the temperature 7". Accurate numerical

approximations for the values of these material properties are also developed.

The first four chapters outlined above comprise the first step in the

development of EM finite elements that can model the quantum and ther-

mal effects that appear within a superconducting material. The main goal of

these chapters is to develop variational functionals that are later discretized

to produce finite elements. These finite elements are then used to analyze the

thermal, quantum and electromagnetic properties of a conductor for some

specific EM field problems. The following seven chapters are devoted to de-

veloping finite elements and solving those specific EM field problems. Where

an analytical solution to the field problem exists, it is presented in that chap-

ter. If special numerical procedures are necessary for the solution of the field

problem, the procedures are also discussed in that chapter. Chapters V and

VI deal with one and two-dimensional axisymmetric EM field problems re-

spectively, where the current density vector j is "known and the conductor

remains in the normal state. Chapter VII presents the finite element solu-

tion of a one-dimensional axisymmetric conductor in its normal state where

the current density vector j is unknown. Chapter VIII is concerned with

finding the values of EM fields within a one-dimensional time-independent

axisymmetric superconductor. Chapter IX develops a one-dimensional heat
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2

conduction finite element. This element is employed with a modified ver-

sion of the element of Chapter VII to solve the coupled problem of a one-

dimensional axisymmetric conductor that is subjected to a varying thermal

load. Chapter X employs appropriately modified versions of the elements

of Chapter IX to solve the coupled EM-thermal system where the electric

current through a one-dimensional axisymmetric wire is varied. Chapter

XI models the complete quantum, themal and EM field problem for a one-

dimensional axisymmetric wire. The temperature T and the electric current

are allowed to vary, but the wire is also allowed to change its quantum state

and be either a normal Conductor or a superconductor. _

The last chapter, Chapter XII, contains a broad summary of the

dissertation. This chapter highlights some of the more important aspects of

the variational methods used here. It concludes the dissertation with a small

section on new research directions that the thesis research has suggested.



CHAPTER II

EM AND FOUR-POTENTIAL THEORY

2.1 ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD EQUATIONS.

2.1.1 THE MAXWELL EQUATIONS.

The original Maxwell equations (1873) involve four three-vector

quantities: B, D, E, and H. Vectors E and H represents the electric and

magnetic field strengths, respectively, whereas D and B represent the electric

and magnetic fluxes, respectively. All of these are three-vector quantities,

that is, vector fields in three-dimensional space (e.g., in Cartesian space,

;T 1 _- Z, _2 _ Y, _3 _ Z):

E= E2 D= D2 B= B2 H= //2 (2.1.1)

E3 D3 B3 //3

Other quantities are the electric current 3-vector j and the electric charge

density p (a scalar).

With this notation, and using superposed dots to denote differenti-

ation with respect to time t, Maxwell equations can be stated as

B+VxE=0

V.D=p

VxH-D=j

V-B=0

The first and second equation are also known as Faraday's and Aml_re-
r

Maxwell laws, respectively.
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The system (2.1.2) suppliesa total of eight partial differential equa-

tions, which as stated are independent of the properties of the underlying

mediun3..

REMARK 2.1.1

Some authors, for example, Eyges [26], include 4_r factors and the speed of light c

in the Maxwell equations. Other textbooks, e.g. [27, 28], follow tteaviside's advice

in using technical units that eliminate such confusing factors.

2.1.2 CONST.I.TUTIVE EQUATIONS.

The field intensities E and H and the corresponding flux densities

D and B are not independent but are connected by the electromagnetic

constitutive equations. For an electromagnetically isotropic, non-polarized

material the equations are

[B = _tH D = (2.1.3)

where # and e are the permeability and permitivity, respectively, of the ma-

terial. These coefficients are functions of position but (for static or harmonic

fields) do not depend on time. In the general case of a non-isotropic mate-

rial both # and e become tensors. Even in isotropic media/_ in general is

a complicated function of H; in ferromagnetic materials it depends on the

previous history (hysteresis effect).

In free space # = #0 and e = _0, which are connected by the relation

c0_= 1 (2.1.4)
/-t0e0

where Co is the speed of light in a free vacuum. In rationalized MKS units,

co _ 3.10 s m/sec and

/.to _ 4_r x 10 -T henry/m, e0 = #o 1%2 = (367r)-1 x 10 -n sec2/(henry • m)

(2.1.5)
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The condition # _ #0 holds well for most practical purposes in such media

as air and copper; in fact #_ir = 1.0000004#0 and Pcopper -" .99999#0.

The electric field strength E is further related to the current density

j by Ohm's law:

j = aE (2.1.6)

where a is the conductivity of the material. Again for a non-isotropic mate-

rial a is generally a tensor which may also contain real and imaginary com-

ponents; in which case the above relation becomes the generalized Ohm's

law. For good conductors a > > e; for bad conductors a < < e. In free space,

(T "- 0.

2.1.3 MAXWELL EQUATIONS IN TERMS OF E AND B.

To pass to the four-potential considered in this work it is convenient

to express Maxwell's equations in terms of the electric field strength E and

the magnetic flux B. In fact this is the pair most frequently used in elec-

tromagnetic work that involve arbitrary media. On eliminating D and H

through the constitutive equations (2.1.3), we obtain

]3+V×E=O

V. E = p/_

(2.1.7)

13+VxE=0

V.E=0

reduce to

VxB- c2° = 0

V.B=0

(2.1.8)

The second equation assumes that e is independent of time; otherwise eE =

e dE�dr should be replaced by d(eE)/dt. In charge-free vacuum the equations
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2.1.4 Ttt_ ELECTROMAGNETIC POTENTIALS.

The electric scalar potential • and the magnetic vector potential A

are introduced by the definitions

[ E = :V_ - k B = VxA ] (2.1.9)

This definition satisfies the two homogeneous Maxwell equations in (2.1.7).

The definition of A leaves its divergence V • A arbitrary. We shall use the

Lorentz gauge [29]

Iv A+ =0[ (2.1.t0)

With this choice the two non-homogeneous Maxwell equations written in

terms of ¢ and A separate into the wave equations

V2ff2 --/ze_ -- --pie V2A - #cA "- -#j (2.1.11)

2.2 THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FOUR-POTENTIAL.

Maxwell's equations can be presented in a compact manner (a form

compatible with special relativity) in the four-dimensional spacetime defined

by the coordinates

Xl _ X, X 2 _- y, T, 3 _ Z, X4 = ict (2.2.1)

where xl, x2,z3 are spatial Cartesian coordinates, i s = -1 is the imaginary

unit, and c = 1/vrfi'_ is the speed of EM waves in the medium under con-

sideration. In the sequel Roman subscripts will consistently go from 1 to 4

and the summation convention over repeated indices is used unless otherwise

stated.
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2.2.1 TIIE FIELD STRENGTH TENSOR.

The unification can be expressed most conveniently in terms of the

field-strength _ensor F, which is a four-dimensional antisyrarne_ric tensor

constructed from the components of E and B as follows:

o F13 Vl,]
-F12 0 F23 F24 [ def

F _F13 _F23 0 _4j
-FI4 -F23 -F34

0 cB3 -cB2

-cB3 0 cB1

cB2 -cB1 0

iE1 iE2 iE3

-iEa "

-iE2

-iE3

0

(2.2.2)

Here 7 is an adjustment factor to be determined later. Similarly, we can

introduce the four-current vector J as

3 ---- J2 def c_uj2 _ 7 c _uj2
J3 - 7 c#j3 I_J3

s, ipl i p

Then, for arbitrary % the non-homogeneous Maxwell equations, namely

VxB - gel_ = /_j and V • E = p/e, may be presented in the compact

"continuity" form (the covariant form of these two equations):

OF__.__.k= Ji (2.2.4)
OXk

The other two Maxwell equations, V • B = 0 and VxE + t3 = 0, can be

presented as

c3Fi..._.._+ OF,_._..._+ OFk.._...._= 0, (2.2.5)
Oz,_ Ozk Oxi

where the index triplet (i, k, m) takes on the values (1,2,3), (4,2,3), (4,3,1)

and (4,1,2).
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2.2.2 THE FOUR-POTENTIAL.

The EM "four-potential" ¢ is a four-vector whose components are

constructed with the electric and magnetic potential components of A and

¢ =7 ¢2
¢3
¢4

cA1 }

def cA2

= cA3
(2.2.6)

It may then be verified that F can be expressed as the four-curt of ¢, that is

Fik = c9¢k 0¢i (2.2.7)
0zi 0zk'

or in more detail and using commas to abbreviate partial derivatives:

0 ¢2,1- ¢1,2 ¢3,1- ¢1,3 ¢4,1- ¢1,4]¢12- ¢2,1 0 ¢s,2 ¢_,3 ¢4,2 ¢2,4JF=

L¢1,4 ¢4,1 ¢2,4 ¢4,2 ¢3,4 ¢4,3 0

(2.2.8)

2.2.3 THE UNGAUGED LA_RANGiAN.

With these definitions, the basic Lagrangian of electromagnetism can

be stated as

L -- Ji_i -- Ji_i¼Fij,Fik - _ _(OCk 0¢i

,7 2
=½7_(c_B_- E_)- v(jlA1 + j2A2+ j3A3- pC)

i_ winch _ "

(2.2.9)

B 2=BTB=B_+B_+B_, E 2=ETE=E_+E 2+E_ (2.2.10)

Comparing the first term with the magnetic and electric energy densities

1 T 1 2

UM=_B H=_-_B ,

[26,27,281

1 T 1 2
UE=TD E=TeE , (2.2.11)
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,y= V_ (2.2.12)

Consequently, the required Lagrangian is

= - 7eE - (jlA1 + j2A2 + j3A3 - p_).

The associated variational form is

ffv.R = LdVdt (2.2.14)

where V is the integration volume considered in the analysis. In theory V

extends over the whole space, but in the numerical simulation the integration

is truncated at a known boundary or special devices are used to treat the

decay behavior at infinity.

REMARK 2.2.1

Lanczos [30] presents this Lagrangian for free space, but the expression (2.2.13)

for an arbkrary material was found in none of the textbooks on electromagnetism
listed in the References.

2.2.4 THE GAUGED LAGRANGIAN.

If the fields A and • to be inserted into L do not satisfy the Lorentz

gauge relation (2.1.10) a pr/or/, this condition has to be imposed as a con-

straint using a Lagrange multiplier field Ag(x_ ), leading to the modified or

"gauged" Lagrangian:

Lg = L + Xg(V- A + #e_) (2.2.15)
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2.2.5 THE.FOUR-FIELDEQUATIONS.

On setting the variation of the functional (2.2.15) to zero we re-

cover the field equations (2.2.4) and (2.2.5), as well as the gauge constraint

(2.1.10) as Euler-Lagrange equations. Taking the divergence of both sides of

(2.2.4) and observing that F is an antisymmetric tensor so that its divergence

vanishes we get

OJi

Ox'-'-_-- c#(V. j + _) = 0 (2.2.16)

The vanishing term in parenthesis is the equation of continuity, which ex-

presses the law of conservation of charge. The Lorentz gauge condition

(2.1.10) may be stated as cg¢i/Oxi. Finally, the potential wave equations

(2.1.11) may be expressed in compact form as

["l¢i = -Ji (2.2.17)

where [] denotes the "four-wave-operator", also called the D'Alembertian:

d_f 02 02 02 02 02

[] = 0x,0xk= + + 0x] (22.1s)

Hence each component of the four-potential ¢ satisfies an inhomogeneous

wave equation. In free space, Ji = 0 and each component satisfies the homo-

geneous wave equation.

The following sections of this chapter are devoted to derivations of

the appropriate expression for Lg for selected cases. The first variation of R

with respect to the independent variables is also taken. With few exceptons,

the solutions of the independent variables _ is not determined. The variation

is performed primarily to determine the natural boundary conditions of each

test case for the eventual extension of the four-potential method to finite
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element analysis. The variation is also performed to confirm the validity of

the four-potential method as an analytical tool by directly comparing the re-

sultant Euler equations minus the Lagrange multiplier terms with Maxwell's

field equations.

2.3 THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL AXISYMMETRIC CASE.

The simplest application for the four-potential variational principle

is to an infinitely long, straight conductor of circular cross section which car-

ries a known, time-independent uniform current in the longitudinal direction

(Fig. 2.1.). To take advantage of the axisymmetric geometry a cylindrical

coordinate system is chosen with the wire centerline as the longitudinal z-

axis. The vector components in the cylindrical coordinate directions r, 8 and

z are denoted by

A1, B1, E1 - A_, B,-, E_

A2, B2, E2 - Ao, Bo, Eo

A3, B3, E3 -- A_, Bz, Ez

in the r (radial) direction,

in the 8 (circumferential) direction,

in the z (longitudinal) direction.

The first step in solving for the fields is to express the gauged La-

grangian

_._B2-½eE2-(jTA-p_)+ Ag(V • A + _e$), (2.3.1)Lg=

in terms of the potentials written in cylindrical coordinates.
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Qr

radius rc

Figure 2.1: One-dimensional axisymmetric wire.
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For B 2 we use (2.1.9), (2.2.10) and the cylindrical-coordinate curl formulas

to get

-- o: +\ + a0 (2.3.2)

For E 2 we use (2.1.9) and the cylindrical-coordinate gradient £ormulas to

produce

E= E2 = Ee =- _-_-± 0

Ez E= 0_ "
+A=

so that (2.2.10) becomes

(2.3.3)

E2=ETE= _-r +------5 + \r_+_ + _z--z ÷----£ (2.3.4)

For the Lorentz gauge we use the cylindrical-coordinate divergence formula

to get

V. A ÷ _e_ - 1 cg(rAr) 10Ae OAzr Or +-_r 0# ÷_%_e_ (2.3.5)

The electromagnetic fields, for the one-dimensional case, only vary in the

radial (r) direction and any partials with respect to _ and z vanish. In the

time-independent case, all partials with respect to t also vanish. With no

static charge density, p = 0, and with only a longitudinal current, the single

non-vanishing component of j is j=. The constitutive relation (2.1.6) can be

used to remove the dependence of/_g on _; because j= is known, E is known,

and it is not necessary to carry the terms in Lg necessary to determine E.

These simplifications produce

=1 { (OA='_ 2 O(rAe)'_ 2 O(rA,.)'_ }
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The first _-aziationof R, with (2.3.6) as the Lagrangia_, with respect to Ag

gives the Euler equation:

_r
=0 (2.3.7)

The solution for Ar is simply a constant over r. For Ar to remain bounded

as r goes to zero, the constant must be zero. The first variation of R with

respect to A0 and integration by parts yields the following Euler equation

for Aa

The solution to this equation is A0 = Czr + C_r -z where Cz and C_ are

constants of integration. Agai n C2 must be zero f0rA0 to remain bounded

as r approaches zero. If Cz is nonzero, a magnetic field will exist in the z

(longitudinal) direction. For the problems considered here, the only magnetic

fields that exist are generated by the current I in the wire and Cz is also

chosen to be zero.

Because A_ and A0 are identically zero, it is not necessary to carry

the terms in (2.3.6) dependent upon Ar and Ae. Consequently, the expres-

sion for the gauged Lagrangian for the one-dimensional, time-independent

axisymmetri c conductor with a known current density distribution is

Lg = _ \-_r / - (jzAz) (2.3.9)

Notice tha({or this particular geometry, with:{ime-_ndependent fields, the

gauge choice for A does not contribute to the Lagrangian and A is completely

determined by the boundary Conditions. For this particular case, L is equal
! T

to Lg.
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The new expression for R is

R = dV _ k,_J - (j,Az) (2.3.10)

The first _iation of R with respect to A, and integration by parts produces

rcgA, Iri

(2.3.11)

where F is the surface of the integration volume considered in the analysis,

and ri and rj are the inner and outer radial limits respectively of the integra-

tion volume. For this problem, dr' is simply dSdz. Substituting the relation

for B from (2.1.9) (i.e., B - V×A)into the Euler equation in (2.3.11) gives

the follo_-ing Maxwell relation and verifys that (2.3.9) is the correct form for

Lg.

i a(rs0) = ,j, (2.3.12)
r ar

2.4 THE TW0-DIMENSIONAL AXISYMMETRIC CASE.

The next simplest problem with which to test the four-potential

method is the two-dimensional axisymmetric case. As in the one-dimensional

case, the current is steady (time-independent) and known, p is still zero, and

cylindrical coordinates are chosen with the rotational axis coinciding with

the z axis. The four-potential method is now extended to cover this problem

by allowing _ to vary in the radial and longitudinal directions er and ez but

not in the circumferential direction ee. Here, and in the sequel, _r, ee, and

ez are defined as the unit direction vectors in ther, 8 and z directions respec-

tively. All partials with respect to 8 now disappear but partials with respect

to z now remain. Since the problem is time-independent, and j is known,
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partials with respect to t and partials containing • can be eliminated. The

gauged Lagrangian is now

+ _g _r + Oz ] - (jrAr + joAo + j_A,)

(2.4.1)

Note that this Lagrangian involves all components of A although the inde-
....... : = . _

pendence from 0 has introduced some simplifications with respect to the full

three-dimensional case.

Variation o£ the above with respect to A_ and integartion by parts

produces

6R(A ): -,v dV6Ar - 'k, Oz2 0--/&r/ +'-&-r J

+ dF26A_ {rAg}+
drl6Ar _ \ _z Or z, r,

1 2

(2.4.2)

where dr1 and dF2 are defined as rdrd8 and dOdz in the _ and _ directions

respectively and zi and zj are the lower and upper limits of integration

respectively, of the integration volume in the _ direction. To verify that

the first three terms of the volume integral in (2.4.2) represent a Maxwell

equation, the expression for B in terms of At, A0 and Az is needed. The

correct expression for this problem is

B_r

Bo_o

B:G
lo')

(2.4.3)
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The following expressionfor VxB in terms of B_, B0 and B= is helpful for

verification purposes:

_x_= (_- _)_, <_
7_ (rBo) G

Comparison of the 0 component of B with the Euler equation of (2.4.2)

verifies that it is the Maxwell equation VxB = _uj in the G- direction.

Variation of (2.4.1) with respect to Ao and integration by parts pro-

duces

_l_,_=/_.{_(°_0o_+_°(_ _09)_0}

(2.4.5)

Comparison of the r and 0 components of B in (2.4.5) verifes that the Euler

equations match the desired Maxwell equation in the e0 direction.

Finally, variation of (2.4.1) with respect to Az and integration by

parts produces

(2.4.6)

Comparison of the 8 component of B again verifies the derivation of the

correct Euler equation, this time for the ez direction.
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2.5 SUMMARY.

In this chapter, the terminology and basic background for dealing

with EM fields is developed. The four-potential method is also introduced

and modified for arbitrary materials. The basic Lagrangian for EM field

problems is presented and a gauged form of this Lagrangian is also shown.

To show the broad range of applicability of the four-potential method to EM

field problems, the gauged Langrangian for two simple time-independent

cases is derived. The first variation of this Lagrangian, integrated over the

independen_ variables' is also _aken. This variation is performed to verify

that the Euler-Lagrange equations for these two particular cases match their

respective Maxwell equations and also to determine the natural boundary

conditions for each case.

In the next chapter, the four-potential method is extended again to

obtain the appropriate Lagrangian for two special cases. These cases are a

conductor with an unknown current density vector j and a conductor in the

superconducting state.



CHAPTER III

CURRENT DENSITY PREDICTING FOUR-POTENTIAL THEORY

In the previouschapter, the "currentdensity distribution j is known.

Unfortunately, for the generalcase,neither the path that the current I takes

through a conductor nor its distribution is known. In this chapter, two

different cases where f is"l_nown, but j is not, are examined. The first

case is a normal conductor and the second case is a type I or II (Ginzburg-

Landau) superconductor. Both cases have an identical geometry, that of a

one-dimensional infinite wire and both are time-independent with p equal to

zero. Cylindrical coordinates axe used to describe the problem with the z

axis coinciding with the rotational axis of the wire.

The purpose of this chapter is to develop the Lagrangians for each

of the two problems, and their residuals (Euler equations), so that they may

be extended to a finite element formulation. Also included in this chapter is

a brief presentation of the basic theory of superconductivity for types I and

II superconductors.

3.1 LINEAR CONDUCTORS.

The previously derived Lagrangian for the time-independent case in

three dimensions is

ILg = fvdV { _--'_(VxA)T (VxA) - 2 ev¢Tv#2-jTA + Ag(V" A)} I
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where the superscriptT represents the transpose of the matrix or vector.

The constitutiveequation for a linearconducting medium is

[j - aE = -aV_ [ (3.1.2)

As a first guess, (3.1.2) is used to eliminate j from (3.1.1) in terms of the

variable _. The resulting equation for the Lagrangian is

]',g {¼ (v×A)(V×A)- + ÷ (V A)}
(3.1.3)

Integrating Lg over the volume and taking the first variation yields, after

integration by parts, the following equation

6R = /vdV6AT {1VxVxA + aV_2 - VAg} - /vdV6_2V" {eVff2 - o'A}

+ jfr aT6A T { l (V xA x fi) + ('fi A,) } + jfr dF6(_ { eV_ + aA } " fi

(3.1.4)

where fi is the unit outward normal to the surface of the volume of integra-

tion.

The first volume integral is an augmented form 0f_Maxwell's equa-

tion VxB = j, whereas the first boundary integral ensures that the B field

component parallel to the surface is continuous across boundary surfaces.

If a is constant across the volume of integration, then the second volume

integral is a restatement of the Maxwell equation V. D = 0 because V. (aA)

= aV - A = 0. The second boundary integral enforces the condition that

the normal component of D be continuous across boundaries. For the one-

dimensional problems studied here where the value of _ does not change

across boundaries, this condition automatically satisfies the homogeneous

Maxwell equation V x E = 0.
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If a is constant across the whole volume of a conductor, this formula-

tion presents no difficulties. However, if a changes as a continuous (smooth)

function across a conductor, the second Euler equation is incorrect. This

can be corrected by augmenting the Lagangian with the constraint V. D =

0 or by changing the gauge constraint to V • (aA) = 0. If the conductivity

changes slowly across the conductor, the conductivity can be approximated

by a series of step functions. At low temperatures, for the conductors exam-

ined in this work, the conductivity does change slowly across the conductor

volume and the step function approximation is used. This formulation also

has problems. The second boundary and volume integrals in (3.1.4) combine

to produce a series of n - 1 equations for n unknowns where n is the number

of differing regions that E field passes through. These regions are caused

by the choice of integration volumes and changing EM material properties.

Augmenting (3.1.4) by the current conservation constraint, I - fr drfl¢ • j,

where tic is the directed unit normal to the surface that the current flows

through, solves this problem, tic is aligned in the direction on current flow.

The new functional Rgc¢ is

RgcC = /vdV { _---_(VxA)T (VxA) - lev_2Tv_2 + av_T A + )_, (V" A) }

+_(I+/rdr'o'fi_ -V_)
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Variation with respect to A and cI,produces

6RgcC= /vdV6AT I1VxVxA + aV_- VAg t

l

/, dV,S¢(V. (_W - _A) + V_c}

+/_ dr_ {(_W + _A). _ + _o_o}

: 7 L : :

For anticipated extensions to superconductivity, it was originally de-

sirable to have j as a primary variable whereas the electrical potential was

of tittle interest. Rg¢¢ was written in terms of the variables A and j and the

first variation and integration by parts was performed to give

+A}

(3.1.7)

where w, the resistivity, equals 1/a. ::

The second Euler equation ew2j + A = 0, which replaces V • D =

0, is generally incorrect: this is due to the elimination of V_, which inhibits

the necessary integration by parts. The lack of this integration also has the

effect of forfeiting the automatic verification of the homogeneous Maxwell

equation V × E = 0. These deficiencies can be corrected by augmenting Rg=c
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with a Lagrangian multiplier field _ to produce the new functional, Rp, which

follows.

At the startofthe thesisresearch,for the finiteelement work, wj was

originallysubstituted for -_7_ in (3.1.1).The original equations produced

a variationalindex of zero for j. This variationalindex is a constraint that

was kept as an arbitrary choice to make the research proceed more rapidly

and results in a formulation that is not the most computationally efficient.

For the one-dimensional problem, • as a primary variable, not j, is

the better choice. A formulation that uses ¢ is better because it only varies

in the z direction. This requires only two degrees of freedom over the whole

domain of the problem to model E and D. With j as the primary variable,

one degree of freedom per element is needed to evaluate j, and a minimum

of two additional degrees of freedom per element are necessary to evaluate

_. The j formulation requires three degrees of freedom per element to model

the E and D fields.

Another advantage of the • based formulation is that with the gauge

choice V- (aA) = 0, only one constraint has to be augmented to the gauged

Lagrangian, the current conservation constraint. An additional benefit of

the • formulation is that it does not exclude a a that varies smoothly. In

the thesis formulation, because j is C -1 continuous, a must also be C -1

continuous to satisfy the homogeneous Maxwell equation VxE = 0.

However, the formulation that was used to produce numerical results

here contains j as primary variable and not _ because of time limitations on
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the thesisresearch.To reproducethis formulation, it is necessaryto integrate

(3.1.8) by parts to lower the variational index of _ to zero. The result is

Iv 1 (VxA)T(VxA)_2ew2jTj+jT ARp= dV{_

+ Ag(V- A) + ._jT(VX_)}

+ frdrwjT (_ x fi) + Ac(I- frdFfic'J)

(3.1.9)

3.1.1 ONE-DIMENSIONAL LINEAR CONDUCTOR.

As in section 2.3, the simplest application arises for an infinitely

long, straight conductor of circular cross section. A depiction of the physical

problem is illustrated in the upper half of Figure 3.1. Again, p equals zero,

and all partials with respect to 0 and z vanish. The only nonzero components

of A and j are A_ and jz. By (3.1.2), the only nonzero component of E is E_I
2 ..... :

.... c0nsequently the only nonvanishing component of _ is in the ee direction.

The expression for Rp reduces to

where dr2 and dF1 are again defined as dSdz and rdrdO respectively. Varia-

/v { 1 1 2"2 j_A_+ " 10 }Rp = dV _-_ (A,) _ - _ew 3, - W3,r_rr (r_0)

-fr dr_wrj_o]_: +A_(I-j/r drlJ_ )

(3.1.1o)
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if" _ _ whole region conducting

TYPE I AND II

nonconducting re,on

I conducting boundary region

Figure 3.1: Physical Problem: One-dimensional bulk conductors.
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tion with respect to Az, jz )_c and x0 and integration by parts produces

- dF2wr6j_xo - dV6xo "_r
2 ri

r OA, "i

(3.1.11)

3.2 SUPERCONDUCTMTY.

This section presents some of the basic theory of superconductivity

and the application of the four-potential method to the solution of the time-

independent superconductor problem. For this problem, p is taken as zero,

and the variable _ is no longer required. For cases where E or p are not zero,

the superconductor behaves as a normal conductor for the E and D fields,

and these fields can be treated by the methods discussed in the previous

chapters. The departure from a normal conductor is ex.hi_bited in the B

and H fields and in the resistance of a super c°nduct°r" There is an almost

complete absence of resistance and the Band H fields are non-linear. The

linear constitutive relation (3.1.2) no'longer applies, and j is now a function

of A and the quantum mechanical quantity, the wave order parameter ¢. For

these reasons, the non-linear fields and non-linear constitutive equations, this

work deals exclusively with magnetostatic superconductor problems.

The most widely accepted microscopic theory of low temperature

superconductivity is due to Bardeen, Cooper and Schreifer [21, pp. 16-71] and
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is referred to as BCS theory. No attempt is made here to present the BCS

theory of superconductivity, as the author's work is based on the Oinzburg-

Landau equations. The Ginzburg-Landau equations, which describe types I

and II superconducting phenomena, are based upon the BCS theory. The

important result of the BCS theory is that below a certain temperature it

becomes energetically more favorable for "free" electrons to bind together in

pairs, called Cooper pairs, and that the density of these pairs in a volume

can be represented by the quantum probability density function ¢. Table

3.1 lists the relevant nomenclature for superconductivity.

Table 3.1 Superconducting Theory Nomenclature

Symbol Quantities

¢

I¢15

q*

m*

h

A

B

J

AF

Temperature dependent material parameters

Analgous to a wave/position

function in particle mechanics

Number of superconducting charge carriers

per unit volume

Complex conjugate of ¢

Effective charge of charge carriers

Effective mass of charge carriers

Planck's constant divided by 2 7r

Magnetic potential vector

Total magnetic field

Current distribution

Helmholtz free energy of superconducting state

Helmholtz free energy of normal state
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3.2.1 THE HELMHOLTZ FREE ENERGY FOR A SUPERCONDUCTOR.

The Helmholtz free energy of a system is expressed as

F=U-TS (3.2.1)

where F, U, T and S represent the Helmholtz free energy, the potential

energy, the temperature and the entropy of the system respectively.

In the general vicinity of the transition or critical temperature for

a type I or II superconductor, the difference between the Helmholtz free

energy of the superconducting and normal states of a conductor can be ap-

proximated as

Iv _ _ 1 i(_ihV_q.A)¢12 +½B.H}AF-- F,-Fn = dVt- l¢12+ .

(3.2.2)

in S.I. units [20], where the quantities c_, /_ and ¢ are defined in Table 1.

The first two terms represent a typical Landau expansion of the Helmholtz

free energy, for a second order phase transition. The third term represents

the total momentum of the charge carrier. The -ihV term is analogous to

the dynamic (kinetic) momentum of a quantum wave-like particle; the q*A

term represents the field momentum [31, p. 633; 21, pp. 105-108].

REMARK 3.2.1

A good example to il!_ustrate quantum kinetic momentum is provided by a one-

dimensional particle in an infinitely deep energy well. The -ihV term in the

above functional is similar, in quantum theory, to the momentum of the particle
in the well.

Using the identities, B = #oH, and B = VxA, the last term of

(3.2.2), which represents the field energy, can be replaced by

2_o (V×A)2 (3.2.3)
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In (3.2.3), the material's magnetic permeability/_, has been set to

/Jo, the value of the permeability of free space. The justification for the

use of/_o is that, in a superconductor, there is an almost total expulsion of

the magnetic field B from the interior of the superconductor. This effect is

called the Meissner effect. The B field will only penetrate a small distance

into the superconductor. This approximate penetration depth is called the

£ondon penetration depth. For superconducting samples with dimensions

much larger than the London penetration depth, the contribution to F by

the difference between/_H and/_oH is small and the substitution of # for/_o

is justified (Ref. [21], p.89). This type of superconductor is referred to as a

bulk superconductor. Superconductors with macroscopic dimensions on the

order of or smaller than the London penetration depth should use/z instead

of/1o. Only bulk superconductors are dealt with here.

Expanding AF in terms of ¢ and ¢* gives

+ +

1 (VxA)T(VxA)} (3.2.4)(ihv¢" - q*A¢*)+ °

The quantities ¢ and ¢* are both complex quantities and present no

mathematic difficulties when deriving a variational formulation of supercon-

ductivity, but they do cause numerical problems. H ¢ and ¢* are used as

independent variables in a numerical model, they require twice the amount

of memory to store because both a real and imaginary number must be

stored for each variable. A preferred numerical formulation will only contain

variables that are real. Luckily, the independent variables ¢ and ¢* can

be expressed in several different manners, all of Which are mathematically
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equivalent. If we let ¢ equalCR+ i¢I and _,* equal CR - i¢I, where CR and

¢/represent the magnitudes of the real _d imaginary parts respectively of

the old variables, and i the square root of -1, the memory storage problem

is solved and the new variables are real. This formulation was used in in

Ref. [32] for one-dimensional calculations. Although reasonable results for

most quantities were obtained, others lacked accuracy. Later, it was decided

to find an improved formulation. In the modified formulation, ¢ and ¢*

become [¢[e i= and I¢[e -i= respectively, where [¢1 is the modulus and w is

the phase angle of ¢ and ¢*. These are the new independent variables used

in the functional AF. With these substitutions, (3.2.4) becomes

LXF= dY -_l_l 2+ ½81¢14+ _&-z_.(h2Vrl¢lVl¢l

+ I¢12(_vT_, -- q*AT) (_V_ - q*A)) (3.2.5)
1

(V×A)+:

The first ,_-oxiation of AF with respect to 1¢I is

fv h25/',F(5]¢I) = dV61¢I{ -2°d¢1 + 2_I¢I3 - mv2l¢lrn*

+ I¢--L(hvTw-q'AT)(hVw-q*A))}
772*

+ dr6l¢l ma-Vl¢l
772*

The first variation of AF with respect to w is

\m m* )

drdr*w lfi" \ ]¢[2 -m* ))

(3.2.6)

(3.2.7)
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The first variation of AF with respect to A is

(3.2.s)

Comparison of the above equations with the Maxwell eqaution V×B = j

shows that the constitutive relation for a superconductor is

where j is now a function of A instead of E. Note that j and the constitutive

relation are already contained in the Euler equations and that j and ,_¢ are

not needed as separate variables to make the set of equations determinate.

The set of Euter equations obtained by the variation of AF is collec-

tively called the Ginzburg-I, andau equations. They describe the behavior of

type I and II superconductors. In the London approximation, ¢ is assumed

to be constant throughout the conductor volume. For this approximation,

equations (3.2.6) and (3.2.7) become zero and equation (3.2.8) becomes

6aF( A)/dv AT{ a*2A1= I¢1 +--(VXV oxA)} (3.2.10)

This type of conductor is known as a I,ondon type superconductor. Type I su-

perconductors are commonly referred to as London superconductors because

¢ is constant over the majority of the conductor volume and (3.2.10) can be

used to get a good approximation of the B field inside of the conductor.

For the Ginzburg-Landau bulk superconductor, ¢ becomes a con-

stant within the superconducting volume at the interior boundary. This
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means that 1¢] is a constant there, and the interior boundary integral of

(3.2.6) is zero.

Although the curl of A has been defined, the divergenceof A is

arbitrary. A common choice and the one used here is the London gauge,

V. A = 0, which is equivalent to the time-independent Lorentz gauge. For

this gauge choice, A must go to zero inside of a bulk superconductor [32,

p.12]. ¢ must also go to zero at the exterior free space/conductor boundary.

This reference shows that, with the London gauge, _7¢ also be zero at the

exterior boundary. This condition is equivalent to VIe I being zero on the

exterior boundary. With this condition, the outer boundary integral of(3.2.6)

is also zero, and the boundary term disappears completely.

Because of the London gauge choice and the condition that [¢[ is

constant deep in the bulk layer, the Euler equation of(3.2.7) becomes, in the

bulk region, V2w = 0, requiring that V=r be a constant. The value of the

constant is determined by energy considerations. The term I¢l/m*(t_Vw -

q'A) represents the net exchange of field momentum from the magnetic field

to the kinetic momentum of the charge carriers. Only in the boundary layer

is there an exchange of momentum and in the bulk of a superconductor this

term must be zero. Because A is zero in the interior of bulk superconductors,

Vzz must also be zero or there will be an exchange of momentum. Therfore,

for the London gauge choice, _ is a constant [21, p.107]. This reduces the

number of independent variables from three to two. The correct augmented
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functional for the generalizedthree-dimensional caseis therefore

. 1 (h2Vrl¢iVl¢I+ i¢12AFg = dV{-a]¢l 2 + ]file] 4 + 2m--"_

+!(V×A)T(V×A)+ A)}
2#°

and its first variation is

(3.2.1_)

6t,F,= dV6[¢l -2_1¢1 +2/fl013 ---v21¢I + 1¢1 AT A
7Tt*

+ dV_A T [¢1 _--_A + ,u"_

+ frdF,SAT { l (VxA x fi) +('fiAg)}

(3.2.12)

3.2.2 ONE-DIMENSIONAL SUPERCONDUCTORS.

For the one-dimensional Ginzburg-Landau superconductor that has

the same geometry as the linear conductor examined earlier in this chapter,

and no static charge density p, (3.2.11) reduces to

/V 1 4 1 (0[_] N_ 2
AFg= dV{-a[¢l_ +_fl[¢[ + 2m---:(h2\-'_r"r / (3.2.13)

+ ]¢12q*2A_) + _ \_] J
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and the first variation is

(3.2.14)

An illustration of the physical problem is shown in the lower portion of Figure

3.1.

For a London superconductor, ¢ is constant and (3.2.11) and (3.2.12)

become

AF_ -- Iv dV l _ k,_] ÷ 1¢12q*A_
]

LoA. -,+f..dr"'"l o.}1.,

(3.2.15)

and is

For both cases, the only nonzero component ofj is in the _z direction

q,2

j. = -1¢12_:Az (3.2.:6)
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3.2.3 EVALUATION OF MATERIAL PARAMETERS a AND B.

The following is a summary of Tinkham's derivation of a and fl that

is presented in [21, pp.105-109]. Appropriate changes have been made to

convert this derivation from CGS units to SI units.

Deep within a superconductor, due to screening.effects (the Meissner

effect), there are no fields or gradients. The last terms in the functional AF

drop out and the resulting equation is

1 4_F = -_I¢[ 2+ _I¢I

Near the second order phase transition, at the critical temperature T_, the

minimum value for the free energy occurs when

OAF -2a1¢ 1÷2DI¢I 3 0 (3.2.18)
o¢

from which

a (3.2.19)I¢1_ = l¢_12=

where [¢_ [2 is the value for the number density of superconducting charge

carriers deep within the conductor. Substituting ]¢¢¢ ]2 back into the preced-

ing equation for &F, gives

Ot2 G 2 G 2

_ =-_-+ 2_ =-2_ (3.2.20)

When the critical field Bc is applied, AF = -B 2 /2#,. Because of this

condition, deep within a superconductor, where no gradients are present,

the following approximation to AF can be made

AF = B_-_ a2 2 as___ = ___ =_ --=--B_ (3.2.21)
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The work, W, done in setting up a current distribution j [26] is

w = -½ Iv jradV (3.2.22)

From the London theory [21, p. 84], with Aef[ equal to the effective London

penetration depth, the following equation relating j and A can be derived

i

i=

i:
i

i 7

1
J = a A (3.2.23)

#O_*ff

Substitution of this expression for j into the equation for W gives

W= 1__2 [ ATAdV (3.2.24)

From the Ginzburg-Landau theory [21, p. 107], the expression for the work

done in setting up a current density j is defined as being

f q,2 _.. "

W = Jr/_'_'m. ATA]¢ool 2dV (3.2.25)

If gradients of the order parameter are zero and there are no external fields

Present, the two preceding equations are good approximations to W. Equat-

ing these two expressions for W g!ves

I q,2 =

2#o_eff 2m*

Algebraic mmaJpulation produces

(3.2.26)

Solving for 5 gives

,2_2
]Aoq 2_e f f

: > { : :/77

,2 x2
_oq Aef f

m •

(3.2.27)

(3.2.28)
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From before

B--__ = a---_-2 (3.2.29)
_o

Substitution for $ finally yields

I q,2 _2x 2 I_oq .4 1_2_4 I
(3.2.30)

Allowing [¢_I 2 to equal the number of superconducting electron

pairs, it is seen that to be consistent with the London theory

= twice the electron charge

= twice the electron mass

3.3 SUMMARY.

In this chapter, the boundary conditions and the appropriate forms

of functionals based upon the four-potential method are determined for two

conductors with an unknown current density vector. The two types of con-

ductors considered are a normal linear conductor and a superconductor. The

only approximation made for the linear conductor is that both w and j be

step functions. The more general case where they are both C ° continuous is

also discussed.

For the superconductor, the Ginzburg-Landau and London type su-

perconductors are discussed. The London type superconductor is shown to

be a simplification of the Ginzburg-Landau superconductor based upon the

assumption that the quantum mechanical variable ¢ becomes a constant

throughout the conductor volume.
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Also determined are the boundary conditions for the gauge choice

V. A = 0. This particular gauge choice reduces the number of independent

variables for the Ginzburg-Landau superconductor by one. The appropriate

expressions for the two material parameters for this conductor, c_ and _, are

also determined in this chapter.

The primary assumption in determining a functional for the Ginzburg-

Landau superconductor is that the conductor is near the phase transition

temperature, T_. Fortunately, there is some experimental support that the

Ginzburg-Landau theory is valid in a much wider range of temperature than

this narrow range if appropriate values for )_ff and Be are used.

In the next chapter, the thermal dependence of the two fuctionals

derived here is explored. A functional to predict thermal fields is also pre-

sented.



CHAPTER. IV

THERMAL EFFECTS

In previouschaptersthermal effectsin conductorshavebeenignored.

Thermal effectsarequite important in superconductivity becausethey deter-

mine whether a conductor remains in the normal or superconducting state.

Thermal fields also affect the current density distribution in normal linear

conductors. In order to develop more accurate models of the EM fields, it

is therefore important that thermal effectsbe included in numerical models

of these fields. To accomodate the need to model the thermal fields, this

chapter presents the functionals for two simple time-independent thermal

field problems, the heat conduction and heat convection problems. These

sectionssummarizematerial presentedin references[24]and [33, pp.90-92].

Typically, the EM material properties_, #, e, # and w are temperature-

dependent. The dependence of e on thermal fields for conductors is mild and

is not addressed here. The thermal dependence of # is not discussed ei-

ther because little experimental data for the test material, extremely pure

aluminum, could be found. The only available datum found was a room tem-

perature value[34, p.627], and this value is approximately Po. If the value

of _ remains within an order of magnitude of #o (i.e., ,_ 10#o), the for-

mulations presented in this work experience no numerical difficulties if the

correct value for _ is used. Scaling schemes to improve matrix condition

numbers and numerical stability are also presented in the sequel, and they
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can be implemented to covercaseswhere tt deviates significantly from #o.

For the above reasons, the values of #o and eo axe substituted for tt and e in

all numerical formulations presented here. The temperature dependence of

a,/3 and ," are discussed later in this chapter.

4.1 THERMAL FUNCTIONALS.

For a time-independent three-dimensional system, the functional

can be used to model the heat conduction problem [24, p.2]. Q represents

the heat flux through the boundary of the integration volume, Y the temper-

ature, k the thermal conductivity tensor, and _ the heat generation rate per

unit volume. For the time-independent case, all of the above are functions

only of the spatial coordinates.

The_:first variation of the above equation with respect to the inde-

=

fv dr67-{v. (kvT)- + dr67- .{kvT--q}5ftd

For linear conducting media, the heat generation per unit volume

depends upon the current density j and the resistivity of the material w.

Both k and w for a material axe functions of 7-, but for the :purposes of this

formulation, they are treated as functions of the space coordinates. When the

finite element solution process is discussed, this assumption will be treated in

a more complete manner. For now, it is assumed that w is a function of the

pendent x-affable 7" is
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spacecoordinates and the appropriate _-alueof _ for the time-independent

linear conductor is [85, p.117]

=_j.j (4.1.3)

For the case of convection heat transfer, the heat flux across a boundary may

Q = h(T_¢- T)

be expressed as [24, p.4]

(4.1.4)

where h is the heat-transfer coefficient tensor, which is only a function of

the spatial coordinates, and Too is the known free-stream temperature. The

associated variational functional is

_,, = _rdrTfi" {h (Too - ½T) - q}

whose first variation is

6_,, = _ dr6Th. {h (Too - T) - Q} (4.1.6)

with that of 6z axis, and the conductor carries a steady current !.

to symmetry, there is no variation of 7" in the ee and ez directions.

functional _d becomes

4.1.1 ONE-DIMENSIONAL THERMAL FUNCT!0NALS.

For the one dimensional case, the same geometry as that of previous

chapters is used. An illustration of the thermal portion of the problem is

shown in Figure 4.1. Again there is a long cylindrical conductor that extends

to 4-oo in the _z direction, the longitudinal axis of the conductor coincides

Due

The

t rl

(4.1.7)
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where k is the thermal conductivity, and like w is a function of r. Qr is the

heat flux in the radial direction _r. The first variation of (4.1.7) is

(4.1.8)

The one dimensional heat convection functional is

gt_= dF2Tr{heo.,,(_Too-T)-Q_} (4.1.9)
2 rl

where hco,_ is the convection coe_cient. The first variation is

5_v = _F aT25Tr {hconv(T_ - T) - Qr) ]
2 ri

(4.1.1o)

For the Euler equation of (4.1.8), integrating with respect to r once

gives

(4.1.11)

and inte_ation with respect to r twice gives

1

7"=- f -_r (/Wj_rdr) dr +Cl / _---_dr +c2 (4.1.12)

where C1 and C2 are constants of integration.

A premise to the analysis of the heat conduction problem presented

here is that k varies slowly across the domain of integration, i.e., between ri

and rj. This premise will be true if the finite elements that are used in the

heat conduction an alysiscan be made smaU enoug h to model the temperature

distribution within the conductor adequately. The only limit on the size of

the elements is machine accuracy. For the cases where the size of the element

is smaller than machine accuracy, scaling schemes can be employed to move
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Figure 4.1: PhysicalProblem: One-dimensionalconductor generating aheat-
ing load.
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finite element solutions back into the machine's range. So, theoretically at

least, the assumption that k varies slowly across an element's domain is a

valid assumption. This assumption proves to be true for the cases that are

presented later in this work. If k varies slowly, it can be approximated by a

linear interpolation across an element. This interpolation is

Ak (4.1.13)
kj - k._....__r = ki + "_Trrk "- ki q- rj - ri

where ki and kj are the values of k at the inner and outer boundaries of

integration respectively.

In the previous chapter, it is assumed that over elements (between

boundary limits), that to and j= are approximated as step functions for a lin-

ear conductor. That assumption is made again here. With this assumption,

to and j, become constants over the range of integration of (4.1.12). Sub-

stituting (4.1.13) into (4.1.12), and using the above assumption of constant

current density and resistivity, integration of (4.1.12) provides

7" = wj=" (rAt kiAr2 11a ki + + C1 In + C2
)) Y, \k,ar+ ak

' (4.1.14)

where In represents the natural logarithm of the argument.

If to is allowed to go to zero, as in a superconductor, (4.1.14) becomes

T = C1 " ha kiAr + Ak +Ca (4.1.15)

For this solution to remain bounded as ri goes to zero, C1 mu_t be zero.

Now Y is an undetermined constant, C2, at rj. This provides an important

boundary condition for any cylindrical heat conduction problem that has

ri equal to zero, this boundary condition being that 07"/0r10 equal zero.

_=
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Ret'errlag to (4.1.8), the interior boundary integral, with C2 substituted for

Q,. - kff/ kO_2
Or = Or = 0

T shows that

(4.1.16)

Consequently, the heat flux and the temperature gradient at r = 0 vanish if

the solution of 7" is to remain bounded.

Letting rj now equal an arbitrary interior point of the conductor, r2,

the exterior boundary integral of(4.1.8) also disappears for the case of w equal

to zero. To find the T distribution, another arbitrary point, r3, between r2

and the conductor/free space boundary is chosen. The expressions, (4.1.11)

a_d (4.1.15), derived from the heat conduction variational principle, are also

used again. At r2, it is already known that 0"Y/0r is zero. Using (4.1.11),

it is found that C1 again equals zero and using (4.1.15) determines that T

again equals an arbitrary constant. This constant must be the same as that

derived for the case where r varied between zero and r2 in order to satisfy

the C ° continuity of T in the variational functional as well as the boundary

conditions imposed by the first variation of that functional. Because r2 and

ra are arbitrary, this requires for the case of zero resistivity that T become

a single constant over the domain of the conductor.

This constant is determined by the use of equations

(4.1.10). The former states

Q_ = k 0T
Or = 0

(4.1.8) and

(4.1.17)

Using this information, (4.1.10) gives

Ts = Too (4.1.18)
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where _ and Too represent the surface temperature and the temperature of

the cooling fluid outside of the convection cooling boundary layer respec-

tively. This gives the final result, when w = 0 the temperature distribution

within a conductor is the constant Too, and also that the thermal properties

k and hco,_ need not be known.

For the more general case of a nonzero w, equations (4.1.8) and

(4.1.10) are used again to find the temperature distribution T. For this case,

(4.1.11) must also be used. It is assumed here that ri is zero and rj is the

conductor radius, re. Equation (4.1.11) then gives

(4.1.19)

where rc is the conductor's radius. Combining this result with the boundary

integral of (4.1.8) gives

1 Jor°wj2rdr (4.1.20)qr = -.--:

Using this result and (4.1.10) gives the following equation

1 forCWj_rdr + Too (4.1.21)= hco._rc

At the interior boundary, ri is equal to zero and the value of C1 of equation

(4.1.12) is zero. The value for C2 can also be determined to be equal to Ts.

The temperature distribution is now

(/0 )T(r) -  i rdr dr+ (4.1.22)

REMARK 4.1.1

Strictly speaking, the application of the equation (4.1.15) for T to the supercon-

ductors presented in this work is only approximate. For these superconductors j

is a function of A and I¢[, both of which are C ° continuous. This makes j C °
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continuous,and the integrationof the firstterm in (4.1.11)incorrectbecause j is

assumed to be C -I continuous there.However, because a_isa constant and equal

to zero fora superconductor,the firstterm of(4.1.11)disappears,and integration

ofthe remaining terms givesthe previousresult,equation(4.1.15).

4.2 VALUES FOR THE THERMAL PARAMETERS k AND hr .....

The first parameter discussed is the thermal conductivity k of a linear

conductor. The thermal conductivity of a superconductor is not necessary

for the problems studied in this work and will not be discussed. Reference

[36] gives a semi-empirical formula for the thermal conductivity of a material.

This formula is [36, p.6a]

1
k -- (4.2.1)

+

n = 2.0 a" = 4.8 x 10 -6

m = 2.61 /3' = .0245

These values are used to determine k for all of the examples presented here.

The thermal conductivity returned by this formula is accurate to within 3-

5% of experimental values in the temperature range of zero to fifteen degrees

Kelvin.

(4.2.3)

where
(m-n_

( (4.2.2)

For these formulas, k is given in watt cm -I T -I where T -I is in degrees

Kelvin. The constants rn, n, a" and _' were determined by a curve fitto

experimental data. The values ofthese constants forwell annealed, 99.9999%

pure aluminum with a residualresistivityof 0.000593 micro-ohms per cm and

a criticaltemperature of 1.196 degrees Kelvin are [36,p.9]
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On a microscopic level, all conductors are composed of a lattice

structure with tightly bound electrons and protons. Some loosely bound

electrons also exist and are called "free" electrons. There are two types of

lattice structure interactions, and they determine, in part, how quickly heat

may be transported through a conductor. This part is called the lattice

structure's contribution to the material's thermal conductivity or the ther-

mal conductivity of the lattice. The first of the two lattice interactions is

that due to quantum lattice vibrations called phor_or_8, that can be treated

quantum-mechanically as both waves and particles, and collisions between

these quasi-particles. For this interaction, the thermal conductivity is pro-

portional to T [31, pp.115-121], and is represented by the second term in the

denominator of (4.2.1). The second interaction is due to material imperfec-

tions, such as a copper ion in an aluminum lattice structure or imperfections

in the lattice structure itself, such as dislocations. In this second interaction,

the transport of both phonons and "free" electrons are being affected by an

imperfect lattice. The net result is that a particle is being scattered by the

lattice imperfection. For an essentially pure monocrystaline structure, these

effects can be neglected. This assumption is made for the above aluminum

sample for k because of its high purity and because it has also been well

annealed to remove lattice imperfections.

The "free" electrons provide a third means of energy transport and

may either transport an electrical current, heat or both heat and a cur-

rent. The rate of transport is governed predominantly by electron-phonon

collisions. For a conductor, this is the dominant form of heat transport

and is called the electronic contribution. This contribution to the thermal

conductivity is called the electronic thermal conductivity. Electron-electron
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collisions also occur, but are so infrequent that they may be neglectedhere.

For the temperature rangeof interest, zero to fifteen degreesKelvin, theory

predicts that the electronic thermal conductivity is proportional to T -2 [37,

p.204]. The first term in the denominator of (4.2.1) represents the electronic

contribution to the thermal conductivity and illustrates the excellent match

of theory to reality for aluminum.

The second parameter necessary to the computational analysis of the

problems posed in this work is the heat convection constant h¢o,,_. TypicaLly,

type I and II superconductors are cooled by liquid helium [38, p.193]. When

liquid helium is used, the boundary conditions are not of simple convection

cooling, but of combined convection cooling and heat transport by thermal

conductivity. At the low temperatures necessary to induce superconductivity

in aluminum, liquid helium becomes a two phase fluid. One part of the fluid

behaves normally, and the other part becomes a viscosity free (resistanceless)

fluid called a superituid. Not wishing to model the physics of the superfluid,

as the focus of the present work is to model thermally coupled superconductor

behavior, a simple, arbitrary heat convection boundary term was adopted.

For this boundary term, it is assumed that the conductor is in a normal

state, the current density j, the resistivity w, and the thermal conductivity k

are constants across the whole domain of the conductor, and the difference

between the surface temperature Ts and the cooling fluid does not drop below

one hundreth (.01) of a degree Kelvin.

The temperature of the cooling fluid Too is known and, together with

the current I, is one of the two independent loading parameters that are

varied in the computational analysis of coupled phase-thermal-EM systems

presented in later chapters. The maximum values of I and Ts are used to
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choosethe value of h¢o,_. These values represent the state of the system

where the greatest amount of heat transfer occurs. The above choice of

state ensures that, by use of the formula for h¢o,_ presented below, heat is

always being removed from the conductor by the Cooling fluid and that the

conductor never cools the fluid instead. To simplify the determination of

h¢o,,_, an overall energy balance approach is used below (e.g., see [33, p.92].

In the steady state, or time-independent system, the heat energy produced

by the conductor must equal the amount of heat energy removed by the

cooling flu/d. For the one-dlmensional conductor this :is:

///0rc /°2r. wj_rdrdz -- 27rrc h¢o,,,(_ - Too)dz
i i

(4.2.4)

For a one-_mensional conductor with constant current density, jz = I/_rrc 2.

Substituting this expression for jz into (4.2.4), and using all prior assump-

tions, produces the following expression for hco,_ :

hcon,., = 507r-2rc-3 wI 2 (4.2.5)

For this equation, w is evaluated at _ which equals Too q- .01. This choice

for w generates the largest possible amount of heat in the conductor for the

two loading parameters.

4.3 THERMAL PROPERTIES OF w.

Like the thermal conductivity, two primary mechanisms participate

to produce a resistance to EM energy transport. For this type of energy

transport, the electron-phonon interaction predominates again, but only

dominates at high temperatures (above ,,_ 20 ° K). Unlike the thermal prob-

lem, lattice imperfections can contribute enough to the resistance of EM
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energy transport that they must be accounted for. The first type of inter-

action is accounted for by the ideal resistivity of a material. The second

interaction is accounted for by the residual resistivity of the material. The

total resistivity is thus the sum of the residual and ideal resistivities

w = w/+ wo (4.3.1)

where w i and Wo are the ideal and residual resistivities respectively.

Usually, the residual resistivity is a property of the particular sample

and is determined by experiment. The value used in the numerical examples

contained herein is given at the beginning of the previous section. The

following discussion of ideal resistivity is a summary of material presented

in Refs. [37] and [39].

The ideal resistivity can be expressed as

03i ._ T_ (_R) 5 (_.__.R)
]5 (4.3.2)

where T£ is a material constant, :YR is the Debye temperature as determined

by resistance methods, and if5 is

fo _ z s dz (4.3.3)Js(z)= (e__ i)(i_ e__)

This is the Bloch-Griineisen formula for the ideal resistivity of a material

[37, pp.189-190]. For materials at low temperatures, i.e., TR/T >> 1, the

upper bound on J5 can be extended to infinity with little error. Integration

by parts of (4.3.3) with this new limit produces

& (z) = e= _ I + 5 e" - 1 dz (4.3.4)
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The first term evaluated at the limits is zero and the second term is 5! x Z(5)

where Z(n) represents the Riemann zeta function of argument n and 5!Z(5)

is approximately equal to 124.4. Equation (4.3.2) becomes

6d i ,,_ 124.47£ (_R) 5 (4.3.5)

It has been observed experimentally, that for low temperatures, w is propor-

tional to T 5 [37, pp.190-192]. This validates the general behavior of (4.3.5).

For reasons too lengthy to be discussed here (see Ref. [37], pp.182-202),

(4.3.2) and (4.3.5) are only good approximations to the ideal resistivity of

a material. To bring the formula closer to experimental values, 7_ can be

replaced by an espression quadratic in T [40, p.470]. Equation (4.3.2) now

becomes

wi -" (Co +C1T +C27 "2) _RR J5 (4.3.6)

where C0, C1 and C2 are constants determined from experimental data.

4.3.1 VALUES OF CONSTANTS .F..0R BLOCH-GRLTNEISEN FORMULA.

The value for 7"r is documented as 395 ° K [39, p.100, 37, p.192]. The

values for 7£ or go, gl, and g2 were not found after an extensive literature

search. Some constants related to go, C1, and g2 were found in Ref. [40].

Rather than converting these constants, it was decided to do a curve fit of

the experimental data in the previously cited reference to determine the de-

sired constants. The software package Mathematica was implemented using

the "Fit" option. It was discovered that Co, C1, and C2 are not constants

but parameters dependent upon the annealing temperature, TA. Curve fits
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with theseparametersassumedto be quadratic functions of TA returned the

following formulas:

5C0 (TA) = 0.0669523686343453 + 0.00006306135275167563 TA

-- 1.320389349752735 x 10 -7 7"_

5C1 (TA) = --0.001133598163601825 + 0.000006634622902885976 TA

-- 7.731210566579611 x 10 -9 T_

5C2 (Yn) = 0.000003186103199486918 - 1.840858520126625 x 10 -8 TA

+ 2.147449451671961 X 10 -11 Y_

(4.3.7)

These empirical formulas agree within 5% when compared with the experi-

mental data of Ref. [40] over the range of 2.21-273.16 ° K. For the numerical

examples presented in later chapters, it is assumed that these values can be

used down to ,-, 0 ° K with about the same accuracy. This assumption is

justified because experimental observation shows that in this temperature

range the residual resistivity is the dominant contribution to the total re-

sistivity. Five times the value of each constant is presented in the above

formulas. This removes a factor of five from the function ,75 and simplifies

of the calculation of 075- The determination of if5 is discussed in the next

subsection. The value of the annealing temperature used for all numerical

experiments was 548.16 ° K.

4.3.2 NUMERICAL APPROXIMATION TO THE INTEGRAL :Z_.

In order to obtain valid values for wi, it is also necessary to have a

,,xlid numerical approximation to ,75. Although the numerical results pre-

sented herein lie in the range where TR/q" >> 1, where the approximation of
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equation (4.3.2) is valid, in the interest of additional accuracy, O's is evalu-

ated numerically between its actual limits. The evaluation of 0"s between its

actual limits also ensures valid results for wi should the solution procedure

inadvertently step into a range where :T_/:r is no longer much greater than

one.

The range of interest for most of the the author's applications of the

Bloch-Grfineisen formula lies between absolute zero and about one hundred

degrees above absolute zero. In this range, numerical approximations to the

integral in (4.3.3) converges slowly. To improve the rate of convergence, an

equivalent expression is substituted that is composed of the difference of two

integrals. Formally, this expression is

j_0 x Z 5 dz3"5(z) = (e. _ 1)(1_ e_,)

[oo z 5 dz

.to (e,- 1)(1- _-,)
[oo z s dz

£ (e" - 1)(1- e-:)

(4.3.8)

The first integral, as noted before, is simply 5!Z[5], where Z[n] represents the

Riemann zeta function of order n. An approxdmation, good to sixteen deci-

mal places, as determined by the software package Mathematica for 5!Z[5],

is 124.4313306172044. This is the value used for the numerical experiments

contained in this work. Integration of (4.3.8) by parts produces

Ys(x) = 5!z[51+
e'" 1 _ -5 e ;-L ldz

(4.3.9)

= 5!Z[5] e _ - 1 5 e z - 1 dz

The integral in the above equation is "known as a Debye function. Abrarnowitz

and Stegun [41, p.998] give the asymptotic approximation to this integral as:

_¢_ z 4 _ { x4 4x3 12z2 24x 24 } ez ,_l = --n+ -Z-+ + -Z- + (4.3.1o/
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A thirtyterm seriesapproximation was used in the numerical experiments

presented in tiffswork to evaluate the Debye function. This number of terms

enabled the finiteelement coding to match the Mathematica software results

for wi to sixteen decimal places.

For the author's numerical experiments, the temperature is evalu-

ated at the nodal points of each element. Tiffsis a consequence of the C °

continuityofthe variationalfunctionalspresented earlierin tiffschapter. The

problem presented by thisformulation isthat w foreach element isonly C -I

continuous. To overcome tiffsdiiTiculty,itwas decided to evaluate w at each

node, and calculatethe mean of the two returned values. This mean value

isused as the resistivityof the element. Tiffsensures that a true mean for

over the element isrepresented. Ifthe mean temperature isused instead, the

resultant value for w does not represent a true mean because, at low tem-

peratures, wi is proportional to 7"5. The mean value that is used assumes

that w_ varieslinearly over an element whereas the second does not. The

assumption of a linear variation here is consistent with the linear variation

of all other independent variables of variational functionals presented in this

work.

4.4 THERMAL DEPENDENCE OF c,_ ft. AND !¢._!2.

The thermal behavior of the time-independent superconductor is

governed by the material parameters c, and 8. For numerical purposes, it

was found that it was also necessary to know the thermal behavior of 1¢_ 12-

Equation (3.2.30) of the previous chapter shows that c_ and fl are both func-

tions of Aeyf and Be. Doss gives the empirical thermal dependence of B¢ as
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[3s,p.65]

B_(_')= Bc(O) ]
He also gives the semi-empirical approximation for A¢:: as being [38, p.52]

1

,_,::(T)= A_::(o)i- (4.4.2)

where hell (0) and Bc (0) are semi-empirical constants that represent the

effective penetration depth and critical magnetic field when the temperature

of the system equals zero. For high-purity well-annealed aluminum, Bc (0)

equals 99 gauss [42, p.5] and hell (0) is equal to 500 angstroms [42, p.39].

Substitution of (4.4.1) and (4.4.2) into (3.2.30) gives

q*: [ 1- (T/_) _]{+_=_:Bo(o)__,::(o)_

2 (4.4.3)

_ -_ _c(°)2 a_::(°)4 1 +(7"/_) 2

Equation (3.2.27) gives the relation that I¢_12 equals oc/$. Substitution of

(4.4.3) into this equation gives the thermal dependence of I¢_ [2, which is:

#oq.2A_:/(0)-2 1-- (Z (-4.4.4)

Note that as T approaches T_, the critical field goes to zero. The

physical interpretation for this behavior is that any field at T¢ causes a col-

lapse of the superconducting phase in a conductor. This corresponds to the

actual physics of a superconductor. The parameter ]¢_15 also goes to zero

as expected. The parameter A¢//approaches infinity however. The physical

interpretation of this result is that the penetration of the magnetic field into

the conductor is complete, again in accordance with physical observation.
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4.5 SUMMARY.

In this chapter, the variational functionals that describe two meth-

ods of heat transfer, conduction and convection, are presented. Important

assumptions about these functionals are that the thermal conductivity k and

the heat generation terms q, are functions of the spatial coordinates when

used with these functionals. The thermal dependence of k and w are also dis-

cussed, and appropriate numerical approximations for both parameters are

also presented. Physical constants necessary to the determination of these

parameters for the test material used in this work, high purity, well-annealed

aluminum, are also given.

An important assumption about the determination of the value of

for finite element analysis is also made. In a previous chapter, it was already

determined for the specific form of the four-potential formulation chosen for

numerical analysis that w be a step function across an element. In order to

evaluate w, the temperature _r must be known. The thermal functionals of

this chapter returns two values of T for each element, leaving two choices

of how to determine an appropriate value of w for each element. The first

choice is to use the mean value of the two nodal temperatures to determine

the elemental w:

w(_) =Wo +W_ (_(_) + Ti(_) )2

The second choice is to evaluate w at both nodal temperatures and use the

mean of these two w's for the elemental value of w:

= + ½ +
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The latter approach is used here because it more accurately represents the

mean value of w for an element.

In the discussion of the one-dimensional forms of the heat function-

als, it is shown that, for a one-dimensional steady state superconductor, the

temperature T is a constant across the domain of the conductor. This re-

suit is important for two reasons. First, knowledge of the values of k and

hconv for the superconducting state are not necessary and computational el-

fort need not be expended to determine them. Second, since T is constant

across the domain, no numerical analysis is required to find the temperature

distribution in the conductor.

With the completion of this chapter, all the necessary tools have

been developed for the finite element treatment discussed in Chapters V-XI.

-These chapters show specifically how to Construct specific elements based on

the four-potential variational principle and their application to the solution

of thermal, EM, and quantum phase change problems.



CHAPTER V

THE CLEM1D FINITE ELEMENT

The first finite element example of the use of the four-potential

method for determining EM fields is the simplest. It is the example dis-

cussedin Section 2.3, an infinitely long, straight conductor of circular cross

section which carriesa known, time-independent,uniform current in the lon-

gitudinal direction. For comparisonpurposes,the analytical solutions of Az

inside the conductor and in free space are discussed first.

5.1 ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS TO THE TEST PROBLEM.

5.1.1 THE FREE SPACE MAGNETIC FIELD.

In Cartesian coordinates the radial component of the magnetic vec-

tor potential in free space can be calculated from the expression (see, e.g.,

[14,26,27,28,43])

A;: - 4;rl_-"!°/v j__ T dV

where ]r[ is the distance between the elemental charge jz dV and the point in

space at which it is desired to find the field potential. The integral extends

over the volume containing charges. This expression serves equally well in

cylindrical coordinates. In fact, the transformation of z components is one

to one if the center of the coordinate systems coincide.
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As noted previously, the only non-vanishing component of the cur-

rent vector isjz dF1 where dFI is the elemental cross sectional area of the

conductor r dr d8 and j, is the current density in the z direction. If de repre-

sents the differential length of the wire, then jz dV - jz dr1 dg = I dg = I dz

and Ir] = _. Substitution into (5.1.1) yields

_oI f,o dzA,(r) = oo + z2 (5.1.2)

This integral diverges, but this difficulty can be overcome by taking the wire

to have a finite length 2£, symmetric with respect to the field point, that

is large whh respect to its diameter. Integrating between -£: and +£ gives

the result

(5.1.3)

Expanding this equation in powers of r/f_. and retaining only first-order terms

gives

A. = - \-ff_-] In r + C_
(5.1.4)

where C1 is an arbitrary constant. For subsequent developments it is con-

venient to select C1 = (#0I/2_r) lnr,, where r, is the "truncati0nradius" of

the finite element mesh in the radial direction. Then

(5.1.5)

With this normalization, A, = 0 at r = r,. Taking the curl of A gives the

B field in cylindrical c09rdinates:

Br 0B=VxA= Be = - = -or "

0

(5.1.6)
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It is seen that the only non-vanishing component of the magnetic flux density

is

_OA..._2._= #o..__I (5.1.7)
Be = #oHe = Or 21rr

This expression is called the law of Biot-Savart in the EM literature.

5.1.2 MAGNETIC FIELD WITHIN THE CONDUCTOR.

Again restricting our consideration to the static case, Maxwell's

equations in their integral flux form give

_c H. ds = _c #-IB • ds = frj. ficdF (5.1.8)

where C is a contour around the field point traversed counterclockwise with

an oriented differential arclength ds and ficdF is the oriented surface element

inside the contour. The term for the electric field disappears in this analysis

because ]_ = 0. From before, it is known that the right hand side of (5.1.8)

is equal to the normal component of the current that flows through the

cross sectional area evaluated by the integral. In the free space case, this is

the total current that flows through the conductor. But in the conductor the

amount of current is a function of the distance r from the center. Again us" :.g

I to represent the total current carried by the conductor, and re the radius

of the conductor, and assuming an uniform current density jz = I/(rrr2c),

the fight hand side of (5.1.8) becomes

j-ficdF = j.. dF1 = 7rr--'_- dr1 = I_-_¢2
1 l

(5.1.9)

Evaluating the left hand side of the integral and solving for Be gives:

#It (5.1.10)2rr/_-IBe
= Ir_, B0 = 2rrr'--'_
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5.2 FINITE ELE.,MENTDISCRETIZATION.

Comparing this equation with (5.1.5),itis seen that ifp = #0 then Bo is

continuous at the wire surface r - re and has the value/z01/(2_rre). But if

p _ #o there isa jump (p - #o)I/(27rrc) in S0.

The magnetic potential Az within the conductor iseasilycomputed

by integrating-Bo with respect to r:

_I r 2

A, = 4_.r2 +CI (5.1.11)

The value of C1 is determined by matching (5.1.5) at r = re, since the

potential must be continuous. The result can be written as

I i_ i- -_o in (5.i.i2)
7, •

The preceding expressions (5.1.5),(5.1.12) for Az can be verified as being

correct by substituting them directly into the Euler equation of (2.3.11).

5.2.1 CONSTRUCTING EM FINITE ELEMENTS.

To deal with this particular axisymmetric problem a two-node "line"

finite element is sufficient. This provides the C ° continuity for Az that the

variational formulation requires. In the following, individual elements and

element properties axe indentified by the superscript (e). The two element

end nodes axe denoted by the subscripts i and j. The magnetic potential A,

is interpolated over each element as

A, = NA(, ") (5.2.1)
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Here the row vector N contains the isoparametric finite elementshapefunc-

tions for A... The elements of N are only functions of the isoparametric

parameter _ which varies between -1 at node i and +1 at node j. The shape

functions are

N=½(1-_ 1+_> (5.2.2)

The shape functions are functions of the spatial vaziable r and the defining

relation between r and N is

{-(_) }
Nr (_)N (5.2.3)- -

rj

A_ e) contains the nodal values for A_- and are only functions Of the time t,

A(e) = zi (5.2.4)
A (_)

=j

Substitution of these finite element assumptions into the previously derived

Lagrangian. Equation (2.3.9), and then into Equation (2.2.14), yields the

variational integral as the sum of elemental contributions R - E_R (_), where

R(e)= f dV(e) { 1--_A(e)TO-'-'NTCoNA(e)-A(e)Tg(e) }Jv(o2it( e) z G_V C_r z Jz (5.2.5)

The nodal values A (e) are constant with respect to time because this is a

steady state problem. Therefore, the integration with respect to t disappears.

Taking the variation with respect to the element node values of A (e) gives

{ 17. ONTON'(e) -- NTj (e)} (5.2.6)= [--dV(e)SA(e)T #,_)_r "_'r Az
5R (_)

JV(_)

This can be written more simply as

KU(=)u(_) = p(e) (5.2.7)
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where

ON T ON

dV(e)

u (e) = A_ e)

(5.2.s)

Equation (5.2.7) is purposely written in a notation resembling the stiffness-

force equations of statics. K u(e) represents a stiffness mat_x derived from

a potential energy variational formulation, u (*) the nodal displacements and

p(e) represents the external force vector. This form clearly illustrates that so-

lution and assembly techniques developed for finite element mechanics prob-

lems can be used to solve four-potential based EM field problems.

5.2.2 APPLYING BOUNDARY CONDITIONS.

The finite element mesh is necessarily terminated at a finite size,

which for this test problem is defined as the truncation radius r, alluded to

in Section 5.2. In order to make the boundary integrals of R vanish, it is

necessary to look at the boundary integrals of (2.3.11). In the finite element

formulation, the discretized version of these integrals is

A (numei) represent the nodal valueswhere dF2 is again dOdz, and A,! 1) and --zj

for A, at r = 0 and r = rt respectively and numeI is the total number of

finite elements. Simple observation shows that the first boundary integral

vanishes at r equal to zero. To make the other term vanish, the nodal value

for Az at r equal to r, can be constrained to zero. This is the essential

boundary condition used for this particular problem.
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5.3 NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS.

5.3.1 THE FINITE ELEMENT MODEL.

The test problem consists of a wire conductor of radius rc trans-

porting a unit current density. For this problem, the finite element mesh

is completely defined by specifying the radial node coordinates for each ele-

ment e as r i-(e) --_ r(e) and rj-(e) = rn+ x.-(e)If the mesh contains Nwire elements

inside the conductor, those elements are numbered e = 1, 2, ... Nwir¢ and

nodes are numbered n - 1,2, ... Nwir_ + 1 starting from the conductor

center outwards. The first node (n = 1) is at the conductor center r = 0

and node n = N_i_ + 1 is placed at the conductor boundary r = re. The

mesh is then continued with Nf_ee elements into free space to give a total of

N_i_ + -\-fre_ + 1 nodes and N_i,-_ + NI,._ elements. This type of mesh for

EM field simulation is unique to four-potential based numerical methods. A

single node is needed at material interfaces to model fields as opposed to the

double nodes of field based simulations.

Yor the calculation of the element stiffness and force vectors, the

material permeability # and current density jz axe uniform over the element.

Analytical integration over the element geometry gives

• _ 1 {,, (_)-- (_)_

where r_ ) 1( _))-- _ rl _) + r is the mean radius of the element and l (¢) -

r(_) -(_) the element radial length. For the test example, #(¢) is a constantj -- r i

inside the conductor whereas outside, #(e) is assumed to be unity. For the

analytical solution of Section 5.1.1, this requires that #o be replaced by one.
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The longitudinal curent density is j, = I/(_rr_) inside the conductor whereas

outside jz vanishes.

The master stiffness matrix and force vector are assembled following

standard finite element techniques. The only essential boundary condition

requires setting the nodal potential on the truncation boundary to zero, as

explained in Section 5.2.2. The modified master equations are processed by

a conventional symmetric solver, which provided the value of the magnetic

potential at the mesh nodes. The magnetic flux density Bo, which is constant

over each element, is recovered in element by element fashion through the

simple finite element approximation

4 (e)_ 4 (_)

= =-__A,,= 1"(7)Or
(5.3.2)

This value was assigned to the center of each element e for plotting purposes,

although it is a step function due to its C -1 continuity.

5.3.2 NUMERICAL RESULTS.

::The numerical results shown in Figures 5.1 through 5.6 pertain to a

unit-radius conductor (re = 1), with the external mesh truncated at rt - 5.

The element radial lengths, 1(e), were kept constant and equal to .25, which

corresponds to four internal and sixteen external elements.

The compute d values of the potential As are compared with the

analytical solutions of Sections 1.1.1 and 1.1.2. As can be seen, the agreement

between analytical and FE values is excellent. The comparison between

computed values of the magnetic flux density Be shows excellent agreement
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except for the last element near the wire center, at which point the FE

approximation (5.3.1) loses accuracy.

Figures 5.1, 5.3, and 5.5 are for the case where #wir_ was 10.0, and

Figures 5.2, 5.4, and 5.6 are for the case in which pwir_ was one, that is, the

same as the space surrounding the wire. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show computed

and analytical magnetic potentials. The slope discontinuity at r = 1 in

Figure 5.1 and the jump in B0 in Figure 5.3 are a consequence of the change

in permeability # when crossing the conductor boundary. Figures 5.3 and 5.4

show the computed and analytical magnetic flux densities. Figures 5.5 and

5.6 show the computed and analytical magnetic flux densities in free space in

more detail. Note that Figures 5.5 and 5.6 for r > 1 are identical; this is the

expected result because as shown in Section 5.1.2, the free space magnetic

flux field depends only upon the current enclosed by a surface integral around

the wire and not on the details of the interior field distribution.

In summary, this finite element performed very accurately in the

example problem and converged, as expected, to the analytical solution as

the size of the elements decreased.
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5.4 SUM._IARY.

In this chapter, the case of a simple one-dimensional infinite wire

is tested. To perform this test, the linear functional of Section 2.3 is dis-

cretized using standard FE techniques and appropriate boundary conditions

are determined. When the discretization is complete, it can be seen that the

governing equations are of a standard form and present no problems to the

use of standard FE solvers for linear systems.

Analytical solutions for the one-dimensional axisymmetric infinite

conductor are also derived in this chapter. Presented in this chapter are

graphs that compare results obtained from these analytical solutions and

from the FE model. The two solutions are in excellent agreement except at

the center of the conductor thereby validating the use of the four-potential

method for the determination of EM fields. Most importantly, the four-

potential method accurately predicts the B field across material interfaces

without any special boundary treatment, unlike the conventional field based

methods.

In the next chapter, the case of a two-dimensional problem with

similar boundary conditions and a known current density is explored. The

extension of the four-potentiai method to the two-dimensionai case is done

to offer further proof of the vafidity of this method for EM field analysis. It

is also performed in order to show the effect of the Lorentz gauge, as the

gauge effects disappear in the one-dimensional steady-state example.





CHAPTER VI

THE CLEM2D FINITE ELEMENT

In this chapter, the four-potential FE element for ax_symmetrictwo-

dimensional problems is developed. The new elementsshow the relatively

easy extensionof the four-potential method through the use of Lagrange

multiplier adjunction to a broader class of problems. This element was tested

for two different geometries, a one-dimensional infinite conductor, and a

cylindrical "can" connected to two infinite feed wires on the top and bottom.

For both geometries, the current density j is known, and the static

charge density p is zero. The first geometry is the same as that of Chapter

IV, and is used to provide a check on the element calculations. The second

geometry is chosen to allow for a variation of B in more than one direction.

For this geometry, there is no analytical solution, but the results can be

examined to determine if they are physically realizable. For this reason, this

chapter be#ns with a discussion of the construction of the two-dimensional

axisymmetric finite element.

6.1 FINITE ELEMENT DISCRETIZATION.

In the previous chapter, the ungauged Lagrangian (2.2.13) is used

to construct one-dimensional axisymmetric finite elements. In the present

chapter, the four-potential method is extended to include two-dimensional
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axisymmetric problems. In doing so, the basic four-potential doesnot nec-

essarily satisfy the gauge condition (2.1.10) a priori and consequently, the

gauged form of the four-potential (2.2.15) must be used.

6.1.1 C.0NSTRUCTING EM FINITE ELEMENTS.

For the finite element discretization of the two-dimensional case,

quadrilateral axisymmetric elements defined by their geometry on the r-z

plane are constructed. These elements are isoparametric with corner node

points only. Additional construction details are provided in a later section

of this chapter.

In the following, individual elements and element properties are

again identified by the superscript e in parentheses. The element nodes

axe locally numbered i = 1,... n, where n is the number of comer nodes

(n - 4 for quadriIaterals). The magnetic potential components, At, Ae and

Az are interpolated over each element as

At-- NA (_) Ae = NA_ O Az = NA_ _) (6.1.1)

Here the row vector N contains the isoparametric quadrilateral shape func-

tions, which are only functions of the radial and longitudinal coordinates r

and z

N=(Yl(r,z) N2(r,z) N3( ,z) (6.1.2)

and column vectors A (e), A_ e), and A_ e) contain the nodal values of At, Ae

and Az respectively, which are only functions of the independent variable t

A(_)--(A_z(t) A_2(t) A,.3(t) A_4(t))

A_')-(Aol(t) A02(t) Aoa(t) A04(t)) (6.1.3)

A(e)--(A,z(t) Az2(t) A=a(t) A_4(t))
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where, as in the one-dimensional time-independent case, the nodal values

for A (e), A (e) and A (_) become constants. Substitution of the above as-

sumptions into the previously derived Lagrangian, Equation (2.4.1), and

integration over the volume of the element yields the variational integral as

a sum of element contributions R = EeR (4, where

R(¢) [dV(4I 1 [/'ON (_, ON.(4"_T/'ON (_, ON (_,'_: _<.>.,-Tt,t_*" _"" ) t_*" -o,*'"J
I CO l____r (rN) AT)+ , ,_)T(gN T ON (,)+

Z(4NA(4.s,- _ .(e),,,__(e) ;(e)NA(e)'_-- r -t- 3 e J"x'tl'e + .#z z j

+ + WD-_A: )
(6.1.4)

and V (e) again denotes the volume of the element. Varying the above equa-

tion with respect to the element node values A(r e) produces

{ 1 (ONTON-(e) ONTaN.(e) 'oz

(6.1.5)

Taking the variation of (6.1.4) with respect to A_ _)gives

O Noz r cON__z" (")"_ 1+ AO ) - N Tj_')
J/

(6.1.6)

(2-.7_



and taking the variation of (6.1.4) with respect to A(__) produces

.,v,., L._ \ _ o, •

aNT }+ _g Oz NT3!e)
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(6.1.7)

The variation of (6.1.4) with respect to the last independent variable _g is

(6.1.s)

To facilitate a more compact formulation, the introduction of the following

matrix notation is used for the stiffness matrix

K(e) A,A , 0 K(e) A, Az g(e)Ar_g

K(e) A_A, 0 0

K(e) A,A, K(e)A,:_g

symm. 0

(6.1.9)

where

( oN)K(e)A,A, = f dV(e ) 1 cON T

Jg(_) #(e) Oz _z

K (`)AzA,= I_-&)-_r N/ K (')A.A.--Jv(.) Iff_) Oz Or/

(6.1.10)
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The following vector notation is also introduced to give a more compact

formulation.

u(_) = A(_) Jv(_) j!_)

0

(6.1.11)

Using the new notation, it is apparent that the finite element system can

be again written in the form of the stiffness-force equations of statics,

KU(_)u(_) = p(e). Assembling these equations in the usual manner will

produce the discrete finite element equations of magnetostatics, KUu = p.

6.1.2 APPLYING BOUNDARY CONDITIONS.

In Section 5.2.2 it is seen that by constraining Az to be zero at r =

rt, the boundary integrals for 6A_ vanished. Examination of the boundary

integrals for 6Az in the two-dimensional case, as shown earlier in Equation

(2.4.6), show that utilization of the one-dimensional constraint will again allow

both integrals over dF2 to vanish. The physical interpretation of this phe-

nomena is that at a large enough distance from any axisymmetric conductor,

the field should always be the same as that of a straight wire independent

of the conductor geometry. This will occur because at a sufficiently large

distance, any effects, such as the end effects of the "can" of the second test

example, will decay to zero.

Symmetry conditions also require that cqAz/(Or equal zero at r = 0.

This is most easily achieved by constraining OAr/Oz to zero at r = 0 because

cOAz/Or = OAr/Oz there. Constraining Ar at the axis to zero fulfills the

symmetry requirement. Also constraining A_ to zero at z equal to the upper
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and lower mesh boundaries will make the boundary integrals of Equation

(2.2.2) disappear.

The application of theseboundary conditions removesthe rank de-

ficienciesof the assembledmaster stiffness matrix. They are not the only

boundary conditions that will work, as examination of Equations (2.4.2),

(2.4.5) and(2.4.6) show,but they are the easiestto derive, being basedupon

simple physical and mathematical arguments. Theseare the boundary con-

ditions that are usedfor the two-dimensional examplespresentedherein.

6.2 NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS.

6.2.1 THE FINITE ELEMENT MODEL,

The finite element formulation described in the previous section has

been applied to the solution of the two test examples described at the begin-

ning of this chapter. Both problems are treated with quadrilateral elements.

Each quadrilateral element has four corner points and one interior node.

-(¢) and _(e) AtThese nodes are defined by their radial and axial positions r i z i .

each corner i, there are three degrees of freedom, namely Ari, Aoi, Azi. From

these values, the potential components are interpolated with the standard

bilinear shape functions, which provide the C ° continuity required by the

variational formulation. The centroidal node carries no physical significance

and is used solely to provide the extra degree of freedom assigned to the

Lagrange multiplier Ag (¢) Thus each quadrilateral element has 4 x 3 + 1 =

13 degrees of freedom.

For the calculation of the element stiffness and force vectors, it is

assumed that the permeability #(_) and the current densities are uniform over
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eachelement. The desiredstiffness matrix and force vector are calculated

by numerical quadrature using Gaussformulas. The portion associatedwith

the potentials is always evaluated with the 2x2 rule. On the other hand,

three different schemeswere tried on the entries associatedwith Ag:

FuZZ Integration. The same 2 x 2 rule as for the potentials is used.

Selective Integration. A one-point rule is used for K (e) and K (e)
Ar _,g Az "_9"

Zero Integration. The effect of Ag is ignored by omitting the integration of

the associated terms and placing ones on the diagonal. This numerical device

effectively forces Ag -- 0, and thus "releases" the gauge constraint.

6.2.2 ASSEMBLY. SOLUTION AND FIELD RECOVERY.

The master stiffness matrix and force vector are assembled follow-

ing standard finite element techniques. The boundary conditions are set as

explained previously. The modified master equations modified for bound-

ary conditions are processed by a standard symmetric skyline solver, which

provides the value of the potentials at the mesh nodes.

The physical quantities of interest are not the potentials but the

magnetic flux density B. This is calculated by discretizing the curl of A.

Since OA/O8 = 0, the magnetic fields become, after discretization,

IBm}
0N A(¢) _ 0N A(e) . (6.2.1)

BzB° = -_'lrO "D'F)z

r (')

The nodal _'alues for B are obtained by evaluation at the Gauss point followed

by extrapolation to node locations. The average of these quantities is also

reported as the centroidal value. As discussed below this value is found to
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be moreaccuratethan interelement-averagednode values. Consequentlythe

centroidai value is used to report results.

For both test problems, the magnetic permeability #(_) = #,_ir¢ was

constant inside the conductor whereas outside it the free-space permeability

#(_) = #free was assumed to be unity. The current densities were assumed

to be uniformly distributed and consequently were calculated by dividing

the assumed total current flowing through the conductor by the total cross-

sectional areas of the conductors.

6.2.3 PROBLEM 1: A CONDUCTING INFINITE WIRE.

The first test problem is identical to that reported in the pre_-ious

chapter with a one-dimensional axisymmetric discretization. As shown in

Figure 2.1, it consists of a wire conductor of radius rc transporting a total

current of I - 1 ampere in the z direction. This current was assumed to

be uniformly distributed over the wire cross section. For this problem one

layer of quadrilateral elements in the z direction, extending from z = 0

through z = d, was sufficient; here the distance d was chosen arbitrarily.

The radial direction is discretized with Nwire elements inside the wire and

Nl,.e, elements outside the wire in free space. The mesh is terminated at a

"truncation radius" r, >> rc where the potential component A, is arbitrarily

set to zero. Other boundary conditions are Ar - 0 on the nodes at r = 0,

z=Oandz-d.

The results obtained with r, = 5re, Nwire = 4 and Nlree = 10 for

the potentials are identical to those reported in the previous chapter, thus

providing a check on the element calculations. The same results were also ob-

tained with the three integration schemes noted above for the )'9 term, which
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verifies that the Lorentz gaugeconstraint (2.1.10) is automatically satisfied

by the finite elementshapefunction for one-dimensionalmagnetostatic fields.

The computed magnetic flux density Bo at node points was not as

accurate as could be expected, generally being too large, especially at r - 0.

The centroidal values, on the other hand, were considerably more accurate

as regards matching analytical results. Thus for the second problem field

values at the element centroids are reported. The extrapolation of B to

nodal locations is a disadvantage of the four-potential variational approach.

Field based formulations can compute the value of the B field directly at the

nodal locations while the four-potential method cannot.

6.2.4 PROBLEM 2: A CONDUCTING HOLLOW CAN.

The second test problem, shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2, brings two-

dimensional features. It is a hollow conducting cylindrical "can" with infinite

feed wires connected to the center of its top and bottom faces. These wires

carry a total current of I = 1 ampere in the +z direction; this current

was assumed to be uniformly distributed over the varying cross sections it

traversed. For the ends of the can, it was assumed that the current flowed in

the ±er direction, forcing jo to be zero. For the areas where the feed wires

join the "can", and the corners of the "can", it was assumed that the current

turned ninety degrees and was uniformly distributed. This assumption is

unrealistic physically, but warranted for the mesh used in this test problem.

The mesh choice is discussed below. The wire radius rc and the can wall

thicknesses were assumed to be identical.

Because of the symmetry of the problem it is sufficient to model only

the upper half z > 0. The results presented here were obtained by using a
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Figure 611: Cross'section of tw0-dimensi0nai axisymmetric case.
Cross-section taken through z axis.
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Figure 6.2: Solid Geometry of Two-Dimensional Axisymmetric Case.
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25x 25 elementmeshof squareelements.Within this mesh, the wire aswell

as the can walls were modeled with only one element acrossthe radius or

thickness, respectively.

The regular mesh indeed representsan "overkill" for the free space

while it is insufficiently refined to capture field distribution details inside and

near the conducting material. This mesh was actually chosento conform

to limitations of the three-dimensional plotting functions of the software

packageMathematica.

The problem was run using full, selective and zero integration

schemesfor the Ag freedoms. The magnetic permeability #free in the free

spaceoutside the conducting material waschosenasunity. For the conduct-

ing material two different valuesfor the permeability _u= #wire were tried:

1.0 and 10.0; the latter to check whether flux jump conditions were auto-

matically accommodated by the potential formulation. Selective results are
I

reported graphically in Figures 6.3 through 6.8. Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show

the magnitude of Be for/_,i,-e = P free = 1 obtained for the full and zero

order integration schemes, respectively. Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show these re-

sults in contour plot form. Figures 6.7 and 6.8 correspond to pwire "- 10 and

show the magnitude of Be from different viewing points. A discussion of the

results follows.

The full integration scheme for Ag performed well outside the con-

ductor. Results were compared wlth those of the analytical solution for the

infinite straight wire (the first test problem) to determine whether they were

physically reasonable. As r becomes large compared to the can cross dimen-

sion (towards the outer radial edge of the mesh), the answers agreed. This

is the expected behavior, because as r goes to oo, the general axisymmetric
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problem should behaveas an infinite straight conductor. As one moved to-

wards the top of the mesh, the solution again approachedthat of an infinite

wire ascanbeobservedin Figures6.3 through 6.8. This behavior is expected

becauseas wemove parallel to the wire in the z direction, the effects of the

current in the can ends should tend to zero and the only far-field effects

should be from the total current. The results for the magnetic field within

the feed wire were not accurate as it did not vanish for r = 0; this behavior

was due to the use of only one element across the radius and the fact that

only centroidal values are reported as noted above.

The selective integration scheme gave answers of the same general

shape as the full integration scheme, but they only agreed to one or two

significant digits; these results are not shown here as they are hard to dis-

tinguish in plots. The zero integration scheme (which in fact releases the

Lorentz gauge coupling), gave solutions for the field that were larger than

expected at the conductor boundary and a physically unrealizable field in-

side of the "can". This field grows sharply as the can ads is approached, as

shown in Figures 6.4 and 6.6.
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Figure 6.3: Bo vs. r and z for #wire = I. Full integration scheme for A 9.

Intersections of mesh represent element centroids.
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Figure 6.4:B0 vs. r and z for #wire = 1. Zero integration scheme for )_g.

Intersections of mesh represent element centroids.
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scheme for )_g. Numbers on axes represent the number of element

centroids traversed from the center of the "can". Each element is

.02 x .02 square. All contours are equally spaced and range from

minumum to maximum values of the field.
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Figure 6.7: Bo vs. r and z for #wire = 10. Full integration scheme for ,kg.

Intersections of mesh represent element eentroids. Note sharp

field jumps on conductor surfaces.
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Figure 6.8: The same case as Figure 6.7 shown from a different viewing point

to emphasize how Be fails to go to zero as r approaches zero

because of the coarse conductor discretization.
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6.3 SUMMARY.

The results of the CLEM2D finite element show that the four-

potential variational principle can be applied to a broader class of prob-

lems than the simple one-dimensional axisymmetric conductor. Although no

analytical solution is available for direct comparison, the physical behavior

of the numerical results strongly suggest that they are accurate. The only

point where the results are inaccurate are within the conductor itself. A finer

mesh grading within the conductor can solve this problem, as results of the

previous chapter illustrate.

The only truly unrealistic assumption about the second test prob-

lem was the assumption of the current density distribution. A physical cur-

rent will in general not make a ninety degree turn and remain uniformly

distributed. To address this problem, the CUPLE series of elements was

developed. Given a known current I, these elements can determine the dis-

tribution of the current density j as well as the B and E fields. These finite

element models are the subject of the next chapter.



CHAPTER VII

THE CUPLE1D FINITE ELEMENT

In this chapter, the four-potential finite element for one-dimensional

problems with an unknown current density vector is developedand tested

for two examples. Both examplespossessthe samecircular-wire geometry

shownin Figure 2.1, no static chargedensity (p = 0), and a known current

I in the positive z direction. In the first example, all elements have equal

conductivities. This example gives the same type of fields encountered in

Chapter V and is used to verify the accuracy of computed solutions. For

the second example, the element conductivities are allowed to differ. An

analytical solution to this problem exists and is compared with the numerical

solution.

7.1 ANALYTICAL SOLUTION TO THE TEST PROBLEM.

7.1.1 MAGNETIC FIELD WITHIN THE CONDUCTOR.

The Euler equation for 6Ac of Equation (3.1.11) states

I = fr drlj (7.1.1)
1

This is the law of current conservation. For the examples presented here, it

is assumed that j= and w are simple step functions where w is known and jz
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is unknown. Using these assumptions, (7.1.1) becomes

I = num_I/r_(.)dF(_)j.(_) (7.1.2)

where a superscript letter or number in parentheses denotes the element

number and numeI is the total number of elements. The Euler equation for

6_0 of Equation (3.1.11) over each volume disappears because j?) and w (_)

are step functions. If t¢ is constrained at r = 0 and r = re, the set of surface

integrals for 6_0 of (3.1.11) do not vanish and produces the following set of

nurnel- 1 equations relating the jz(e)'s

jz(¢)w(_) = jz(¢+l)w(_+1)

Insertion of (7.1.3) into (7.1.2) gives

(7.1.3)

nurnel

e=l (e)

The above is used to determine jz (1), and this value is then used with (7.1.3)

to solve for the remainder of the undetermined jz(¢)'s.

Equation (5.1.8) states

-'B .ds= fr j - fi¢dF (7.!.5)

For this example, St is a constant over the volume of the conductor. This

assumption is discussed at the beginning of Chapter IV. For the one dimen-

sional case, the contribution for each j_(_) using (7.1.5) is

Bo(¢) = 2j_(¢)r
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where ri-(e)< r <_ rj-(e) and ri-(e) and r_ _) represent the inner and outer bound-

_(e) Bo(e) is zero. Using the principle of lineararies ofj(e). For r = "i ,

superposition, the total B field is

Bo g ,,.--I r(e) <r <r_ e)i

(7.1.7)

= /Az (_) - Bodr = + Co

where Co is again an integration constant. For _(e) equal to zero, Co is chosenr i

as zero. To ensure the C ° continuity specified for Az by the four-potential

variational principle, Azl 2) must equal Az_ 1) when both are evaluated at

r(1) (2) This requires that for A (1)_. Azl2), Co equal -# (r_l)) 2j =ri • zj /4j, 0).

The value of Co for each region where jz (e) changes can be evaluated in a

similar manner. Doing so will give the following expression for Az

r(_)
i < r < r__) (7.1.9)

(7.1.8)

The wAue of A, (') is computed by integrating (7.1.6) over r and taking the

negative of the answer, which is
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7.1.2 THE FREE SPACE MAGNETIC FIELD.

Using Equations (7.1.5) and (7.1.1), the expression for Be in the free

space outside of the conductor is

#oI
Be =

2_rr
(7.1.10)

i:

-=_==

The value for the potential Az is

.oZl.r+c °Az = - Bedr = (7.1.11)

Use of Equation (7.1.9) to determine Co gives the following expression for A_

A_ = -2-'_ #oln + _ (7.1.12)

The above result differs from the previous solution of (5.1.5) by a

constant. This is not surprising because, in the one-d_mensional case, A is

not unique and is determined solely by the boundary conditions. For the

example of Chapter V, A: is constrained to zero at r,. For this example, A

is constrained to zero at r equal to zero. For a one-dimensional bulk super-

conductor using the London gauge, A must vanish at r = 0 as discussed in

Section 3.2.1. Because of this boundary constraint on a superconductor, A

is also chosen as zero at r = 0 for the one-dimensional current density pre-

dicting case. This choice is made so that numerical coding that implements

both elements to model the phase transition of a superconductor will require

only one set of boundary conditions for A. The consequences of this choice

are discussed in the subsection on applying boundary conditions.

i

z

t

7.2 .FINITE ELEMENT DISCRETIZATION.
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7.2.1 CONSTRUCTING EM FINITE ELEMENTS.

To deal with this particular axisymmetric problem, the two-node

"line" finite element is again sufficient. Individual elements and their consti-

tutive properties are denoted by a superscript (e). The element end nodes

are also denoted by the subscripts i and j again. A= and n0 are interpolated

over each element as

A= - NA(, _) _e=N_ (_) (7.2.1)

The row vector N contains the isoparametric shape functions for the inter-

polation of Az and n0. The elements of N are only functions of the spatial

coordinate r. A (*) and _) contain the nodal values for A, and _0 and are

only functions of the time t, and for the time-independent problem studied

here, become constants with respect to time. Substitution of these finite

element assumptions into the previously derived variational functional of

Equation (3.1.10) gives

RCe)= [ dvCe)f l--AC2)TONTONA_ _) 1-s(e)_(e)2++(_) 2 :(eiA(,)TN T
J,_-!,,) [ 2/_(+) Or Or - 2 J" - J: =

+'(e)g(e)*'(e)T(10- J* "0 r_r'rNT'()) } /_(+)'"(_)"_(+)_'(+)'"°-Jr_:'+"'2+ -_z .... o,,0

+ (I
/

f dr(')j_+)_

- jri+) 1 ]\

(7.2.2)

where dr2 and dT1 are again dOdz and rdrdO respectively. Variation with

respect to A ('), _(_), Ac and j(*) produces the following expression for the
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elemental stiffness matrix

K(e)AA K(e)Aj 0 0

K(_)T/ g(_) K(e)/,, "i_x<
--jj

0 K(_)_ 0 0

_(e) T
0 _.j_ 0 0

(7.2.3)

where

K(e)AA -- Jr()V(e) _ le) _ _r
K(e)AJ = -- i dV(e)NT (7.2.4)

JV(_)

_-_;,=-/" <w<,>_<°><,,<,>'..,,,o--<'>=- i <_"
Jr(') Jr{')

:,,,<.> J

(7.2.5)

(7.2.6)

The above expression for K u(*) is not complete because it neglects contri-

butions to K(*)j_ from the boundary integral over dr2. The discussion of

this contribution is deferred to the subsection devoted to the application of

boundary conditions. Following the notation of previous chapters, u (*) is

expressed as

Ac

It is important to note that Ac is a global degree of freedom. This condition

must be met when the elemental matrices are assembled to form the master

stiffness matrix.

Taking the second variation of R_ e) with respect t0tl_e-independent

variables produces the tangent stiffness matrix K, which is identical to K u(_).

This occurs because K u(_) is only a function of the radial coordinate r and
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not the independent variables. This fact is important when non-linear solu-

tion techniques, such as the corrective Newton-Raphson method, are used for

the thermally coupled superconducting problem. To use the non-linear solu-

tion techniques, the tangent stiffness matrix is required, and the equivalency

of K u(e) and K means that K u(e) may be used in the normally conducting

portion with no modification.

7.2.2 APPLYING BOUNDARY CONDITIONS.

As mentioned in the previous subsection, K u(e) is not complete be-

cause the boundary integral term over dT2 is not ex-aluated. The expanded

form of this term is

2rHrNlxo!l)w(1)j(a)] _,, ,-, _,. (,,met+l), (,,,_ei);(,_,-¢t) "

(7.2.8)

where H is the height of the element, numel is the total number of elements,

N1 and N2 are the shape functions of N for the two-node "llne" finite element

and the superscript terms in parentheses represent an element number again.

(a)
Taking the variation of(7.2.8) with respect to the independent variables x0i ,

, :(numel)(numet) j_l) and 3z and evaluating at the specified values for r gives

2_rHr}l)¢ (1) .(1)_-(1) ,_ r. (numel)c (nurne|). (numel)-(numel)O t_O i _a a z -- -_rr_rj r j O t_ Oj w J z

+2_rH r_1)'n0i(1) _'(1)_;(a)jz _ 2rHr_n_,,net)..noi(,_u,neO _'(numeOX'("u'net)_,j_

(7.2.9)

There remains in R (e) a volume term that contains _e) as an independent

variable. The variation of this term with respect to j?) and _) produces

6:(e)K(e) (e)J z 1_¢t¢0 = 0

(e)TTz(e)T :(e) 0
t¢ O l_ jxJ z --

(7.2.1o)
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Evaluation of K(e)j, for a two-node element gives

_(_) _(,) >K(_)i_ = 2_rHw (_) (-r i rj (7.2.11)

Using this equation, 6j(')K(')j, _) for e = 1 and e = nurnel is

J z "_jx "_0 --ri

_-(nurnel)-rz.(numel) _(numel)
J z _j_ 0

: = rj -

(7.2.12)

Addition of the third and fourth terms of (7.2,:9) to the above gives

(_ :(1)'rT(1)(1) (_jil) { 27I./_/-(M(1) < 0 r_l) > #_,_I) }3z Z_j_ t_ 0 :

6 4( nnrnel) K( numel) _ ( nurnel)
J z jt¢ 0

(.u_eZ): o>4

(7.2.13)

(e)Trz(e) T :(e) numeI and the addition of
Evaluatio--.ofo_ 0 x_ j,jz at e=l ande=

the first two terms of Equation (7.2.9) reproduces the transpose of the above

results.

These results have three consequences. The first is that for e = 1

and e = numel, zeros should be inserted in the appropriate positions of the

stiffness matrix to account for the effects of the boundary integral over F2.

Performin_ this operation creates a rank deficiency in the master stiffness

matrix. A solution to this problem is to insert a one (1) on the diagonal

element of K at the appropriate degrees of freedom and to then constrain

a(1) (nu,,,et)
ei and _:0j to zero. This is easily accomplished and causes no ma-

jor difficulties for finite element analysis. Second, we now have a system

of numel - 1 equations for R0. The physical significance of this is that a
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Lagrangian multiplier is assignedto each of the boundaries in the conduc-

tor where w may change, thereby ensuring the verification of the Maxwell

equation VxE = 0. Again, no difficulties ensue and the formulation still

matches the actual physics of the problem. Third, there are now numel - 1

equations relating the numeI degrees of freedom associated with the j(¢)'s.

The latter consequence is the most important because it shows that the con-

straint ,kc is necessary to remove the rank deficiency of the master stiffness

matrix associated with the j(_¢)'s.

As mentioned earlier, the boundary condition on Az has been

changed so that the interior node of the conductor is constrained instead

of the truncation node. The appropriate boundary integral of (3.1.11) is

r OA_ r OAz

As assumed in Section 7.1.1 and at the beginning of Chapter IV, # is assumed

to be constant for the examples of this work. Equation (5.1.8) is then used

to produce the following result

10A..._2.z= _I (7.2.15)
Ha = -I_- Or 2_rr

A minimum amount of algebra and the above relation changes (7.2.14) to

= (7.2.16)

where the first integral is again allowed to vanish at r = 0.

In Chapter V, the truncation node at r - r_ is constrained to zero.

This will produce a reaction force at that node of magnitude HI because

the imposed constraint is an essential boundary condition. On the other
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hand, at the degree of freedom associated with 4 (a).-zi there is no boundary

force because the boundary integral vanishs there. In the case presented

in Chapter V, the reaction force at the last degree of freedom for A_ was

not necessary for the analysis of the example problem. This information

is needed here for the determination of the new boundary, forces. If Az is

constrained to zero at r equal to zero, a reaction force of -HI is produced

at the degree of freedom associated with Az_ 1). This situation is analogous

to changing the end constraint for a one-dimensional bar with a point force

on the free end from one end to the other.

For this example, it is necessary to achieve the same loading that

was exhibited for the example of Chapter V when _ (,,,,met)--zj was constrained.

This loading will produce the same B fields but different values for A. Again,

it is easier to visualize the rational for the above statement by again exam-

ining the example of a one-dimensional bar again. For a one-dimensional

bar, this would require that the same stresses be produced in the bar for

the different set of displacements produced by constraining first one end and

then the other. The validity of this comparison is shown by an examination

of(5.2.1). The expression for K u(e) is the same as that for a one-dimensional

FE "b_" element with a linearly varying cross-sectional area. Young's mod-

ulus has been replaced by 1/# (_), and the cross-sectional area is denoted by

r(me) . For the forcing vector p(e), we see that j_ is a uniformly distributed

constant loading force:

For our problem, to maintain the same boundary forces that are

A (nurael)
exhibited when .-zj is constrained, a reaction force of -H I is added

at this degree of freedom, and another reaction force of H I is added at the
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first degree of freedom for Az. The second force is added to cancel the force

of -HI produced when Azl 1) is constrained.

The above reaction forces can also be used for a one-dimensional

superconductor. The forces are the same because variation of the terms in

AF associated with Az will produce boundary integrals that are identical

to those in Equation (7.2.14). The use of (5.1.8) to determine an analytical

expression for these integrals will still apply because the integral on the

right hand side of (5.1.8) requires only the knowledge of the current I within

the conductor and not its distribution. The only limitation for the correct

determination of the boundary integral of (7.2.14) is that r >_ re.

Finally, one more reaction force appears from the variation of R (¢)

with respect to Ac. This force has a magnitude of -I and is applied at the

degree of freedom associated with Ac. Consequently, only three non-zero

values appear in the global external force vector p.

7.3 NUh_ERICAL EXPERIMENTS.

7.3.1 THE FINITE ELEMENT MODEL.

The finite element formulation derived in the previous section has

been applied to two test problems described below. Both problems are

treated with one-dimensional axisymmetric elements. Each of these "line"

elements has two end nodes and a common shared glodal node. These nodes

are defined by their axial positions -(_) and -(¢) Each end node has three
r i rj .

degrees of freedom. The first degree of freedom corresponds to _;ge) and

the third degree of freedom corresponds to A (e). From these values, the

components of the magnetic potential and the Lagrangian multiplier Re are
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interpolated with the standard linear shapefunctions, which provide the C °

continuity required by the variational formulation. The second degree of

freedom corresponds to j(e) on the interior node while the exterior node has

no independent variable associated with it on the elemental level and is con-

sidered "empty". This second degree of freedom has no physical significance

and j(e) is carried on the interior node so that an extra node per element

does not have to be injected to account for this independendent wariable.

This scheme is used because it matches the format of the STEP1D finite

element which carries no injected interior nodes. The use of this scheme

makes downstream coupling of these elements, when modeling the complete,

coupled EM-thermal problem, more computationally e_cient. All entries in

K u(e) associated with the "empty" degree of freedom are assigned the value

of zero. The common shared global node is injected at the end of the finite

element mesh. It carries no physical significance and is used solely to provide

the extra degree of freedom assigned to A¢. Consequently, each element has

2 x 3 -F 1 = 7 degrees of freedom.

For the calculation of the element stiffnesses, it is assumed that the

permeability/_, the resistivity w, the permlttivity e and the current density

jz are constant over the element. The desired stiffness matrix is calculated

by numerical quadrature using a two point Gauss rule. As mentioned at the

end of the preceding section, only three non-zero values appear in p and the

calculation of p(_) is not necessary.

= =
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7.3.2 APPLYING BOUNDARY CONDITIONS.

The finite element mesh is necessarily terminated at a finite size.

For the two test problems, the outer radial end of the mesh is defined as the

truncation radius r = ft. The outer radial end of the conductor's mesh is

defined as the wire radius re. Since current is only carried in the conductor,

the degrees of freedom for j, between rc and r, are constrained to zero.

Similarly, the degrees of freedom for _;e between re and rt are also constrained

• (z) and (,,m,0to zero. The degrees of freedom corresponding to '_ei _:0j are

also constrained to zero as explained in Section 7.2.2. Az is constrained to

zero at r equal to zero and H I is injected into p at the degree of freedom

(n,rnet)
corresponding to Azi(z). At the degrees of freedom corresponding to A:j

and .kc, -HI and -I are injected into p. The use of the seven degrees of

freedom format for each finite element results in a rank deficiency of one

for the assembled master stiffness equations. This occurs because there are

only numel j(_)'s but the elemental degree of freedom format used produces

numel+ 1 equations when assembled. The last element only contributes zeros

to the master stiffness matrix for the second degree of freedom of the external

(j) node. To remove the rank deficiency, the second degree of freedom on

the outer node of the last element is constrained to zero.

7.3.3 ASSEMBLY, SOLUTION AND FIELD RECOVERY.

The master stiffness matrix is assembled following standard finite

element techniques. During the assembly, the elemental entries for _:e_z) and

(nurnel)
_;0j are modified as discussed in Section 7.2.2. The external force vec-

tor is assembled by injecting its three non-zero entries as described in the
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previous section. The remainder of the boundary conditions are set as ex-

plained previously. The modified master equations, modified for boundary

conditions, are processed by a standard symmetric skyline solver, which pro-

vides the value of A_ and _0 at the mesh nodes, ,kc at the injected node, and

the mean current density over each element.

As in previous chapters, the physical quantity of interest is the mag-

netic flux density B0. The finite element approximation of Equation (5.3.2)

is used again. However, this time Be is plotted as a step function to avoid

the extrapolations necessary to determine the value of B_ at re.

The ability of the potential formulation to model the discontinutiy in

the B field at a conductor/free space has already been established in previous

chapters. For this reason, in both test problems/z and e were set equal to

one (1) inside the conductor and in the free space surrounding it. The first

test problem set all of the w (e)'s to one, and the second problem set each w (e)

to equal the inverse of the element number (i.e., a (e) equaled the element

number).

7.3.4 PROBLEM 1: EQUAL CONDUCTIVITIES.

The first test problem is identical to that reported in Chapter V and

possesses a one-dimensional axisymmetric geometry. As shown in Figure 2.1,

it consists of a wire conductor of radius rc transporting a total current I -- 1

ampere in the positive z direction. The elements were given a unit thickness

in the z direction. The radial direction is discretized with Nu, ire elements

inside the wire and N/,.e_ elements outside the wire in free space. The mesh

is truncated at a "truncation radius" ft. Boundary conditions were set as

previously defined.
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The results obtained with rt = 2rc, Nu, ire= 20, Nfree = 20 for the

potentials differed from those generated by the previous EM finite elements

of Chapter V by a constant, as expected. These results are shown in Figure

7.1. They illustrate what appears to be an almost exact matching of the

computed solution to the analytical solution. Analysis of the data values

shows that at r equal to zero the error is about 33 per cent. The error

declines rapidly to .2 per cent at rc and even further to .08 percent at ft.

This error is attributed to the relatively coarse mesh used for the example

problem.

Figure 7.2 shows the results obtained for the computed current den-

sity. The result obtained is lower than the true value by less than one ten

thousandth of a percent, thus providing a check on the element calculations.

Because these results were so close to the exact solution, they were plotted

as a series of points, rather than a line, so that they could be distinguished

from the exact solution.

Figure 7.3 shows the results obtained for the Bo field. To evaluate

how closely the finite element solution matches the exact solution, it must

be observed where the analytical solution intersects the tops of the finite

element "steps". For an exact matching, the analytical solution will intersect

the middle of the "step" tops. Although difficult to see, at r equal to zero,

to approximately r equal to .1, the exact solution moves right of center on

the "steps". This means that the computed solution is larger than the exact

solution. The error in the computed solution ranges from 33 percent at the

center of the conductor to 4.6 percent at the conductor boundary. Outside

of the conductor, the error trailed off to .02 per cent. The high error at the

center of the conductor: is due to the relatively coarse mesh discretization used
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for this problem. Finer mesheswere tested and the finite element solution

convergedto the exact solution as expected.

7.3.5 PROBLEM 2: DIFFERENT CONDUCTIVITIES.

This problem's geometry and the values for rt, re, Nfree and N,_ire

are identical to those used in Problem 1. The only difference is that the

element conductivity is set to the element number. The values obtained for

the current densities shown in Figure 7.4 are as accurate as those obtained

in the first test problem.

The computed potential shown in Figure 7.5 displays a behavior that

is different from that exhibited in the first example. The error ranges from

a maximum of about 33 per cent at rc to zero per cent at r equal to zero.

The error at r_ is approximately 13.4 per cent. But the primary quantity of

interest is Bo, not Az.

_fhe behavior of Bo is shown in Figure 7.6 and displays much less

absolute error than Az. The error at r equal to zero is about 33 per cent, at

rc .064 per cent and at rt .016 per cent. The reason for such better results

for Bo is that the rate of change of Az is the quantity of interest, and not its

magnitude. Referring again to Figure 7.5, it can be seen that the computed

value for the rate of change of Az appears to be close to the analytical value

for over half of the range of r. This accounts for the good values of Bo that

occured for r > .2. Much of the error that occured in the computation of

Az can be attributed to the large change in w (= a -1) for this example.

From the first conducting element to the last, there occured a 1900 per cent

change in the value of w. Put into this context, the errors that did occur for

the finite element values of A_ are reasonable. Several more examples with
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more slowly varying resistivities were performed to verify that this was the

source of the error. They are not presented here because Figure 7.3 illustrates

what occurs in the limiting case where the conductivity does not vary at all;

the analytical and finite element solutions converge. Although some error

remains at the center of the conductor, finer mesh discretizations can be

used to generate computed solutions that lie within a desired tolerance.

It is recognized that the error at the center of the conductor for

both test problems appears large. This is because the error measured is the

absolute error. Other error estimators are available, but this topic is deferred

to Section 10.2.3 because of similar errors that occur for both the STEP1D

and LINT1D finite elements. As in the problems studied in this chapter, the

error measured is the absolute error and appears large. The discussion in

Section 10.2.3 shows that the error produced by using the STEP1D, LINT1D,

CUPLEID and LET1D finite elements to solve EM and thermal problems is

within acceptable limits and that the absolute error alone is not always the

best measure of a computed solution's accuracy.
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7.4 SUMMARY.

The results obtained in the previous two problems show that it is

possible to extend the four-potential formulation to the case where the cur-

rent density distribution is unknown. This is important since this means

that it is now possible to solve problems where material and geometric non-

linearities preclude a linear current distribution. It also means that whereas

before a knowledge of how the current was distributed within a conductor

was necessary, with this extension of the four-potential variational principle,

all that is needed is the total current I through the conductor, its material

properties # and w, and the conductor geometry.

Having shown the validity of this extension of four-potential theory

to the prediction of electromagnetic quantities, one is now prepared to con-

struct a nonlinear conductor, the superconductor. This is the topic of the

next chapter.
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CHAPTER VIII

THE SUPERCONDUCTING FINITE ELEMENT

In this chapter, the four-potential formulations of the Ginzburg-

Landau and London type superconductors are discussed. Both elements

use for the example problem the geometry of the one-dimensional infinite

conductor shown in Figure 2.1. Because the London type superconductor is

only an approximation to the more exact Ginzburg-Landau equations, only

the computational resultsfor the Ginzburg-Laundau superconductor are pre-

sented here. We restrictour consideration to the time-independent (static)

case.

For both superconductors, the totalcurrent I isknown, j isunknown,

and the staticcharge density p iszero. Because the four-potentialmethod has

shown in the past three chapters that itcan easilymodel tl_econductor/free

space boundary discontinuityfor B0, only the region within the conductor

ismodeled. The stiffnessand tangent stiffnessmatrices for the Ginzburg-

Landau superconductor contain the independent variables I_I and A and

thereforerepresent a setof non-linear equations. A short discussionof non-

linearsolution techniques is included in this chapter as well as a discussion

on how I_']and A are scaled to reduce the ill-conditioningof the system of

nonlinear superconducting _nite element equations.

No analyticalsolution isavailablefor the chosen problem. However,

numerical resultscan be examined to determine ifthey are physically re-

alizable. As a second check on the accuracy of the results,the B fieldas
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determined by the finite element approximation using A can be compared

to the B field determined by j of the finite element formulation and Equa-

tion (7.1.5). Because no analytical solution is available, the first topic to be

discussed is the construction of the one-dimensional axisymmetric supercon-

ducting finite element.

8.1 FINITE ELEMENT DISCRETIZATION.

As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, the discretization

of the Ginzburg-Landan equations results in a set of nonlinear equations. To

solve these equations, expressions for the residual r, the internal force vector

f, the external force vector p and the tangent stiffness matrix K are needed.

For this problem, f and r are determined by taking the first variation of the

governing functional, p by boundary integrals, and K by taking the second

variation of the governing functional. The relationship between r, f and p is

r -- f- p (8.1.1)

In this section, r, f and K are determined and in the discussion of the

boundary terms, p is determined.

8.1.1 CONSTRUCTING EM FINITE ELEMENTS.

For the finite element discretization of a one-dimensional supercon-

ductor, the two-node "line" element is again Sufficient. Individual elements

are denoted by the superscript (e). As mentioned in Section 3.2.1,/_ may be

replaced by #o with little loss of accuracy and this substitution is performed

for the superconducting finite elements derived here. The material pararne-

ters a and B are dependent upon T. Also mentioned in Section 4.1 is that
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for the steady state heat conduction problem, 7" is a constaxltthroughout a

superconductor. Consequently,the material parametersa, fl and/_o axe the

same for every element and the superscript (e) is omitted for these quanti-

ties. The element end nodes axe denoted by the subscripts i and j. Az and

I¢l are interpolated over each element as

Az = A (_) = NA (_) I_']- I_'(')1 = NI¢I (_)

where the symbols .A (e) and i¢(e)[ have been introduced to simplify notation

later. The row vector N contains the isopaxametric shape functions for the

interpolation of A, and ]¢]. The elements of N axe only functions of the

spatial coordinate r. A(, e) and ]el(e) contain the nodal values of Az and [¢i

respectively, and are time-independent. Substitution of these finite element

assumptions into the previously derived variational functional of Equation

(3.2.13) gives

'_F6')= .,v<.>f _<°){ -_I'/'I_')TN_'NI_I<:>+ ½n(I,/.,I(<>_'N_'NI¢I('>)*

h 2 .e.TcONTON 1 -(e) TONTON - (e)

+ 2_---zlclt' _ o,- I¢1(')+ _o A" _r _rr 'Az

+ £1_PI(:)TNTNI¢I(_)A(=_)T NTNA(2) }

(s.1.3)

Taking the first variation of AF (e) gives a set of equations, which collectively

represent the internal force vector f for each finite element. The portion of

f(_) obtained by varying ]_b](*) is

f(*)l+l = / dV(_)_ -2aNTNI¢I(_) + 2flI'I'(_)I2NTNI¢I(_)
d V(*)

,2 2"

#i2 ON TON _.NTNI¢I(e)A(, ) }+ I,,7,1(_)+
m* Or Or

(s.1.4)
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The portion of the internal force vector associated with A (_) is

(8.1.5)

The total internal force for each element is now

f(_) = { f(_)]¢l }f(e)A, (8.1.6)

This expression applies to a Ginzburg-Landau superconductor. For a London

type superconductor [¢ [2 is constant and equal to I¢¢¢ 12. Consequently, the

only nonzero portion of f(+) is f(e)A,.

T_k-_ng the derivative of f(_) with respect to the independent vari-

ables produces the tangent stiffness matrix K (_) for each element. The ex-

pression for a Ginzburg-Landau superconductor is

K (') - [ K(')A'A'(e)T K(e)K(')A'I'_I] (8.1.7)
" [K A,I¢I I_llCt

where

K;:)A,A, _.. dV(e ) 10NTON q ff2(e)I2NTN (8.1.8)
Jr(,) #o Or Or + m"

K(')l,ll¢i =

K(e)A,I¢I [ dV (e) f q,2
= Jv(.) t 2-_A(_)I*(')INTN }

(8.1.9)

[ dV{+} ¢-2<_+ 6ni,I,(+)l_+ 2£_<+)_'_N:_N+
dV(_} m* ,]

(8.1.10)

For the London superconductor K (_) is reduces to K(e)A,A,.

Examination of K(¢)I,jI,I and g(e)AzA z shows that an internal in-

consistency can appear because both of the independent variables, I¢1 and
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Az, and their derivatives use the same shape functions. This inconsistency

can sometimes cause a "locking" problem. For the one-dimensional cases

considered here, this does not occur and is discussed further in Section 8.2.4.

For mechanical elements u (¢) is the displacement field in the ele-

ment. In non-linear finite elements, v (_) are the visible degrees of freedom.

The nodal degrees of freedom v (e) cannot be solved for directly because the

internal forces are nonlinear functions of v (e), which in turn is a function of

the "loading parameter" _. The general technique to handle such nonlinear

problems is to convert the assembled residual force equations (8.1.0) to in-

cremental form by differentiating them with respect to a loading parameter

_,i.e.,

0f 0f 0v 0p
-- = - or Kw = q (8.1.11)
oC Ov OC OC

where w is the set of incremental rates and q is the loading vector, w

and q represent the rate of change of v and p with respect to a loading

parameter ¢. The response v(() is obtained by numerically integrating the

above equation in conjunction with Newton-Raphson iteration procedures

as described later in this chapter. The purpose of introducing these new

quantities here is that they are necessary for the topic of the next section,

the application of boundary con_tions. In keeping with the new notation,

for a Ginzburg-Landau superconductor, v (e) and w (e) are

{ oat-+)'}

For a London superconductor, v(') and w(') are

OAC+)

(8.1.12)

(8.1.13)
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8.1.2 APPLYING BOUNDARY CONDITIONS.

The boundary conditions for Az are addressed first. As discussed

in the latter half of Section 7.2.2, the discrete boundary terms for the CU-

PLE1D finite element are the same as those of a one-dimensional supercon-

ductor. The only non-zero values for PA, occur at the degrees of freedom

corresponding to the first and last nodal displacements of Az. They both

have a magnitude of H I and differ in the direction of their application. In

the past, I has been used to represent the total current load. It is now split

into two distinct parts to give

r= L + (S,l.14)

where Io represents the initial current and IL the loading current. When

the loading parameter ( is zero, the only load upon the system results from

the initial current load. When ( equals one, by convention the system is

Using the new notation, the forcing vectorregarded as being fully loaded.

PA, lS

/
pA. =(L + ¢ L)H / (8.1.15)

J
where 1 and -1 correspond to the first and last degrees of freedom for Az

respectively, and the vertical dots represent a continuation of zeros over the

remaining degrees of freedom for Az. The expression for qA, is

0

OPA" --ILH " (8.1.16)

qA'= 0"-'-_-= 0

1
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The above expressionsfor qAz and PAz are valid for any one-dimensional

conductor where the first degree of freedom of Az is constrained to zero.

As discussed in Section 3.2.1, VIe] on the boundaries is equal to

zero. Consequently, the boundary terms dependent upon ]¢[ of (3.2.14) are

zero and make no contribution to p.

therefore

PI,_I = 0 ql,_l = 0

and the total external force and loading vectors are

p= PA, q=
PI_ol q[¢l

The expressions for PI¢I and ql¢l are

(8.1.17)

(8.1.18)

for a Ginzburg-Landau superconductor. To ensure that there are no su-

perconducting charge carriers in the free space surrounding the Ginzburg-

Landau superconductor, I¢[ is constrained to zero at r equal to re. For a

London superconductor, p and q reduce to PA_ and qAz respectively.

8.2 NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS.

The finite element formulation for a Ginzburg-Landau superconduc-

tor has been applied to the solution of a one-dimensional axisymmetric infi-

nite wire. Each element contains two end nodes and a common global node

thr_ is located at the truncation radius ft. These nodes are defined by their

_(e) and _(c) The glodal node carries an "empty" degree ofradial positions "i rj .

freedom and is used only to provide the same number of degrees of freedom as

contained in the CUPLEID finite element. Similarly, each end node contains

three degrees of freedom. The first and third degree of freedoms carry the

nodal values for I¢l and Az respectively. The second degree of freedom is also
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':empty". This choice provides for easier downstream coupling of the super

and normal conducting finite elements by reducing computational effort.

The computational effort is reduced because nodal connectivity and

freedom tables used to generate the diagonal location pointer array for the

skyline symmetric stored system of equations are only generated once. The

"empty" degree of freedom on each end node also allows for the easy addition

of the variable w if the gauge choice used is not the London gauge. With the

':empty" degrees of freedom, each element carries seven degrees of freedom

like the CUPLE1D finite element. The actual number of degrees of freedom

used per element is 2 x 2 = 4 degrees of freedom.

For the calculation of K, p, q and f the permeability/, is set to/_o,

as discussed in the introduction to Chapter IV. The values for _x, 3 and 1¢ool 2

for each element are determined by using the formulas presented in Section

4.4. The tangent stiffness matrix mad internal force vector are calculated by

numerical quadrature using a two point Gauss formula.

8.2.1 APPLYING BOUNDARY CONDITIONS.

The finite element mesh is terminated at rt, as in the linear conduc-

tor. To ensure that no superconducting flux can cross the conductor's outer

edge into free space, the degrees of freedom corresponding to I¢1 between rc

and rt are set to zero. At r = r¢, ]¢1 is also set to zero. By doing this, the

boundary terms of (3.2.14) vanish. At r = 0, Az is set to zero as required

by the London gauge choice. Any "empty" degrees of freedom are also con-

strained to zero to prevent rank deficiencies of the assembled master stiffness

matrix.
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8.2.2 ASSEMBLY AND SOLUTION.

The tangent stiffness and internal force vector are assembled follow-

ing standard finite element techniques. The tangent stiffness K is stored

using a symmetric skyline storage scheme, and then modified for boundary

conditions. The external force and loading vectors are inititalized to zero

and the two non-zero values for each are injected at the appropriate degrees

of freedom.

Solution Technique.

For linear finite elements, the displacements v can be solved for di-

rectly by inverting the stiffness matrix K u and multiplying it by the external

force vector p, i.e.,

v= (s2 )

The standard technique shown above to solve for v does not work for the

Ginzburg-Landau superconducting finite element because K u is a function

of ]¢1 and Az. To begin our discussion of nonlinear solution techniques, the

residual equations are rewritten as

f--p = r = 0 (8.2.2)

where f and r represent the internal force and residual vectors respectively.

It can be seen that when the residual vector is zero, the solution vector v lies

upon an equilibrium curve or path called the response. The central idea of

non-linear solution techniques is to find a solution that lies upon a physically

correct equilibrium path and to then advance the solution along it. For

the cases examined in this work, the position along the equilibrium path is

determined by the loading parameter, also known as the control parameter, _.
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The displacements v are also called the state variables because they represent

the state of the system along an equilibrium path. For the cases presented

here, an initial solution that lies upon the physically correct equilibrium path

is not always known in advance. For these cases, we are required to guess

a "neighboring" state from which to start an iterative process that takes us

to the path. The initial solution, or "guess", is named the reference state of

the system.

For the Ginzburg-Landau superconducting finite element (STEP 1D),

it was found that the best choice for the reference state is that where Az is set

to 0 and all unconstrained values of [¢[ are set to 1¢oo[. The value for t¢oo[

is determined from the formula presented in Section 4.4. This state closely

approximates a Ginzburg-Landau superconductor with the total current I

and external B fields equal to zero, the difference for our choice occuring

primarily in the boundary layer. The true state can be closely approximated

by a step function for ]¢[ over the interior of the conductor with a magnitude

of [¢oo[. However, the chosen reference state is close enough to the true state

that the same techniques used to advance the solution can also be used to

bring this reference state onto the desired equilibrium path.

To find how the solution vector v changes as the solution advances

along an equilibrium path, the partial of r With respect to the loading pa-

rameter ( is taken to give

Or Of 0p

Of 0v 0p

0v 0¢ 0¢

=Kw-q=O

(8.2.3)
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The last equation shownaboveis known as the incremental rate equation.

K defines the tangent to the equilibrium path and is known as the tangent

stiffness matrix; w represents the rate of change of the solution vector along

the equilibrium path and is named the incremental velocity vector; and q is

the loading vector that represents the rate of change of the system's external

forces as the external loads of the system are varied.

To advance the solution along an equilibrium path, the values of the

solution vector at the current known state are used to determine the tangent

stiffness matrix. The loading vector is also determined and the following

system of equations is solved to determine the incremental rates.

w - K -1 q (8.2.4)

Numerical problems arise, however, if the current position of the solution

on the equilibrium path is a stationar?- (critical) point. At these points, K

is singular. For the STEP1D finite element, this occurs when AFg is zero.

There is no difference between the Helmholtz free energies for the supercon-

ducting and normal states of a conductor at this point. This point represents

a crossing of the equilibrium paths for the Helmholtz free energy functionals

of the normal and superconducting states and is called a bifurcation point.

If this point is reached or exceeded, because the free energies are equal, the

LETID finite element is used. The LET1D formulation is not singular at

this point because it does not contain the quantum parameter [¢1; conse-

quently it does not model the true state of the system at this point. The

trt, e state is a mixture of normal and superconducting phases that lies be-

yond the modeling ability of one-dimensional finite elements as it is in fact

a multidimensional problem.
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Assuming that a current value of v on the equilibrium path is known,

as a first step to obtaining another solution, an increment along the tangent

to the equilibrium path is taken. That is, the solution is moved Av in the

v direction and A¢ in the ¢" direction of the hyperspace defined by v and (.

The step is named the predictor step. New values for v and ( are computed

at the point that lies at the end of the predictor step. A corrector procedure,

called the co, rector step, is then invoked to iterate the solution back onto

the equilibrium path. The distances traversed in the v and ( directions for

each iteration are designated as d k and ,7k respectively, where superscript

k designates the iteration number. The equilibrium path is reached when

r = 0. To ensure at each step n that the solution does not travel too far

from the equilibrium path, a distance In is specified. The distance In is

also used to ensure that the distance along the equilibrium path traversed

is not too large. This distance is limited so that the solution procedure

does not accidentally step over a stationary point or move too far from the

equilibrium path. Detecting stationary points becomes important when they

are branching or bifurcation points because it is desired that the solution

procedure follow the equilibrium path that matches the true physics of the

system. If the solution procedure steps over one of these points, it may follow

a non-physical equilibrium path.

The addition of the :length constraint adds an extra equation to the

original system of equations:

where IAs,I is an approximation to the distance s travelled on the equilib-

rium path. For the finite elements of this work, the initial values for v and
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are computed using a Forward Euler scheme.The corrector step usesthe

Conventional Newton-Raphson(CNR) method to iterate to a solution under

the arclength constraint (8.2.5). The formulas used for the forward Euler

integration and the arclength constraint are reproducedbelow. Subscripts n

represent the step number and superscripts k represent the iteration number.

Arclength Constraint

1 w_A_. + AC.I- I. = oIAs.I- t. =

f. = _/1+ wrw.

Oc _. aT wn C9c 1

(8.2.6)

Foward Euler Method with Arclength Constraint

A_n = l./A sign (qTw.)

Av. = K_'lq.A_. (8.2.7)

To implement the Conventional Newton-Raphson technique, the

original equations for r must be augmented by the constraint equation c

and solved. This gives the linear system

[aK 7] {d}--(r}r/ c
(s.2.s)

Because this augmented system is not symmetric, the two linear symmetric

systems below are solved for instead

Kdr = -r Kdq = q (8.2.9)
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to get

which finally gives

c + aTdr

77-- g q- aTdq d = dr + _dq (8.2.10)

vk-bl k Ck+l k,, =v,+d 7, =(,+7 (8.2.11)

Iterations are performed until the 2-norm of r is less than a specified toler-

ance v. For cases where the 2-norrn will not go below r, a limit is set on

the maximum number of iterations by another input parameter. Because the

Newton-Raphson technique can also diverge instead of converge upon a solu-

tion, limits on the maximum value for the 2-norm of v are also specified. To

stop the solution process, another input parameter limits the maximum value

of (. When this value for _ is surpassed, the solution process is terminated.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

The solution procedure may be summarized as follows:

Initialize v and ¢ to the reference state.

Solve for w.

Update v and ( using the Forward Euler integration scheme

Evaluate r and c at step n + 1 by using v,+_ and _,+1.

Solve (8.2.9) for dr and d_.

Using (8.2.10) with the values for dr and dq, solve for _ and d.

Update v and ( using (8.2.11).

Find the 2-norm of v

If the maximum value for the 2-norm of v or _ is exceeded, terminate

the solution procedure.

Find the 2-norm of r and c.
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(11) If the 2-norm of (10) is less than or equal to r, restart the solution

procedure over at step (2) until the desired value for _ is reached or

exceeded. If the 2-norm of (10) is greater than v, go back to step (5)

and repeat the solution procedure until the 2-norm is less than or equal

to r or the maximum number of iterations is surpassed.

8.2.3 SCALING TECHNIQUES.

The solution procedure of the previous section is particularly sensi-

tive to heterogeneous physical dimensions in the solution vector v. In ad-

dition, off-diagonal terms of K may be either considerably larger or smaller

than the diagonal terms, giving K a high condition number. This means

that a small change in one degree of freedom may produce a large, non-

physical displacement at another degree of freedom. The STEPID finite

element solves the above problems by implementing several different scaling

techniques. The first technique gives the elements of v the same physical

dimensions. The second scaling makes off-diagonal terms of the same order

of magmitude as the diagonal terms. The third scaling is used to further

improve the condition number of K. Finally, the fourth scaling adjusts the

dimensions of v and _ in the solution hyperspace to improve convergence

rates and accuracy.

To perform the first, third and fourth scallngs, the solution vector v

is scaled by a diagonal matrix S.

-_,_ = S,v (8.2.12)

where subscript n indicates either the first, third or fourth scaling and the

superposed tilde denotes a scaled quantity. If the stiffness-force equation is
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premultiplied by 8_ 1 and the scaled form of v is substituted, the results are

(8.2.13)

where I_ u and _ are the scaled versions of K u and p. The scaled versions of

other relevant quantities can be derived in a similar manner and are presented

below.

= S_lw 7_v = S_'IAv

First Scaling.

IA_I = I*TS2.A_ + ACI= I*rA_ + a¢ll]

q

(8.2.14)

expressed as

sC;_o o _-o o o o
1 0 0 0 0 0

s_;_ o o o o
s{;_o o o

1 0 0

,ymm. s_ o
1.

The first scaling is performed element by element at an element level,

and is used to scale I¢1 and A= to have the same dimensions. Let L, M,

T and Q represent units of distance, mass, time and charge respectively.

It can be seen that Az has units of ML/TQ and I¢l has units of L -312.

Numerical experiments showed that letting the units of v be L-1/2 improved

the stability of the solution process. For this scaling, 81 for each element is
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)=

where ones have been placed at the degrees of freedom corresponding to the

"empty" degrees of freedom. This allows for the inversion of <_) Both
b,_ 1 •

scaling factors are constants over the domain of the superconductor and do

not affect the assembled scaled master stiffness equations if this scaling is

performed at the elemental level.

Second Scaling.

The second scaling is performed to make off diagonal elements of K

of the same order of magnitude as the diagonal elements. It also serves the

dual purpose of bringing steps in the v-( hyperspace into a more reasonable

range. The second scaling is essentially a conversion of units from one system

to another. After performing the first scaling, the units of v are L -1 where

L is measured in meters, the appropriate unit of length for the rationalized

MKS system of measurement. However, most of the material parameters

for a superconductor are of the order of about 10 -8 meters. To make the

order of magnitude of the off diagonal terms approximately the same as the

diagonal terms, it was observed that on an element level this could be done

by chan_ng the units of length to micrometers (10 -s meters). To perform

_(_)
-(') and rj , are multiplied by 10 6.this conversion, all of the nodal positions, "i

The permeability of free space has units of M L/Q 2 and is also multiplied by

10 s, whereas h has units of ML2/T and is multiplied by 1012. The effective

penetration depth )_¢ff has units of L and is also multiplied by 10 6. These

are the only quantities that are changed to perform the units conversion. The

remaining material parameters a, fl and [¢o0 [2 are calculated using the new

values for Po and Aef f while the scaled value of h is used for calculating S1
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and K (e). B has units of M/TQ and is not affected by this unit conversion,

so scaled quantities can be used "as is" for field recovery.

Third Scaling.

The third scaling is performed on the assembled tangent stiffness

matrix K. It is a simple diagonal scaling where nonzero elements of the

diagonal matrix $3 are equal to the square root of the absolute value of the

corresponding diagonal element of K, i.e., Sii = _X/_[" For the "empty"

degrees of freedom, the diagonal elements of $3 are set to one to give full rank

to the matrix so that it can be inverted. This is a common scaling technique

that will reduce the condition number of a symmetric positive definite matrix.

Although the constrained stiffness matrix for the superconductivity problem

is negativ e definite, this technique works well here. _....

Fourth Scaling.

The fourth scaling is also performed on a global level. Again a diag-

onal matrix $4 is used, but this time all of the elements are the same. The

purpose of this scaling is to make A_ approximately equal to l,. To meet this

requirement, f must be approximately one. It is ensured with this require-

ment that no matter what the value of the product wTw may be, the scaled

distance traversed along the equilibrium path will be approximately equal

to the desired input distance In. The value for each element of $4 that gave

the best results for the STEPID finite element numerical examples presented

here was 10 4 .
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8.2.4 MESH GENERATION.

The superconductivity problem exhibits boundary layer characteris-

tics because most of the physics occur in a relatively narrow region close to

the conductor/free space boundary. The finite element mesh must have a

fine grading in this region to model superconductivity accurately. Eighteen

months of research and numerous numerical experiments have shown that

if the mesh grading there is inappropriate, the solution generated will suf-

fer accordingly. The problem most often encountered by poor mesh choices

was that of a high condition number for K. This generally causes the so-

lution method to fail because the 2-norm of the residual vector r and the

arclength constraint c cannot be brought below a reasonable value for the

input tolerance r. The solution "dances" around the v - ( hyperspace until

the maximum number of corrector iterations is reached or the 2-norm of v is

exceeded. In a few rare cases, with a poor mesh choice, the solution actually

did converge. These solutions were rarely of any value because the condition

number was estimated to be in the to range of l0 s to 101s! Another diffi-

culty encountered with a poor mesh choice is that I¢1 and Az will oscillate

around their equilibrium values. To solve these problems, it is necessary to

reexamine the theory of superconductivity.

In the previous discussion of superconductivity, the effective London

penetration depth ,k_ff was introduced. The London penetration depth pro-

vides a measure of how far the B field penetrates into a superconductor from

the conductor/free space interface. This is significant because ,_¢ff provides

a minimum depth for the boundary layer that is being modeled. This is the
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range over which Az should decay to approximately zero. It is also neces-

sary to know the range in which the other variable, [¢[, decays from its bulk

layer value of [¢o_[ to zero. To accomphsh this goal, the Ginzburg-Landau

equations must be examined once again. The following is an abstraction of

material presented in Reference[ 21], pp. 111-114, and is used to determine

the range of decay of [¢[.

The variation of AFg for a one-dimensional superconductor in Carte-

siam coordinate space will produce the Euler equation

h_ 021¢1
+ _l¢1-/7[¢l 3 = 0 (8.2.16)

2m* Ox 2

where x is the one-dimensional spatial coordinate and A has been set equal

to zero because we are primarily interested in the behavior of [¢1. If the

normalized wave function ]¢IN which equals I¢l/1¢ool is introduced, and

some algebra is performed, Equation (8.2.16) becomes

h2 O21¢IN (8.2.17)

Linearizing this equation by setting I¢]y equal to 1 + b(x), where b(z) << 1,

gives the first order expansion of this equation as being

h2 o_K=)=-(l+b(x))+(l+3b(x))
2m*a Oz 2 (8.2.18)

Ox 2 li2 b(z), b(z),-,exp -.I-x m*a/_l 2

The first term of the equation shows that the decay of [¢]N is determined

_lli2/2m*a. This length is referred to as the Ginzburg-Landau coherenceby

length _(T). Appropriate substitutions from Chapter IV will give

B:,(0)_:s,s(0)

1

1 + (m/m_)_] _1 -(TIT_) 2 (8.2.19)
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To avoid confusion with the isopaxametric coordinate _, this length shall

always be referred to as f(T). The dimensionless Ginzburg-Landau param-

eter _¢(T) is also introduced, which is the ratio of the two lengths _(T) and

= 1+ Z (S.2.20)

where a(T) shall be used for this ratio to distinguish it from the Lagrange

multiplier vector _. A superconductor with _:(T) < 1/v_ is called a type I

superconductor, while a superconductor with _(T) > 1/x/_ is called a type

II superconductor. Figure 8.1 shows the difference between _(T) and A_lf

for type I and II superconductors.

For the particular case of high purity aluminum, g(0) _ .1. This

makes it a type I superconductor and shows that the decay depth for [¢] is

appro:dmately ten times the decay depth of Az, where A_fI is the approx-

imate decay depth for Az. Consequently, the boundary layer region to be

modeled must have a depth of at least 10 x Aefl to capture ]¢], furthermore

_(T) determines the size of the boundary layer mesh. For a type II super-

conductor )_fl(T) > ((T) and the size of the boundary mesh is determined

by Aeff(T). Numerical experiments confirm that for aluminum the mesh

choice of 10 x A_ff reduces the condition number of the system. Numerical

experiments also show that the mesh generated must be a function of T

because Aelf and _(T) are both functions of T. The results obtained with

the above mesh show realistic values for [¢1, but both [¢1 and A.- exhibit

oscillatory behavior. Expanding the boundary layer depth to 200 x A_IS

caused the oscillations in ]¢] to disappear. All elements generated in the
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tF
B

Type I Superconductor

Conductor

Boundary

B

_4_...C0nducto r

Type II Superconductor

Figure 8.1: Differences between B, ¢, _(T) and _S/for type I and II super-
conductors.
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boundary layer were equal length elements, where the element length was

equal to the depth of the boundary layer divided by the number of boundary

layer elements Nbo,,,g. The elements used to model the bulk laver were also

"regular", their length being equal to (re -200 x A¢H(T))/-\'b_lk, with Nbulk

representing the number of bulk layer elements.

The oscillations are triggered by three different error sources. The

first one comes from the approximation that is made for (8.2.18). The

Ginzburg-Landau equations are linearized there to get an idea of the pen-

etration depth of the magnetic field. The coherence length is only a rough

approximation to the true penetration depth and not an exact one because

only the linearized system of equations has been solved and not the exact

system. The second source of error arises because the finite element model

is not exact. It merely tries to approximate the continuous case by discretiz-

ing the region of interest. The third source of error is that finite precision

mathematics are used when a solution to the discretized superconductor is

attempted. The solution procedure and the scaling procedures used all in-

troduce numerical error into the computed solution because of the machine's

inability to resolve numbers beyond 16 significant numbers. The ex'pansion

of the boundary layer helps to push the oscillations induced by the numerical

error of the solution and scaling techniques below machine limits and more

importantly, accurately captures the physics of the problem.

After the oscillations in [_b[ are removed, Az may still exhibit oscilla-

tions close to the conductor/free space boundary. It was thought that they

were induced by the mesh being too coarse for that region. Numerical exper-

iments showed that this was indeed the case. There are three methods that

can be used to resolve this problem. The first method consists of generating
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another boundary layer of regular elementsnear the conductor/free space

boundary. The second method involves changing the length of each element

so that the mesh is more finely graded at the conductor/free space boundary

than at the interior edge of the boundary layer. The third method is to

simply insert more elements into the boundary layer. All three methods add

extra node points at the conductor/free space boundary and serve to make

the finite element approximation more accurate. The third method was us,_d

for the examples here to expedite the research. This is the least compu-

rationally efficient of the three, but time constraints limited the author to

using this choice.

It is mentioned earlier in Section 8.1.1 that the use of the same shape

functions for the calculation of 1¢[ and Az and their derivatives can lead to

internal inconsistencies that can cause a "locking" problem. As the length of

the element I (0 goes to zero, the polynomial shape function approximation

of the independent variable tries to match the approximation of its first

derivative, which is a constant, when 'locking" is present. This leads to the

oscillatory behavior described above. But as more and more nodal points are

added, i.e., more finite elements are added, oscillations of the independent

variable will still persist if "locking" is present. These oscillations disappear

for the STEP1D finite element as the mesh is refined and show that "locking"

is not present for the one-dimensional cases studied here.

To summarize, the depth of the boundary layer mesh is determined

by the larger of A¢II and _(T). This is the starting point for determining

the boundary layer depth. Numerical experiments are then used to expand

the boundary layer until oscillations of I¢[ disappear. Finally, additional
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elements are inserted into the boundary layer until oscillations of A, also

vanish.

8.2.5 FIELD RECOVERY.

The primary quantity of interest is again B. For this problem, there

is no analytical solution, but the results can be checked to determine if

they are physically correct. There are also two methods by which B can be

determined from the finite element solution. Comparison of the results of

these two methods determines if an internally consistent solution has been

reached.

The first method of determining the B0 field is the finite element

approximation of Equation(5.3.2). The second method uses Equation(3.2.16)

inserted into Equatition (7.1.5). The one dimensional form of this equation

that gives the value for B0 at the outer node of each element e is

=---_ I') [*(") i2.A,('0 rdr (8.2.21)
rj n=l

where the superscript letter in parentheses represents an element number.

The integration over each element is performed by numerical quadrature

using a two point Gauss rule.

8.2.6 TEST PROBLEM.

The test material used for this example was high purity aluminum.

The material constants a and fl for each element were evaluated at T equal to

zero degrees Kelvin using the formulas of Section 4.4. The permeability # of

each element was set to #o as discussed earlier in this chapter. The reference

state of v was set as described in Section 8.2.2. The mesh was discretized
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as desribed in Section 8.2.4 with a regular mesh of Nbulk elements in the

region 0 > r > rc - 200A¢//. Another regular mesh of Nbound elements was

generated in the region rc- 200A¢ H >_ r >_ re. Nb_lk and Nbo_,d denote

the number of elements in the bulk and boundary layers respectively. Nb_lk

and Nbo_,d were 2 and 98 for this problem respectively. Because the free-

space magnetic field element has been validated previously, all elements were

within the conductor. The conductor radius rc was 1.15 x 10 -4. The value

of Io was 5.0 amperes and the value of IL was 0.0 amperes for the results

presented here. The choice of these values ensures that an actual specified

current loading for results presentation was attained. The element has been

tested many times by loading from zero to full load and has worked extremely

well. The only problem that was experienced was when the current loading

appoached a magnitude that was large enough to move the solution close to

the stationary point. In this region, Av and A( became increasingly smaller.

To rectify this problem, the coding was modified to ensure that the step size

at step n + 1 does not fall below an arbitrary value. If the step size became

too small, .9 x In x IL was added to Io, the reference state was reset, and

the solution proccedure was restarted at step n. The only disadvantage to

this scheme was determining the correct value of I at each step for output

purposes. This problem was easily circumvented by outputting the value for

Io when it changed, and the step where the change took place.

The main disadvantage with using the incremental solution methods

for results presentation was that the solution process did not always stop at

the desired full load value, but usually exceed it by some fraction of the step

size l_. This is a consequence of the solution procedure used, and is inherent
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in arclengfh schemes. By setting It. equal to zero and Io equal to I, this

problem was bypassed here.

For the results presented below, the solution procedure required 9

iterations to converge, with the solution tolerance 7" being 4 x 10 -xT. The

2-norm for r did not include the value for the constrained degree of freedom

of ]¢]. The value of r there ranged between 10 -3 to 10 -7 depending on how

close the finite elements came to modeling a zero slope for ]¢] at the conduc-

tor/free space boundary. To more accurately match this slope requirement,

all that was needed was a more refined mesh for this area. However the

results obtained were judged accurate enough for our purposes. Finally, the

estimated condition number of the system was 228.

Fig'ures 8.2 and 8.3 show the results obtained for the normalized val-

ues of ]¢]2 plotted over the whole conductor and the boundary layer of the

conductor respectively. If a London type superconductor had been modeled,

an exact step function would have been expected. Because aluminum is an

extreme type I superconductor, I_] should exhibit behavior that is almost

"step"-like. Figure 8.2 illustrates that the finite element does model phys-

ical behavior by returning values that closely match a step function. The

boundary conditions are seen to match well in Figure 8.3 in that the slope of

]_N ]2 is zero at the interior boundary and is very close to zero at the exterior

boundary.

Results for Az are shown in Figures 8.4 and 8.5. Figure 8.4 shows the

behavior over the whole mesh and Figure 8.5 the behavior in the boundary

layer. The physical behavior of A, should approximately be the opposite

of ]¢]. Over the bulk of the conductor, A, should be zero, and where I¢I
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decreases, the magnitude of Az should increase as kinetic momentum is ex-

changed for magnetic field momemtum. Figure 8.4 shows this expected phys-

ical behavior. Figure 8.5 shows this behavior in more detail, and illustrates

one difference in behavior between Az and [¢1. The slope of A_ is zero at the

interior edge of the boundary layer, but nonzero at the exterior edge. This is

expected because the boundary conditions for A_ and [¢] are different at the

exterior edge, the behavior of Az matching its expected physical behavior.

Fig_tres 8.6 and 8.7 display the results for j_ over the entire conductor

and the boundary layer respectively. The behavior ofjz can best be described

by making an analogy to a similar problem in fluid mechanics. The medium

of the problem would be alarge pool of water contained between two inflmtely

long straight walls. For convenience, the walls are aligned so that one is on

our left side and the other on our right. To make the analogy correlate to the

results presentation, the left wall would be the center of the superconductor,

and the right wall would be the conductor/free space boundary. The bottom

of the pool would be shaped so that the density of water molecules matches

the density of the superconducting charge carriers. The walls and the bottom

of the pool would present no resistance to water flow. Assuming laminar flow,

a rapidly moving stream of water is injected into the pool along the right wall.

For the EM problem, jz is analogous to the velocity of the water molecules,

v w in the pool. Where the stream is injected, it is expected that a large,

rapid change in vw would exist, which upon first examination would appear

to be a Dirac delta function.

This behavior is exactly matched by the velocities of the supercon-

ducting electron pairs oft he finite element model, and is shown in Figure 8.6.
w

At the conductor/free space boundary, a Dirac delta-like "spike" appears for
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j=, which is zero otherwise. A closer examination of the fluid velocities for

the imaginary example would reveal that vw would rise rapidly on both sides

of the stream, but a more gradual rise in vw would occur on the side of the

stream facing the left wall as momentum is exchanged with the other water

molecules there. Again j_ mimics this behavior as shown in Figure 8.7 and

validates the ability of the STEPID element to model the expected physics

of a superconductor.

This comparison of a fluid flow to a Ginzburg-Landau supercon-

ductor is a particularly enlightening one because, if this superconductivity

model is correct, it explains the source of the miniscule resistivity in super-

conductors. The resistivity is a result of a momentum exchange produced by

collisions of Cooper pairs, the supeconductor's charge carriers, as required

by the residual equation (3.2.6). Because the collisions are relatively infre-

quent, a "spike" in the current density appears in the boundary layer, rather

than a "smearing" of the current density to an approximate step function.

The position of the spike is determined by the density of charge carriers, the

current density vector choosing the point where the fewest collisions can take

place. The fact that the density of Cooper pairs is higher on the interior of

the boundary layer than the exterior explains why j: changes more slowly

towards the center of the conductor. The Cooper pairs in the current stream

j: are simply experiencing more collisions with stationary Cooper pairs be-

cause the density of pairs is higher towards the center of the conductor. Its

position also determines that there is an expulsion of the B field from the

interior of the conductor (the Meissner effect) because there is no current

there to generate a field in accordance with MaxweU's equations.
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Figures 8.8 and 8.9 show the B8 field generated there. Figure 8.8

shows Be over the whole conductor and Figure 8.9 shows Be in the boundary

region. Because no analytical solution is available, the B field has been

plotted using the two different methods cited previously and finite element

values for I¢[ and Az. As in Chapter VII, the B0 field calculated using

Equation (5.3.2) is plotted as a step function. Both sets of values match

fairly well over most of the region, but show some divergence towards the

maximum and minimum values of Be. No reason exists to prefer one set of

values over the other, but using j(_) to recover Be has the advantage of being

able to directly compute B0 at element nodes.

Expected physical behavior is matched by both curves. The value of

B0 computed by using (8.2.21) also matches the necessary analytical value,

derived from an integral form of Maxwetl's equations, of 1_oI/21rr¢. A com-

parison of these values with values obtained by using the London model of

superconductivity does not allow any statement to be made about the accu-

racy of the Ginzburg-Landau model because the former neglects the gradient

of I¢[. The important point is that the Ginzburg-Landau model must achieve

a specific magnitude at re, and this is verified by Equation (5.3.2). For the

above reasons, the London values are not compared to the finite element

values obtained here.

8.3 FURTHER DISCU.S.SION OF R..ESULTS.

A word of caution is necessary here with regard to the author's phys-
-7_ : : ....

ica/interpretation of results. Because no analytical solution is available for

=

i
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comparison with the numerical results, these results and their physical in-

terpretation must be treated with some suspicion pending experimental ver-

ification. However, there is a good evidence to suggest that the results are

valid.

First, the numerical approach has been based upon the Ginzburg-

Landau theory of superconductivity. This theory, while not being thoroughly

validated experimentally for cases away from the critical temperature, has

been able to predict superconducting phenomena with a great deal of accu-

racy (Ref. [21, pp.104-191]). This provides a great deal of credibilty to the

ability of the Ginzburg-Landau theory for the prediction of EM and quan-

tum phenomena within a superconductor. It is universally accepted as an

accurate model of the macroscopic quantum-mechanical and electomagnetic

properties of a superconductor near its critical temperature _.

Second, the results of this chapter and Chapter XI exhibit behavior

that is in qualitative agreement with the physics of superconductors. These

behaviors are the appearance of the Meissner effect and a current carried

at the surface of a superconductor. The Meissner effect is the almost total

expulsion of a magnetic field from the interior of a conductor, and this be-

havior is shown in Figures 8.8 and 11.12. The cause of this effect is that the

current is carried at the surface of the conductor (Ref. [31, p.335]). In order

to satisfy Max'well's law V×V×B = j, no current can be carried within the

bulk of the conductor or a magnetic field will be present there. Again, the

STEPID finite element shows this behavior in Figure 8.6.

Finally, there is some quantitative agreement between the STEP1D

finite element and a known physical value. The value of the B0 field at the
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conductor radius is known to be 1_oI/2_rre. As mentioned at the end of the

previous section, the finite element model achieves this value at re.

8.4 SUMMARY.

In this chapter, a broad range of topics necessary to the solution of

the superconductivity problem by the finite element method are discussed.

The topics include the four-potential formulation of superconductivity, ap-

propriate boundary conditions, nonlinear solution techniques, scaling tech-

niques, and appropriate mesh choices for finite element models. The most

important aspect of this research is the insight that is gained about super-

conductivity. For the Ginzburg-Landau model, it is possible to think of

the current that moves through a superconductor as a "stream" of charge

carriers called Cooper pairs that moves through a "sea" of static Cooper

pairs.This"sea"actslikeanextremelylowviscosity andthe "str "

moves through the region of the "sea" where the density of the Cooper pairs

is the smallest. This region represents the place where the least amount of

energy is ex'pended by the collisions of moving Cooper pairs with station-

dry Cooper pairs. Unlike the London approximation, or linearized forms of

the Ginzburg-Landau model, the physics of the system as described above

are shown only by modeling the exact Ginzburg-Landau equations so that a

complete description of j_ can be obtained. The STEP1D model shows this

behavior we]], and from the limited search of literature that the author has

performed: it is believed that this is the first model that shows the physics

in such good detail.

Now that reasonable models for the normal and superconducting

states of a conductor have been developed, the next step in the complete
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modeling of a conductor is to add thermal effects. This is the topic of dis-

cussionof the next chapter.





CHAPTER IX

THE THERMAL PROBLEM

It is first necessaryto model the temperature distribution within a

conductor before the effectsa temperature field hason the EM fields and the

quantum properties of a conductor can be determined. Appropriately, the

first topic of discussionin this chapter is the modeling of the temperature

field of the steady state heat conduction problem with convection cooling

boundary conditions. The one-dimensionalcaseis the caseof interest for

this work:s examples and is the only casediscussed. In Chapter IV it is

mentioned that there are no temperature gradientswithin a one-dimensional

steady state superconductor. Becauseno gradients arepresent, the temper-

ature distribution of a superconductor is known and the calculation of the

temperature distribution by finite elementmethods is not necessary.There-

fore, this chapter is concernedwith the finite elementmodeling of a normal

conductor. The temperature distribution within a conductor is a function

of the current I and the thermal boundary conditions at re. In the current

chapter, it is assumed that the current I is steady and does not change.

Cases where the current load I changes are discussed in the following chap-

ter. For this chapter, the discussion is about the physics of a conductor as

the thermal boundary loads are varied.

The discussion begins by first developing the finite element model

for the temperature distribution of a one-dimensional conductor, and then

determining the analytical solution of that problem. The analytical solution
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to this problem is developed later because certain assumptions about the

finite element model have a direct effect on the analytical solution.

9.1 FINITE ELEMENT DISCRETIZATION.

9.1.1 CONSTRUCTING THE LINTID FINITE ELEMENT.

Using the two-node "line" finite element again provides the C ° conti-

nuity required by the variational functional of(4.1.7) for T. Again individual

elements and elemental properties axe identified by the superscript (e). The

two element end nodes are denoted by the subscripts i and j. The tempera-

ture T is interpolated over each element as

T = NT_ (') (9.1.1)

where the row vector N contains isoparametric shape functions for the inter-

polation of T. The elements of N are functions only of the spatial coordinate

r. The column vector T (e) contains the nodal values of T, which are con-

stants with respect to time. Substitution of these finite element assumptions

into the variational functional of Equation (4.1.7) gives

(9.1.2)

JrV)

Variation of the above with respect to _(_) willproduce

JV(:) m t Or ar
(9.1.3)
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Quantities k and w (_) are functions of the spatial coordinate r and not of the

independent variable T. This assumption is made because the variational

functional f_(de) does not give the correct residuals for the heat conduction

problem if the thermal conductivity and the electrical resistivity are allowed

to be functions of T. This approximation can be corrected by using the

nonlinear solution procedures of Chapter VIII. During the solution phase, k

and a; (e) are held constant at their values for step n, and after the solution

vector v at step n + 1 is determined, k and w (e) are updated using the new

temperature distribution of step n + 1. If the step size In is small, v does not

move too far from the true equilibrium path and the values of g-(e) are close

enough to the exact values that any error is negligible. This assumption is the

reason for discussing the finite element model first instead of the analytical

solution. No analytical solution exists for the set of coupled EM-thermal

equations where k and w are functions of T. By making the approximation

that k and w are functions of the spatial coordinate r, an analytical solution

can be developed.

The spatial approximations used are the ones discussed in previous

chapters, i.e., w is a step function or constant over an element, and k is

interpolated linearly across the element. In terms of our shape functions, k

may be written as

k = Nk (e) (9.1.4)

where k (e) contains the nodal values of the thermal conductivity. The walues

for k (e) are obtained by using Equation (4.2.1). Equation (4.2.1) is a function

of T, and is evaluated at 7]/(e) and Tj (e) to obtain the respective components

(e) For the evaluation of k (_) and w (e), Ti (_) and T (_)of k (e), kl e) and k i .
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The elemental value for w (e) is

(9.1,5)

where Wo is the residual resistivity, and wi(T) is the ideal resistivity. The

ideal resistivity is calculated as described in Section 4.3.

All but two of the boundary integrals of (9.1.3) can be ignored by

noticing that the heat flux Qr between interelement boundaries in the radial

direction must be C ° continuous; this point is shown later by the analyt-

ical solution. The two remaining boundary integrals occur at r equal to

zero and re. At r equal to zero, it can be seen that the boundary integral

there vardshes, and the only remaining boundary integral occurs at re. The

remaining integral is a function of the boundary heat flux loading where

Qr((7) represents this load and (_r is the thermal loading paramter.

Because non-linear solution techniques are used, expressions for K (e),

f('), r (_), p(e) and q(') must be determined. The Euler equations of (9.1.3)

give the following expressions for r (¢), p(_) and f(e)

f(_) / dV (e) {kONTON,T(e)_---- J V (" ) _ "-_r -- J

J V(")

r(e) = f(_) _ p(e)

where the Kronecker delta _ij is defined as

= o i # j

=1 i=j

(9.1.7)
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and m = Nwi,.e + 1, with Nwire again representing the number of elements in

the conductor. Taking the partials of r with respect to 7" (e) and (7" produces

the following expressions for K (e) and q(e).

K (e)= f dV (e) fkONTON_

,v(,) [ _ _J (9.1.8)

f" 1 }

where j(_) and w (_) have been assumed to be only functions of the nodal

position r and therefore vanish.

9.1.2 APPLYING BOUNDARY CONDITIONS.

In the previous section, expressions for p(e) and q(e) are determined.

They contain the boundary heat flux term Q,.((_r). The heat flux at rc for

the one-dimensional steady state convection cooling problem is expressed by

the Euler equation of (4.1.10)

(9.1.9)

Because the free stream temperature 700 is known, it is natural to choose

this variable as the load to be varied. To make Too a variable load, it is

split into two parts where To is the initial loading temperature, and TL is the

variable loading temperature. The free stream temperature is now expressed

as

Too= To+ C CrL (9.1.10)

The _xlue of the temperature at r equal to rc can also be expressed as

/r(re)= Ni_ (m) = Tj(m); m = Ywir, + 1 (9.1.11)
r¢
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Where Nj is the second component of the shape function vector N, T; "_)

is the nodal value of the temperature at re, and the superscript letter in

parentheses represents an element number and not an exponential. When the

new expressions for To¢ and T(rc) are substituted into (9.1.9), the expression

for Qr(_ 7") becomes

(9.1.12)

and the expression for 0Qr(_q:)/0_ T is

OQ,((r)

0C7"

where - ('') is the
wj

(hco,,,, _ OC = h¢o,,,, -

nodal value of the incremental rate of change of IT at re.

By convention, any terms of a set of finite element equations that

include the incremental rates and the nodal displacements are usually moved

to the left hand side of the system of equations. Doing this, and making

substitutions for Qr((7") in the previously derived vectors p(_) and f(e) gives

f<,>f <., } ] 7"(.)

dv(,) 1
(9.1.14)

Similarly, K (_) and q(_) are

--JV(") _ -'_'r J +6me{2rrrc} [00

0,1
(9.1.15)

The addition of the boundary term Q_ makes this system of equations, when

assembled, determinate and no nodal values need to be constrained.
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9.2 ANALYICAL SOLUTION TO THE TEST PROBLEM.

Equation (4.1.14) states that the temperature distribution for a lin-

early interpolated k and step function w and jz may be expressed as

7-= -5- \S_ ak2 S-; _ + C,-E,_, \ kiG--4 ak ] + C=
(9.2.1)

where Ca and C2 are integration constants and

k= k i Jr kj - ki Ak--I" .--" k i -]- (9.2.2)
rj -- ri -_r r

where ki and kj are the values of k at the inner and outer boundaries of

integration respectively. To adapt this solution for each element, the inte-

gration constants C1 and C2 are first replaced by the constants C(e)odd and

C(_)_,.en where the superscript (e) represents an individual element number

again. For notational convenience, the following equalities are also defined:

a (e) I-!_) b(e) Ak/Ar and _(e) -w(_)j (e)2 The function ft (e) is also

defined as

a(_) - r)_(')(b____ (k)ft(')(r) = 2-_ + a(_----7-

Using the new notation, the temperature 7- over each element is expressed

7-(°)(,)= f_(')(,) + c(')_...

as

(9.2.4)

Using a little physics, it can be seen that the heat flux out of an

element must equal the heat flux into adjacent elements because the system

is conserx-ative and energy must be conserved. This requires that the heat
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flux Qr be C ° continuous and gives the following series of equations that

relate the heat flux transferred across adjacent element boundaries

•(e-l) (e-l)C(')odd C( - )oad q
(9.2.5)

This equation can be rearranged to give

C(C)°dd = 2 2
(9.2.6)

_(_-1) -(') At r equal to zero, C(1)odd must also beby using the relation r I = r i •

zero for the system of equations to remain bounded. This _ves for c(e)odd

_(e)dd ---
4(')rl ")2 X-_(e-1)

0 e=l
= j

(9.2.7)

The values for C(*)eve.may be derived in a similar manner by ensuring that

T is C ° continuous across element boundaries. The result is

Nmire
f X

= - tt e)c(e)even _s f (ri ) - E {ftP(rf ) - ftP(¢)} (9.2.8)

p--'--e

where _ is the temperature at the surface of the conductor and equals the

nodal value _(m). _ is determined by using the discretized version of Equa-

tion (4.1.21), which is

= To+ (rT"L+ h_o._r¢ _ w(_)J_)2rdr (9.2.9)
e=l _e)

The preceding analytical solution is only xxlid for cases where b(*) is

k(e)
nonzero. As k_ _) approaches ..j , the first two terms of (9.2.3) diverge. For
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caseswhere b(e) is zero, the methodology used to derive (9.2.1) in Chapter

IV can be used to determine that ft(e)(r) becomes

q(_)r 2 + C(e)dd in(r) (9.2.10)
ft(_)(r) = 4

The methods of this section can then be used to show that the solutions for

Ts, g(e)odd, and g(e)ven are identicM to those of Equations (9.2.7), (9.2.8) and

(9.2.9).

The above solutions to the heat conduction problem were originally

loaded into a Fortran subroutine and solutions to the example problem were

computed. For the example problem and material values used, it was found

that incorrect solutions were being determined. One source of error was that

the magnitude of the first two terms of (9.2.3) were much greater than the

last term. Finite precision numerics caused the last term to be virtually ig-

nored when determining g(_)ven and ft (_) (r) although this term should have

made a noticeable contribution to both. All of the formulas were rearranged

so that C(_)ven and ft(e)(r) were computed in a term by term manner, i.e.,

first all of the ln(k) terms were computed, then all of the In(r/k) terms,

etc.. This improved the solution marginally, and the problem was examined

further. The largest source of error came from the finite precision mathe-

matics again. The term b(e) was seen to be extremely small and caused the

first two terms of (9.2.3) to diverge. Although the divergence of individual

terms should cancel when summed during the computation of C(_)_en, it was

beyond the machine's capability to resolve the minute differences between

the large individual terms. False zero values or random values were being

assigned for the difference by the machine. To correct this problem, when

(e) droppedthe absolute value of the percentage difference between kl e) and kj
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(_)
below 2.2 x 10 -9 , k was assumed constant over an element. The value of kj

was then used for the elemental value of k, and Equation (9.2.10) was used

to calculate ft (_) (r) and r'(_)v even •

The numerical results became much better, and both of the above

corrective procedures are implemented in existing coding. Results presented

in this work as the analytical solution to thermal problems used the above

methods to control numerical errors.

9.3 NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS.

9.3.1 THE FINITE ELEMENT MODEL.

The finite element model derived in the previous section has been

applied to the test problem described later in this section. The LETID finite

element is used for determining EM quantities and the LINT1D element is

used to determine the temperature distribution. Both of these elements are

treated as one-dimensional axisymmetric elements. The LET1D element is

identical to the CUPLE1D element except that w (_) is allowed to change

during the solution process. The description of the nodal degrees of freedom

and the variables associated with each degree of freedom for the CUPLE1D

element can be found at the beginning of Section 7.3.1. The permeability

#(_), the resistivity w (_) and the current density j(_) are uniform over each

element, _

For the LINTID element, the "line" type element has only two end

nodes which are defined by their axial positions -(_) and -(_) They each
r i rj .

have one degree of freedom corresponding to the temperature 7" which re-

suits in a total of two degrees of freedom per element. These nodal vMues are
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determined by interpolation with standard linear shape functions that pro-

vide the C ° continuity required by the variational formulation. The thermal

conductivity of each element is also calculated by interpolation with stan-

dard linear shape function where the nodal values of k are determined by the

nodal temperatures at step n and use of Equation (4.2.1). The resistivity of

each element, for both the LETID and the LINT1D elements, is calculated

by using Equation (4.3.1) and the nodal temperature values at step n to

determine w at each node, and then taking the mean of the two w's. The

value of j(e) for the LINT1D elements is determined by use of the LET1D

finite element.

9.3.2 APPLYING BOUNDARY CONDITIONS.

As shown earlier, no nodes are constrained for the thermal part of

this problem. The thermal flux terms that contain the Kronecker delta are

directly injected at their appropriate positions when assembling f(e), p(_),

r (¢), K (') and q(¢) to account for boundary conditions. The electromagnetic

boundary conditions are set as described in Section 7.3.2.

9.3.3 ASSEMBLY AND SOLUTION.

Both tangent stiffness matrices K F'M and K 7" are assembled in an el-

ement by element fashion following standard finite element techniques. K TM

a_d K q" are used here to represent the master electromagnetic and master

thermal tangent stiffness matrices respectively. The superscripts EM and 7"

are also used in the sequel to distinguish between assembled electromagnetic

and thermal vector quantities (e.g., V EM is the electromagnetic solution vec-

tor). gEM is stored in a symmetric skyline form and K 7" is stored as three
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vectors because it is a tridiagonal matrix. Systems of electromagnetic equa-

tions are modified for boundary conditions as described in Section 7.3.2 and

are processed by a standard symmetric skyline solver. After the solution pro-

cedure that is described later has been used, v EM provides the desired nodal

values of Az for field recovery and the elemental values of j_ for calculation

of the electromagnetic heating loads of the heat conduction problem.

Systems of thermal equations are modified for boundary conditions,

as discussed in the preceding section, and are then processed by a standard

tridiagonal solver. The solution procedure then returns v _" which contains

nodal values of T.

Solution Technique

Because the values for k and w (e) are actually functions of:the tem-

perature 7" and not the spatial coordinate r, the LINTID finite element is

nonlinear, and the nonlinear solution techniques of Section 8.2.2 are used to

solve problems. These techniques work well for thermal problems if the rate

of change of temperature across an element is not too large.

The solution procedure is started by choosing a reference state for T.

The reference state chosen for the examples of this work is set by initializing

v _" to To and V EM to zero. For cases where To is not su_ciently close to

the equilibrium path, the reference state may be chosen by use of Equation

(4.1.22). For the latter case, the thermal conductivity and electrical resistiv-

ity are evaluated as constants over the whole domain of the conductor and

evaluated at some mean representative temperature such as To. The current

density becomes a constant with these assumptions and is equal to I/lrr¢ 2.

=
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To advance the solution to the next step, the set of incremental rate

equations

g_wn = qn (9.3.1)

is solved. This system can be written as

[gEM 0 w n .._ (9.3.2)

where the subscript n represents the current step number. The solution

vector v,_ is equal to (v EM v_ }T. The rest of the solution procedure is

identical to the procedure outlined in Section 8.2.2. except that K, r, f and

p at step n + 1 are calculated by using the values of 7" and j(e) from the

previous step n. The solution must be calculated in this manner because

the variational formulation assumes that k, w and jz are all functions of the

spatial coordinates and not the independent variable 7". This device holds

the material properties and jz constant for K, r, f and p so that a new

temperature distribution at step n + 1 can be determined. This means that

the solution procedure is not solving the correct set of equations for the true

equilibrium path of the heat conduction problem.

Unfortunately, this is the current level of advancement of heat con-

duction analysis. To solve this problem, a relatively small step size In is

taken. This "fix" allows the computed solution to remain close to the cor-

rect equilibrium path. This problem can also be corrected by holding _-7-

constant and taking several steps. The result is that the quantities K, r, f

and p are all updated until the correct equilibrium path is reached. For the

examples presented here, the last "fix" was not required as taking a small

step size In brought the solution sufficiently close to the true equilibrium

path.
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9.3.4 SCALING TECHNIQUES.

The tridiagonal solver that was implemented does not include any

method for the estimation of the conditioning of a system of equations. Be-

cause no estimate was available, no attempt was made to scale any of the

thermal systems of equations that were processed. The skyline solver did

include the capability to estimate the condition number of gEM. Choosing

realistic values for the material properties w (e), e (_) and/fie) made g TM so

highly ill-conditioned that the solution method failed, and showed that the

values used in the example problems of Chapter VII were rather simplistic.

Some o£ this ill-condltioning is alleviated by employing a scaling

scheme similar to the first scaling technique of Section 8.2.3. This scaling

is performed at an elemental level before K TM is assembled. Using L, M,

T and Q to represent units of length, mass, time and charge respectively,

the u.nits of Az, j=, n0 and A¢ axe seen to be ML/(TQ), Q/(TL2), Q/L and

ML2/(TQ) respectively. Many scaling schemes were tried, but the one that

reduced the condition number the most gave the scaled displacements of Az,

j:: and Re dimensions of M1/2L/T and A¢ dimensions of M1/2L3/2/T. The

eiemental scaling matrix S_ e) for each element is

sl;) o o o o o o
s_;) o o o o o

s_(;) o o o o
s(_;) o o o

sl; ) o o
_ymm. S_(;) 0

S(_;)

S'_1e) =

sl;) = s_(;) = :/v_:

s_;)= ¢E..(')t(')

s_i) = o , _<N_,.,;

s_(;) = s_;) = 1/v_.

s_(;) = 2/v_';

(9.3.3)
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-(¢) -(_) The inclusion of the elementalwhere l(_) is the elemental length rj - r i •

length in the scaling parameter for j: does not cause any difficulties because

the only diagonal terms affected by S_ ) of K EM correspond to the jz degrees

of freedom which do not couple through the diagonal terms.

To illustrate this point, consider the diagonal terms corresponding to

the degrees of freedom for A_ of a two element system that contains a total

of three element end nodes. If A (_) is scaled for each element by l(_), A(=_) at

the shared center node will be scaled on an elemental level by l(1) for the first

element and 1(2) for the second element. Note that the bracketed superscript

numbers represent the element number and not an exponent. This causes

no problem in determining scaling factors if l(1) equals l (2). It is simply

l (1) or l(2). But if the lengths differ, problems will occur because Az at the

shared node will be scaled into two different dimensions! Trying to assemble

the scaled elemental diagonal terms of Az with this scaling would result in

an error because each scaled variable represents a single scaled independent

variable.

The scaling matrix of(9.3.3) avoids these difficulties due to a careful

choice of its elements. S_ ) ensures no coupling of adjacent values of j(_) and

also ensures that there are no zero diagonal terms of the assembled scaling

q(e) alsomatrix for degrees of freedom of j(=_) that are constrained to zero. _'ss

ensures that no zero diagonal term appears for the extra "empty" degree of

freedom of K EM that is discussed in Section 7.3.
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The scaled elemental electromagnetic tangent stiffnessmatrix for

1 < e < Nwire is

I_ (_)

"0 -r !_) 0
1

-r_ ) K2s

symm.

K23 -

0 0 0 0

r(_) 0 K26 A'2T
J

0 0 -r_ ) 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0

r(_ ) 0

0

2 w(e)

(9.3.4)

2 _(_)

I(27 = l (_) #oCo (_)
2 LT T

_(_)
where r_ ) = (1/2)(r} e) + rj ) is the mean radius of the element and co

is the speed of light in vacuum. As can be seen by inspection, the closer

(l(_)/2)(#oCo/W (_)) is to one, the better the conditioning of the matrix. If

this occurs, it can also be seen that all of the terms become proportional

to apprommately r_)/l (e). Using the test material of high purity aluminum

does not allow (l(¢)/2)(#oCo/W (_)) to come as close to one as is desired, and

other means are used to reduce the conditioning of the scaled electromagnetic

system of equations. It was found that the choice of mesh discretiztion

greatly affected the conditioning of the system, and this is the next topic of

discussion.
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9.3.5 MESH GENERATION.

The thermal conduction problem is similar to the superconductivity

problem because a finer mesh discretization is required near rc to accurately

determine the nodal values of the independent variables. The independent

_-ariable for the thermal conduction problem is T and the electromagnetic

quantity _' in the temperature range of interest is proportional to T 5. This

behavior suggests that electromagnetic quantities vary either much more

quickly or more slowly than T depending on whether the system is above

or below 1° Kelvin. This behavior also suggests the use of separate meshes

for the electromagnetic and thermal equations. Separate meshes were not

used for the examples of this work because they require a transfer of data

between the thermal mesh and the electromagnetic mesh and are subject to

extrapolation errors. Separate meshes also require more computational effort

and memory storage. For the above reasons, it was decided to use a single

mesh for both the linear electromagnetic and thermal system of equations.

As mentioned above, there is a finer grading of the thermal mesh at re. This

grading was determined to be a source of ill-conditioning for the assembled

EM equations.

Ori_nally, a small region near rc was discretized with regular finite

elements and the remainder of the conductor volume was descretized with

larger regular finite elements. It was seen that at the node where the two

meshes joined, off-diagonal terms were generated that were substantially

larger than diagonal terms. Other off-diagonal terms that were substantially

smaller than diagonal terms were also generated. To cure this problem, the

scaling scheme of the previous section is used to make off-diagonal terms of
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the sameorder of magnitude as the diagonal terms on an elementallevel. A

new mesh discretization schemeis also used to eliminate the substantially

larger and smalleroff-diagonal terms. The third scalingtechniqueof Chapter

VIII does this for a system of positive definite equations,but this technique

was tried and did not work here becausethe systemis positive semi-definite

due to the Lagrangian multiplier ),c.

By observing that all of the terms in the elemental EM matrices axe

approximately proportional to r_)/l (e), a basis for the mesh discretization

can be determined. By minimizing the rate of change of r_)//(e), "bad"

off-diagonal terms can either be eliminated or changed to more closely ap-

proximate the magnitude of the diagonal terms.

For convenience, a regular mesh of Nfine elements is used in the

region near re. The remaining region uses a special mesh that contains

Ncoar,e elements. This choice determines d(r_ )/l('))/de to be 1.0 in the

"fine" region. It also specifies that r_)/l (_) equals (rnepl/l (_)) -t-.5 at e equal

to N¢oar,e + 1 where r,¢pl is the value of r at the node= where the coarse

mesh ends. This choice also determines that the length of each element in

the "fine" region be equal to (r¢ - r, cpl)/Nfine. An additional boundary

condition for the axisymmetric problem is that r_)/l (_) is always equal to .5

at e equal to 1.

To satisfy the three boundary conditions and still have a vaxible

input for the mesh discretization, a cubic curve fit for r_)//(e) is required.

Using these requirements gives the following equation for r_)//(e).

r(_) .:_
m _it-- 3 .44) (9.3.5)7 +.42e + +

• " 2 .

A1 =/3_ 1 (2C_ - BxY¢oa,.,,(Ycoa,.se - 1) - 2c2(gcoa,-,, + 1) + N¢oa,-s, - 1)

ffi

2



A2 = BI + B2AI A3 = 2C2 - 7,,41 - 3.42 - 1

.44 "" 1 - (A1 -t- A2 -F A3)

( 2C3 -- 2C2 f1_ 4- 2
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B3 -- (Ycoarse + 1) 3 + _2(Ncoarse + 1) 2 -- (7 + 3_2)(Ncoarse + 1) + 2_2 + 6

Cl= (_.o_/l(_) + .5;_= Yooo._+ 1 C_= (_/l(_); _= 2

C3= x kl-_];e=Nco:,se+ 1

where the subscripted A's, B's and C's represent constants. The constant

C2 is an input value and represents the value of r_)/l (e) for the second el-

ement. The value of r(_)/l (e) for the second element is chosen as in input

variable because at the first element, this _alue is determined by the prob-

lem geometry as always being 0.5. It is also easier to determine the size of

the second element with this formula. If C2 is larger (smaller) than 1.5 the

second element is smaller (larger) than the first, and if C2 equals 1.5, it has

the same size. The value for r where the two meshes meet (r,¢pl) is also

an input value. For the numerical experiments presented here, it was found

that rncpl = .75r¢ and C2 = 1.5 produced the best results.

To determine the values of r at each node in the coarse mesh region,

the following additional formula is used

r(e) _(c) {/ r(me)//(e) -- _), =,j _r_)/l(, ) __ ; e--(Nco=r,, + 1),Nco,,,._,,,...,2,1 (9.3.6)
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9.3.6 FIELD RECOVERY.

For the thermal part of the problem, the 7- field is recovered by

using the values of v :r. The electromagnetic fields are determined by using

the simple finite element approximation of Chapter V, Equation (5.3.6). This

value was plotted as a step function due to its C -1 continuity.

9.3.7 TEST PROBLEM.

In this example, high purity aluminum was again used for the test

material. The values for k and w (e) were calculated as discussed earlier in

this chapter. The permeability and permittivity for all elements were set to

/Zo and eo as explained at the beginning of Chapter IV. The reference state

for v was set as described in Section 9.3.3. The geometry was that of a

one-dimensional axisymmetric wire as shown in Figure 2.1 with a radius rc

transporting a total current I equal to 5 amperes in the positiv e z direction.

The mesh was discretized as described in Section 9.3.5 with rc equal to

1.15 x I0 -4, Neoa,.s¢ equal to 50 elements and Nli,_¢ equal to 30 elements.

This gave a total of Nwi,-, equal to 80 elements. Because the element for

the free space magnetic fields had been validated before, no elements were

generated external to the conductor. Th_eso!ution tolerance r was 9.0 x 10 -4

and required about 2 iterations per step t O converge. The estimated condition

number for K EM ranged from 10816 to 65888. The initial temperature "was

chosen as 1° Kelvin and the loading temperature was 1 ° Kelvin. The step

size l,, was chosen as .025 and 40 steps were necessary to move the solution

from the starting temperature of 1 ° Kelvin to 2 ° Kelvin.

The results for the analytical solution and the fixate element solution

for 7- were so close as to be indistinguishable on a plot. Consequently, Figure
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9.1 shows the results for the finite element solution for the temperature

distribution and Figure 9.2 showsthe percentageerror of the finite element

solution from the analytical solution as functions of the radial distance at

the final step (Too= 2 ° Kelvin). A comparison of the Euler equations of the

EM problem (Equation (2.3.11)) and the thermal problem (Equation (4.1.8))

shows that they are of an identical form. If k is nearly constant and w(_)j(_)/k

approximates a constant, then the behavior of Az and 7" within the example

wire should be the same. A comparison of Figure 9.1 with Figures 5.2 and

7.2 show that this is indeed the case. Figure 9.2 shows the deviation of the

computed solution from the analytical solution as a percentage error, and it

ranges from a maximum at r - 0 of 2.860 × 10 -3 to zero at r = re.

The primary variables of interest for this research were the B fields,

and they are the only EM results that are shown here. Figure 9.3 and 9.4

show the results for the Be field at the final step. Figure 9.3 shows the Bo

field over the whole conductor and Figure 9.4 shows the Be field for the

volume of the mesh with the finer discretization. The percent error ranged

from 33.1 percent at r = 0 to 5.89 x 10 -4 at r = re. By observing where

the analytical solution intersects the "steps" in Figures 9.3 and 9.4, a rough

estimate of the accuracy of the finite element solution can be made. The finite

element solution is exact when the analytical solution intersects the center

of the "step tops". It can be seen that the analytical solution intersects the

majority of the "steps" at their center points. It can also be seen that the

error quickly diminishes as the distance from the center of the conductor

increases.

As mentioned earlier, the solution procedure is not exact. Also men-

tioned was that the exact solution can be computed by setting To to the full
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load, _ to zero and using the corrective Newton-Raphson method to iterate

onto the equilibrium path.

The above technique was tried for this numerical example and it was

found that the finite element results presented here differed from the exact

solution by 4.65 x 10 -2 and 3.43 x 10 -5 percent for the temperature at r equal

to zero and rc respectively. The B0 field differed from the exact solution by

33.3 and 5.60 x 10 -4 percent at r equal to zero and rc respectively.

A brief word must be said here about the analytical solution of Sec-

tion 9.2. In general, the analytical solution does not match the exact solution

because it uses the nodal values of 7" from the previous step to compute k,

w (e) and j'_-¢). The analytical solution only becomes the exact solution when

(7" is held constant and the solution is allowed to iterate onto the equilibrium

path. Thi-_ brings about the rhetorical question, why bother computing the

analytical __olution?

'[he analytical solution is computed because it gives some measure

of how close the finite element solution is to an exact solution. It will always

give the correct form of the solution, but not the correct magnitude if the

solution lies close to the true equilibrium path. This is the first step in

assessing the accuracy of the solution vector produced by the non-linear path-

following techniques used in this work. The second step is to hold the loading

parameter constant and then use the corrective Newton-Raphson technique

to iterate to the exact solution. The exact solution is then compared to the

original incremental solution. If the difference between the two solutions is

too large, then the solution procedure has moved too far from the correct

equilibrium path and a smaller step size needs to be chosen. The solution

process is attempted again with the new step size and (7" reset to zero.
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In general, it is not possible to hold the loading parameter constant

at its final _-alue and iterate onto the exact solution without first following the

incremental path to that point. There may be bifurcation points or other

stationary points on the equilibrium path that will not allow the solution

method to converge to the correct solution by this simple iterative process.

The problem of the thermally loaded conductor presented here does allow

the above method to converge because it can be determined where the only

critical point for this problem lies, that point being the superconducting

phase transition point.

The plots for iT and B0 presented here show that with an appro-

priate mesh choice, a reasonable step size and a slowly varying temperature

distribution that the solution technique presented here is adequate for the

author's purposes and little accuracy is lost with this solution procedure.

9.4 SUM.XIARY.

In this chapter, it is shown how thermal fields may be modeled with

the LINT!D finite element. The CUPLE1D finite element is also adapted

to the non!irnear solution techniques of Chapter VIII to become the LET1D

element. This demonstrates the usefulness of the four-potential method and

the solution techniques for modeling the coupling that occurs between ther-

mal and EM fields. The four-potential theory is also validated for computing

the desired EM quantity, the B fields and the effects of temperature on these

fields by the results presented in this chapter. The use of real values for _z, #

and e make the problem more difficult to solve, but by using a different mesh

discretization and scaling techniques, good solutions for the B field can still

be realized.
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For this chapter, the case where only thermal loads are Mlowed to

vary is solved. In the next chapter, the case where the EM load I is allowed

to vary is examined.



CHAPTER X

COUPLED THERMAL-EM PROBLEM IN NORMAL CONDUCTOR

In the previous chapter, the consequencesof varying the ther-

mal loading on a conductor are discussed. In this chapter, the thermal-

electromagnetic coupling in a normal conductor loaded by varying the cur-

rent I is discussed. Most of the necessary ground work to consider this

problem is developed in the previous chapters. Analytical solutions to both

problems are discussed in previous chapters and are not presented here. The

solution, mesh discretization and scaling techniques of the previous chapter

are also implemented for the varying current load problem. The only parts of

this problem that change are parts of the LINT1D finite element that depend

explicitly upon .i, which is a function of the current load I, and the parts

of the LET1D finite element that are dependent upon I. The first topic of

discussion is the modification of the LET1D finite element to include cases

where I is allowed to vary.

10.1 FINITE ELEMENT DISCRETIZATION.

10.1.1 MODIFICATIONS TO THE LET1D FINITE ELEMENT.

The first step in adapting the LET1D finite element for a varying

current load is to split I into an initial current Io and a loading current IL

as was done for the superconductor. Thus I = Io + _EM]'L, where _EM is

the electromagnetic loading parameter. By using the Kronecker delta with
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the boundary terms, the new equality for I, and Equation (7.2.2), f(e), p(e)

and v (e) are expressed as

S?

f(e) : {K u(`) + K.(_)} v(_) (10.1.1)

K *(_) = 2rrH

v (¢) = ,
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0 0

0
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0

0

0

0
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m 61rtlC

0 0"

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0
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(10.1.2)

(10.1.3)

where m again equals Nwi,-¢ + 1 and H represents the element height. The

matrix K "(¢) is used here to add the boundary terms for t¢ to K (e) discussed

in Section 7.2.2. K *(e) also removes the rank deficiency generated by the

"empty" degree of freedom discussed in Section 7.3.2. The correct value of

g u(') is _ven by Equations (7.2.3), (7.2.4), (7.2.5) and (7.2.6). Taking the

partials of f(_) and p(e) with respect to the independent variables contained

in v (e) gives the tangent stiffness matrix and loading vector, respectively.

Therefore the tangent stiffness matrix K (_), the loading vector q(¢) and the



incremental rate vector w (e) are:

K (e) = K u(_) + K*(_);
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,1j
0

q(e)= IL 0

0

-6.,,H

--_Tr_e

0_ _) .

Oj(_)

0A(_)

; w (_) = 0_(o).

0

0A(e) .

o'gA

(10.1.4)

It can be seen that K (*) is exactly the same as the stiffness matrix, modified

for boundary conditions and the extra "empty" degree of freedom of Chapter

VII thereby justifying the statement at the end of Section 7.1.1 that the two

axe equivalent. A word of caution is necessary here because the expressions

for p(_) and q(,) are only valid for cases where the first degree of freedom for

Az is constrained. For the examples presented in the sequel, this is aiways

the case and no further information is needed to solve the EM system of

equations except that the "empty" degree of freedom for the fifth element of

v (m) must also be constrained to zero as explained in Section 7.3.9..
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10.1.2 MODIFICATI.ONS TO THE LINTID FINITE ELEMENT.

The expressions derived in Chapter IX for K _', p'/" and fT- for the

LINT1D finite element do not depend upon the current load I explicity

and may be used without modification to solve the current loading problem.

Because p(_) for the LINT1D element does contain j(ze), it must be varied

with respect to the loading parameter _.EM to determine what happens to

the thermal system of equations as I is varied. The result for q(¢) is

q(e) f dV(e) {2_(_) OJ(_e) NT!=jr(e) _ ]
(10.1.5)

The assembled system of coupled thermal and EM equations with this form

for q can be expressed as

KEM qEM

where qT is now a function of W EM • This form of the equations is undesirable

because terms of the incremental rate vector appear on both sides of the

equality sig-n. Moving qT" to the left hand side produces

[ K EM 0

KEMT K_'] { WEMw T } _ { qEM0 } (lo.1.7)

where K EM'I" contains the elements of _qT" at the appropriate positions.

This form of the equations is also undesirable for two reasons. First,

the extra matrix K EMT must be assembled which requires more computa-

tional effort and memory storage. It also ruins the sparsity and the symmetry

of the original system of equations and a tridiagonal solver can no longer be

used to process the thermal equations. Second, K EMT is also a function of

the independent variable j:. This affects adversely the conditioning of the

=

,m
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coupled system and typically requires more iterations to converge upon a

solution than a set of linear equations, which only requires a single iteration

to converge.

If the form of Equation (10.1.6) is preserved by making qT a function

of _EM, the original sparsity of the system is retained and computational

effort and memory storage are reduced. To accomplish this goal, Equations

(7.1.2) and (7.1.3) are used. Insertion of (7.1.3) into (7.1.2) gives

N,,,, f ._r,(p)w(p )
I = Io + (EM IL = W(_)j (_) _ Jr "-1

(10.1.8)

p=l _P)

where the superscripts (p) and (e) again represent element numbers and

Nwire is the total number of elements within the conductor. Rearran_ng

Equation (10.1.8) and taldng the partial of j(ze) with respect to _EM gives

OJ_) 1 { IL } (10.1.9)
O¢ EM = "L'['J fr_p ) _F(P)_(_

The bracketed term of the above expression is evaluated when assembling

gEM and requires less computational effort and memory storage than the

scheme presented in Equation (10.1.7). The thermal loading vector q_r is

still a function of the EM solution vector V EM but does not cause difficulties

in the example problems. The value of Y EM at step n is used to compute w

at step n + 1 in the same manner that v T is used at step n to compute k

and _."for K _" and gEM at step n + 1.

The coupled system of thermal and EM equations is conservative

and the variation of the discretized functionals that describe this system

should produce a symmetric system of equations. The fact that (10.1.7) is
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not symmetric is causedby the use of approximations that render them in-

complete. In Chapter IX, it is assumed that j is only a function of I but not

of the temperature 7", an approximation responsible for the unsymmetry Of

(10.1.7). This point is mentioned here to emphasize the importance of using

the nonlinear solution procedure of Chapter VIII and equilibrium path fol-

lowing procedures to generate correct solutions. For small incremental steps,

the methods described in this and the last chapter work well for determining

solutions for the coupled system of thermal and EM equations although the

complete set of equations is not solved. Because the solution never moves

too far from the equilibrium path, the missing terms have little effect on

determining a correct solution.

10.2 NU_IERICAL EXPERIMENTS.

10.2.1 THE FLNITE ELEMENT MODEL.

The finite element model described in the previous section has been

applied to the infinite axisymmetric normal conductor of the previous chap-

ter. The modifed LET1D and LINT1D finite elements are used to determine

EM quantities and the temperature distribution, respectively. Both of these

elements are treated as one-dimensional axisymmetric two node "line" type

elements. The description of the nodal degrees of freedom and the vari-

ables associated _'ith each degree of freedom for the LET1D element are the

same as the CUPLE1D element and are found at the beginning of Section

7.3.1. The permeability/_, the resistivity w and the current density jz are

all assumed to be uniform over each element.
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For the modified LINT1D finite element, the description of the nodal

degreesof freedom and the variables associatedwith each degee of freedom

are found in Section 9.3.1. The material constants k and w are also deter-

mined by the same methods discussed in that section. The value used for

j_) to determine q(e) at step n + 1 comes from the EM solution vector at

step n and Oj!_)/cO( zM for q(¢) is determined by use of Equation (10.1.9).

The boundary conditions for this system are the same as described

in Section 9.3.2 and are set in the same manner.

10.2.2 ASSEMBLY AND SOLUTION.

The assembly and solution of the coupled EM-thermal normal con-

ducuctor with a variable current loading is identical to a conductor with

variable thermal loading except that Equation (10.1.5) is used to determine

q_'. The scaling techniques implemented for gEM for the thermally loaded

conductor are also used on K EM. The mesh generation and field recovery

techniques used here are also identical to the techniques of Sections 9.3.5 and

9.3.6 respectively.

10.2.3 TEST PROBLEM.

A one-dimensional axisymmetric wire made of high purity aluminum

was used as test example. The geometry is shown in Figure 2.1. The radius of

the wire rc is 1.15 x 10 -4. The wire transports a total current of Io + _EMIL

in the positive z direction where Io is zero amperes and IL is 5 amperes.

The free stream temperature of the system Too is held constant at 2 ° Kelvin

by setting the initial temperature To equal to 2 ° Kelvin and the loading

temperature ?L equal to zero. The convection heat transfer coefficient boo,v,
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the thermal conductivity k and the resistivity are calculated as described

previously in Chapters IV and IX. The permeability #(e) and the permittivity

e (e) for each element were set to po and eo respectively, which are the free

space or vacuum values, as discussed at the beginning of Chapter IV.

The mesh was discretized as described in Section 9.3.5 with N¢o,_,,

equal to 50 elements and Nfine equal to 30 elements to give the total of

elements within the conductor, Nwire equal to 80 elements. Because the

element for the free space magnetic field had been validated before, none

were used outside of the conductor. The incremental step size In chosen was

.1 and 21 steps were taken to give a final value for _EM of ,_ 0.97. The

solution tolerance r was 1.0 × 10 -4 and the solution procedure averaged

2.381 iterations per step to converge. The condition number of K EM was

estimated to range from a low of 14826 to a high of 70969.

The results of the analytical solution and the finite element solution

for T are indistinguisable on a plot. Figure 10.1 shows the results of the

finite element solution and Figure 10.2 shows the percentage deviation of

the finite element solution from the analytical solution for the final value of

(EM. The maximum error from the analytical solution occured at r equal

to zero and was 2.67 x 10 -s.

To converge upon the exact solution another four incremental steps
- -7 - : -

using 14 iterations per step was required. For these four steps (EM was held

constant. The results of this final process showed that the finite element

solution presented in Fi_e 9.1 differed by 9.36 x 10 -3 percent at r equal to

zero and 5_:27 × 10 -_ percent at r equMt 0 rc from the exact solution. For

all increments, the initial or reference state wasthe finite element solution

obtained after following the incremental path to _EM equal to ._ 0.97. The
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state at (EM _, 0.97 was actually quite close to the equilibrium path. The

high iteration number required to move the solution back onto the equilib-

rium path illustrates the dii_ieulty associated with finding an exact solution

by simply using the corrective Newton-Raphson process. Sometimes, direct

iteration is not possible or more expensive computationally than just using

the incremental "path following" solution method presented here.

Figures 10.3 and 10.4 show the finite element and analytical solutions

£or B0. Figure 10.3 shows the two solutions plotted over the whole domain

of the conductor, and Figure 10.4 shows the solutions over the domain of

the finely graded mesh. At r equal to zero, Be differs from the analytical

and exact solutions by 33.3 percent. At r equal to re, Be has errors of

5.91 x 10 -4 and 5.85 × 10 -4 perecent when compared to the analytical and

exact solutions respectively.

Although not mentioned until this point, the 33.3 percent error at

r equal to zero appears to be large. Subtracting out the temperature at r

equal re from all of the finite element and analytical values for 7" and then

recomputing the percent error for 7" will give the same error at r equal to

zero of 33.3 percent. This observation has led the author to believe that the'

error is the same for all systems of equations of the form V- (aVb) = f(b)

when this system is modeled with finite elements. Here a represents some

material constant, b the independent variable, and f(b) some function of the

independent variable b. If the above observation is correct, it should always

be possible to correct any error when modeling a system of this form.

A quick look at Figures 5.3, 5.4, 7.3, 7.6, 9.3 and 10.3 shows that the

cortection is probably unnecessary. The divergence of the computed solution
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from the exact solution is so small as to be almost unnoticeable and from a

practical engineering standpoint, the error is not noticeable.

The reason that the 33.3 percent error appears to be large is because

the computed solution is compared to the exact solution on a node to node

basis. This is formally expressed as

% error = BFE(r)- BEX(r) x 100 (10.2.1)
BEx(r)

where BEE and BEX are the finite element and exact values respectively for

the Bo field. A more realistic error estimator for engineering purposes is

% error = BFE(r) -- BEX(r) X 100 (10.2.2)
BEx( ) + BEx( c)

This type of error estimate has been used to compute the error for 9- in

this and previous chapters. When computing T on a node by node basis,

the boundary loading has already been factored into the estimator. The

conclusion of this brief digression is that an error estimator by itself is not

always a good indicator of the accuracy of a finite element model. Graphics,

a relationship of numerical answers to the actual physics of a modeled prob-

lem and good engineering common sense should all be used with an error

estimator to judge the validity and usefulness of each finite element model.

10.3 SUMMARY.

In this chapter, a form of the LINTID finite element is derived for the

case where I is varied instead of T. The LET1D finite element is modified,

and using a nonlinear solution technique it is possible to compute some good

values for the thermal and magnetic fields of a one-dimensional axisymmetric

conductor.
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This representsthe next to the last phaseof this work's analysisof

the coupled quantum phase-EM-thermal problem for superconductors. It

is now possible to generatemodels of the superconducting material in its

normal and superconducting phases. It is also possible to determine the

effecto£x'aryingeither the thermal T or current I loading of that material.

Tke next chapter is concerned with the use of the final versions of

the LINTiD and LET1D finite elements with the STEP1D finite element

in a single computer program. This program is used to determine the cor-

rect state of a superconducting material and the values of the thermal and

magnetic fields.





CHAPTER XI

THE COMPLETE COUPLED PROBLEM.

T_s chapterisconcernedwith the correct application of the LINTID,

CUPLEID and the STEP1D finite elements to the the specific problem of

determining the electromagnetic and thermal fields within a superconducting

material. The main limitation on this model is that it is only one-dimensional

and cannot realistically model the state where B and T reach their critical

_-alues because, as noted previously, the solution at the transition state is a

multi-dimensional problem. At this bifurcation point, a mixed normal and

superconducting state appears that needs to at least include variations of

6" in the z direction to obtain an accurate model of the physics that occur

_ithin a conductor [21, pp.99-103; pp.127-191]. This point also marks where

the computed solution must change equilibrium paths to accurately model

the physics of the electron transport within a conductor.

The methodology required to model a superconductor when the ther-

mal loading is varied is first discussed in some detail. Then the question of

how to determine if a computed solution lies above or below the bifurcation

point is discussed. Means to determine whether or not such a solution is

correct are also presented. These means form the basis of an equilibrium

path changing criteria. Finally, results that show the model changing state

as I and T_ are varied are presented to validate the path changing criteria.
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11.1 A SUPERCONDUCTOR WITH A VARYING T LOAD.

To use the incremental approach to solve the superconductor with

a varying thermal load, fEM and pEM are varied with respect to v 7 and

47". The thermal quantities fT" and p_" are also varied with respect to V TM.

Doing so produces a system of incremental equations that can be partitioned

in the following manner:

KEM_ " {:} (11.1.1)

where K EM and K _r are the previously derived tangent stiffness matrices for

the superconducting and thermal conduction problems respectively and q_"

is the previously derived loading vector for the thermal conduction problem

with convection boundary conditions. The matrix K EMT is c_fEM/i:gv T and

the zero entries on the left and right hand sides of the equality sign appear

because OfE/igv EM = 0 and c_qEM/o_ T -- 0. Because the resistivity of each

element w (*) is zero for a superconductor, only one nonzero term appears in

q_'. This term has a magnitude of TL and appears at the degree of freedom

for 9- associated with the radial distance re.

Solving the set of thermal equations produces the simple result that

T is a constant over the whole conductor, the value of 9" at each node being

equal to To + ¢_+ITL. This simplifies the solution procedure considerably

because the thermal equations K_'w _" = q_', need not be solved by assem-

bling and inverting K 7. Instead of solving (11.1.1), which also requires the

assembly and storage of K EMT, the corrective Newton'Raphson technique

is used to directly iterate to a solution for V EM. This is accomplished by

solving the superconductor problem with the current load I held constant.

The value for T at each node is the value of 9- at the n + 1 step, To + ¢_+17L,
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where _T+] equals _T+ I, and the quantity I, is the input step size. This is

the value of T that is also used to determine a and _, since they are both

functions of T and their values are required to obtain the correct EM tangent

stiffness matrix gEM.

Essentially this is the same incremental/iterative solution method

used in the two previous chapters to generate the exact solutions for __T(e),

j(e) and A(_e). The loading parameters _EM and _'Y are held constant and

the system is allowed to iterate onto the equilibrium path. As mentioned in

those chapters, this technique can fail or become computationally expensive

when a large number of corrective iterations is required. Early in the testing

of the STEPID element, it was observed that a reasonable solution for ]g,](e)

and A_ _) could be obtained in this manner if the reference state is set so that

all unconstrained values of I_b[(e) are equal to [¢oo[ and all values of A (_) are

set equal to zero. The number of iterations needed for convergence with

this reference configuration was usually less than ten. This configuration is

also identical to the initial reference state that is used to start the solution

procedure for a superconductor when the current loading I is varied. This

means that the subroutine that generates the initial reference state for the

yawing current problem can also be used to generate a reference state for

the varying T problem thereby reducing the logic and memory requirements

of a code that solves both problems.

The computational cost of using the above solution method is that

more iterations are required at each step and the reference configuration must

be recomputed at each step. There is also no guarantee that the solution

method will convege but numerical experiments strongly suggest that it will.
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The correctiveNewton-Raphsontechnique is therefore usedto solve

the problem of a superconductorwith a varying thermd boundary load for

the following reasons:

1. Assembly and storage of K EMT is unnecessary.

2. The number of iterations required per step is relatively modest.

3. Convergence, as determined by numerical experiments, always occured.

4. The reference state is identical to the initial configuration of the I load-

ing problem, allowing the use of one subroutine to set either configura-

tion.

11.2 DETERMINATION OF THE CORRECT EQUILIBRIUM PATH.

To check whether the conductor is in the normal or superconducting

state, one determines the critical temperature _ and the critical magnetic

fieid Be. Then Bc and T¢ are compared to the largest magnitude orB and the

highest temperature 9" (typically T_) field within the conductor. If either T¢

or B: is exceeded, a superconductor changes quantum states and becomes a

normal conductor. This change of state occurs because at 7" equal to T: or B

equal to B_. a bifurcation point for the equilibrium paths of a superconductor

and a normal conductor exists.

The existence of this bifurcation point also means that if the con-

ductor is ori_nally in the normal state and To0 falls below T_ and the largest

value of B within the conductor is less than Be, the material becomes su-

perconducting. It is therefore important to know the values of T¢ and Bc so

that the position of the bifurcation point along the equilibrium path can be

determined. The critical temperature Tc is a material constant, and is de-

termined either by experimentation or by referencing pre_ous experimental
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data. The critical B field Bc is determined by using Equation (4.4.1) which

is a function of the temperature T.

An alternative method for finding the correct conductor state is

to compute the Helmholtz free energy for the superconducting and normal

states of a conductor for the same thermal and current loading conditions.

After finding the free energies of both systems, the state of the system can

be determined by choosing the system that has the lower free energy. This

approach is computationaUy inefficient because it requires sol_ing for the de-

grees of freedom v of both states at every incremental step. It also requires

knowledge of the heat capacity of the material for the superconducting and

normal states of the material, and finding these values can be a task of con-

siderable difficulty because of the dearth of experimental data. The first

approach is therefore chosen here.

Following the first approach, the B fields and T distribution as de-

termined by vn+l are checked at the end of each incremental step to see

if they are sufficiently small so that a superconducting state is possible. If

that is the case and the system was originally in the no_mal state at step

n, then Vn+l is solved for again at step n + 1 using the superconducting

finite element STEPID. If that is not the case and the condutor was in the

normal state at step n, then the solution at step n + 1 is accepted and the

program proceeds to the next step keeping the normal conducting state ele-

ment LET1D. If the B fields and the 9" distribution are small enough at step

n + 1 and the system was originally in the _uperconducting state at step n,

the solution vector v,_+l is accepted and the solution process moves to the

next step using the STEP1D finite element. Finally, if either of the two fields

are too large for a superconducting state to exist, then vn+l is recomputed
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using the LET1D finite elementand the solution method movesto the next

step using the LET1D finite element.

For the one-dimensional problem, this method01ogb" appears to be

optimal and is the one used for the present numerical experiments. It has

the key advantage that knowledge of the heat capacity of the material is

unnecessary. Furthermore, the solution vector v only needs to be computed

twice when the system changes state. If the second path determination

method that involves computing the Hehnholtz free energies of the normal

and superconducting states is used, the solution vector v must be computed

.... twice _t every Step. _'_ ......... _ =:

The first approach naturally delineates the tests for the proper equi-

librium state of the system into four separate cases where a change of state

may occur. These cases are:

1. System originally in the superconducting state, thermal load increasing.

2. System originally in the superconducting state, current load increasing.

3. System originally in the normal state, thermal load decreasing.

4. System originally in the normal state, current load decreasing.

For cases where the system is originally in the superconducting state

and the current or thermal loading is decreasing, the system remains in

the superconducting state because the solution is moving away from the

bifurcation point and no problems involving equilibrium path changing are

posed. Similarly, when the system is originally in the normal state and the

current or thermal loading is increasing, the solution remains in the normal

state because it is moving along the normal state equilibrium path away

from the bifurcation point. Again, this poses no problems to the solution

procedure.
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The comparisonof _ to _, the first path changingcriterion, is rela-

tively straightforward and only involvesthe computation of T_o at each step.

The second criterion can cause problems. This criterion states that B for

every element of the conductor must be below Bc for a superconducting state

to exist. Comparing B over each element to Bc can become computationally

expensive as the number of elements used to model a problem increases. This

computational expense can be reduced by finding a pmori where B attains

its largest value within the conductor. For the one-dimensional axisymmetric

infinite conductor, B attains its largest value at re. A cursory examination

of Equation (5.1.8) verifies that the preceding statement is correct. Equation

(5.1.8) can also be used to determine that

#o__/ (11.2.1)
Bo(r_)= 2_r_

where #o replaces]_for example conductors of thiswork, as discussed in pre-

vious chapters, and fF J"ficdI_isequal to I. By using this analyticalsolution

for Bo(rc), a simple means existsfor determining ifa superconducting state

ispossible.

The only situationnot discussed so far iswhen the incremental solu-

tion fallsdirectlyupon the bifurcationpoint. As explained previously,at this

point the physical solution cannot be modeled by one-dimensional elements

and the LET1D element is used to model EM quantities although the solu-

tion generated does not represent the correct physical state of the system.

This method is used so that the solution method can proceed to the next

step without failing. The LETID element does not fail at this point because

it is based upon a potential ener_- formulation. The STEPID element fails

because it is based upon the difference of the Helmholtz free energies of the
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superconducting and normal states. At the bifurcation point, this difference

is zero and the tangent stiffness matrix K EM becomes singular.

The physical significance of what is occuring is that both the normal

and superconducting states possess the same energy. In the actual physics,

a variation of ¢ occurs in the z direction, and the system chooses the eigen-

state that possesses the lowest possible energy and entropy. To extend the

current superconducting model to this problem, an adaptive mesh appears

to be necessary to determine the boundary between parts of the conductor

that are normal and superconducting. The adaptive mesh is also required to

make K Ext well-conditioned enough that reasonable values of EM quantities.

can be generated by standard nonlinear solution techniques. Unfortunately,

time limitations on the thesis research precluded the development of an adap-

tive two-dimensional mesh and the examination of the physics of this most

interesting and challenging problem was foregone.

The STEP1D finite element used for the thesis research should pos-

sess a rank deficiency of one at the bifurcation point. In an effort to gain

a better understanding of what was occuring at the bifurcation point with

the finite element model, the model was forced to converge upon this point

by setting the thermal loading to the critical temperature T¢ and setting

the current loading to a value that would generate the critical field Be at

the outer conductor boundary re. The corrective Newton-Raphson solution

method was then used to iterate to the bifurcation point. The finite element

model actually converged and returned a quantum state that carried no cur-

rent and an applied external field of Bc at re. Even _hough K EM should be

singular at this point, a fact that precludes convergence, it is believed that

f
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the STEP1D model converged for two reasons. First, the CNR iterative pro-

cedure is stopped when the 2-norm of r is smaller than the input tolerance

r. Second. the scalings and the factorization of K EM introduce numerical

round off errors that perturb the generated solution off of the bifurcation

point just enough to render K EM nonsingular.

The STEP1D model returned the result of an applied external field

and no current in the conductor because it does not enforce the current

conservation constraint I - fr dr'tic • j = 0. The addition of this constraint

automatically allows an EM model to distinguish between cases where the

field at r¢ is generated by a current I or by an externally applied B field. -

The eigem-Aue analysis of K TM for earlier versions of Ginzburg-Landau and

London superconducting finite elements that contained the current conserva-

tion constraint showed that the current conservation constraint is redundant

when no external fields are applied to the system or when V EM does not lie

upon the bifurcation point. These two cases are not considered in this work

and are not presented here.

To summarize, the basic path determination process is as follows:

A. Solve system of equations for vn+l.

B. Find Too by using Too = To + _+ITL.

C. Find Be at Too by using Equation (4.4.1).

EM
D. Find I by using I = Io + _ ,+ I IL.

E. Find B0 at rc by using Equation (11.2.1).

F. If Be(re) >__Be, go to H.; if not, go to G.

G. If To¢ >_ To, go to H.; if not, go to I.

H. If the current EM element type is STEPID, change it to LET1D and go

back to A.; if it is not, go to J.
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I. If the current EM element type is LET1D, change it to STEP1D, reset

the reference state of v EM and go back to A.; if it is not, go to J.

J. Accept solution vector v,+x for the current step.

Additional logic statements are included in the actual coding to help

prevent the STEP1D element from exceeding the bifurcation point. Beyond

the bifurcation point, the element will "zero in" upon the same type of solu-

tion that occurs when the element is forced to converge upon the bifurcation

point. A quantum state is generated where there is no current in the con-

ductor and a boundar?" B_ _eld loading of maa_itude (_oI)/(27rrc) exists.

This state usual]}, requires more iterations to converge upon a solution and a-

larger solution tolerance r than physical States that lie below the bifurcation

point on the equilibrium path. Non-physical solutions for the superconduc-

tor that lie beyond the bifurcation point can also cause the CNR procedure

to fail if _- is too small or if the maximum number of allowed iterations for

the solution procedure is exceeded.

To prevent the STEPID element from moving past the bifurcation

point and encountering these problems when the current load I is being

incremented, steps C through E of the path determination procedure are

performed prior to each corrector iteration. The current iteration value of
2

(ZM+I is used for step D because the actual stepsize along the equilibrium

path may change with each iteration. If the step size changes, then (EM+I

changes for each iteration and so does the value of I. If Be is exceeded at rc

for any iteration, the progam changes the element type to LETID, and the

solution procedure restarts at step n and attempts to increment the loading

fo Sfep n + 1.
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For the case where the thermal loading is varied, steps B through

E are performed prior to each predictor step. For this case where the tem-

perature 7" is being incremented, the current I is held steady and causes no

problems because (EM is held constant and is known before the predictor and

corrector steps are taken. 7" is also known a priori as being To + (_+ I,)TL

at step n + 1 as discussed in Section 11.1. Because 7"_n+l is known before

the solution procedure begins, steps B through E of the path determination

process can be used to determine if the solution vector will move past the

bifurcation point before the solution process begins. Inserting this test before

the predictor step keeps the program from performing an unnecessa_" solu- -

tion step. After steps B through E of the path determination process are

performed. Bc(T,+I) and _ are compared to Bo(re) and T,+I respectively.

If either of the two latter quantities exceed their critical values the EM el-

ement type is changed to LET1D and the solution procedure is allowed to

continue. If the critical values are not exceeded, the solution procedure is

allowed to continue unaffected.

11.3 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES.

The LINT1D, LET1D and STEP1D finite elements derived in previ-

ous chapters have been applied to the solution of the test problems described

later in this section. The CUPLE1D and STEP1D elements were used to

determine EM quantities and the LINT1D element was used to determine

the thermal distribution for the normal state of the superconductor. The

temperature of each node of the superconductor is calculated as described in

Section 11.1 of this chapter. The description of the nodal degrees of freedom

and the calculation of the material properties of each element may be found
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in their respectivechapters. The application of boundary conditions, scal-

ing techniques,meshgeneration techniques and the assemblyand solution

techniquesarealsodescribedin the respectivechapters. For the graphical re-

sults generated in this chapter, Be was calculated by using the integral form

of Maxwell's inhomogeneous equation for magnetic fields, Equation (7.1.5).

This equation requires knowledge of j(*) to determine Ba. For the super-

conducting phase, j_e) is calculated by using Equation (3.2.16) and for the

normal phase j_*) is calculated by using the elemental values returned in the

solution vector v. The integral of Equation (7.1.5) is evaluated by 2 point

Gaussian integration.

11.3.1 PROBLEM 1: VARYING T LOAD.

For this problem and the next, the test material is high purity alu-

minum. Reference and initial states of the system are set as described in

previous chapters. The geometry is that of a one-dimensional axisymmetric

wire as shown in Figure 2.1. The wire radius rc is 1.15 x 10 -4 meters and

transported a total current I in the positive z direction. The initial current

Io is 1 ampere and the loading current IL is 0 amperes. The initial free

stream temperature is .5625 ° Kelvin and the loading temperature IL is 1°

Kelvin. Because the free-space magnetic field element has been validated

previously, all elements are within the wire. The mesh for the superconduct-

ing phase has 98 elements in the boundary layer and 2 elements in the bulk

layer while the mesh for the normal phase of the conductor has 50 elements

in the coarse mesh and 50 elements in the fine mesh. As in Chapters IX

and X the depth of the fine mesh was .25 re for the normal conductor. The

depth of the boundary layer mesh for the superconducting phase varies with
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temperature asdiscussedin Chapter VIII. The step sizeIn is chosen as .0125

and 80 steps are used to increment _r from 0.0 to 1.0. A solution tolerance

v of 4 x 10 -17 is used for the superconducting state and 9 x 10 -4 is used for

the normal state.

The solution procedure required 41 steps in the superconducting

phase averaging 4.61 iterations per step. The estimated condition number

for these steps ranges between 181 and 834. The solution procedure then

required 39 steps in the normal phase with an average of 2 iterations per

step. The estimated condition number varies between 29861 and 204664.

Data output files for all of the figures to be shown for all examples

in this chapter are saved every tenth step and all graphical representations

of this data are labeled with the appropriate values of (_r or _EM when

it was possible. Graphical representations of each data set are generated

by using the PLOT2D utility to produce a raster file and then using the

raster files to create a PostScript language file. This is mentioned because

the graphical representations of data sets are subject to the limits of the

PLOT2D utility. The data sets for each variable were then loaded into a

single file, and PostScript language commands were used to generate axes

and data set labels and legends. This is mentioned for researchers who

wish to duplicate the graphical results because the PLOT2D utility does not

possess the ability to add the desired labels and font types or graph 10 sets

of data on a single graph.

Results for the temperature distribution within the wire are shown

in Figure 11.1 and match the expected physical behavior. The results for

]1_[2/[_o0] 2 in the region 1.023 x 10 -4 < r < r c are presented in Figure

11.2. The value of the normalized value of [¢[ is not shown over the whole
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conductor becauseall of the physicsof interest occuredwithin the boundary

layer. The value for ]¢12/[¢_]2 for r in the region 0 _<r < 1.023x 10-4 is

a constant equal to 1.0. The expected physical behavior for the normalized

value of [¢1 in the boundary layer was that as the temperature increased,

the boundary layer depth would increaseand [¢]2/1¢o012would vary over

a wider range of r. This physical behavior is accurately captured by the

STEPID element and is shown in Figure 11.2. Figures 11.3 and 11.4 show the

value of the current density j(_) in the normal and superconducting phases

respectively. For the superconducting phase, only the boundary layer values

are shown with all other values of j_(_) being equal to zero. The value of j_(_)

at each node for the superconducting phase is calculated by use of Equation

(3.2.16). Because the current I was steady, the magnitude of the current

density should decrease as the temperature increases for the superconducting

phase. The boundary layer depth should also increase. Again both physical

characteristics are accurately depicted by the STEP1D model.

For the normal phase of the conductor, j(_) is depicted as a step

function in Figure 11.4. The step function represention is necessary because

the current density is approximated by a step function over an element by

the LETID finite element. The results for the steps where (7- equals 0.7

and 0.9 were omitted for clarity. By referring back to Figure 11.1 some

determinations can be made about the behavior of j(e) for the normal phase.

It can be seen that the temperature is higher at the center of the conductor

than at rc. The resistivity should also be higher at the center and j!_) should

be smaller there.
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As the temperature Of the wire increases, the amount of thermal

energy produced by the current I through a wire should rem_dn almost con-

stant. The rest of the thermal energy in this system comes from the free

stream temperature boundary conditions. The significance of this is that

the temperature distribution in the wire should become more homogeneous

and the magnitude of the heat absorbed by the system from the free stream

boundary conditions should eventually become greater than the magnitude

of the heat produced by resistance to the current I. The resistivity will also

be determined more by the boundary conditions than by the heat generated

by the steady current I. The temperature should become more homogeneous -

throughout the wire and the resistivities and current densities should follow

suit. This expected behavior is accurately modeled by the finite element

approximation as can be observed in Figure 11.4.

The only behavior that at first appears to be non-physical is the

jump in the magnitude of the current density as the conductor changes from

the normal to the superconducting phase. This is easily explained because

j(*) is a function of the resistivity _,' and the E field for the normal state while

it is a function of A(, *) and ]_b[ for the superconducting state. The easiest

way to verify that the current density predicted by the finite element method

is exact is the use of the integral form of Maxwell's inhomogeneous magnetic

field equation (Equation (7.1.5)) to evaluate B0 at re. This equation requires

that no matter what the jz distribution may be, that for wires carrying the

same current I, the value of B0 at rc will always be the same. Because the

current I is held steady for this example, B0 should always be the same at rc

independent of the quantum state of the conductor. Figure 11.5 shows this

expected behavior accurately and also demonstrates why Equation (7.1.5)
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has been used to compute the Be field for the results presentation of this

chapter. Equation (7.1.5) allows the value of Be to be computed at each

node while the equation used in previous chapters, Equation (5.3.2), only

allows the computation of the mean value of Be over each element. By

using Equation (7.1.5), the accuracy of computed values of j!¢) can easily be

verified by comparing values of Be at re.

Figures 11.5 and 11.6 show the distribution of the Be field within the

conductor as the temperature was increased. Figure 11.5 shows only values

of B0 that lie within the boundary layer while Figure 11.6 shows values for

the normal state of the conductor for r between 0 and re. In Figure 11.5, it

can be seen that the Be field penetrates more deeply into the conductor as

the temperature of the conductor increases. This is the desired and expected

physical behavior. In Figure il.6' it can be seen that the small increase in

the temperature for _'7. equal to .6 to 1.0 produces no significant changes

in the Be field. The changes are so small that the PLOT2D utility connot

discern changes in Be as the temperature increased although there is a small

change in the Be field that follows changes in j(,¢). The mazdmum nodal

change of Be as ¢7" is varied from .6 to 1.0 was -,_ 2 x 10 -4 percent. This

percent difference of Be occurred between the states where (r was equal to

.6 and 1.0.

11.3.2 PROBLEM 2: VARYING I LOAD.

As mentioned earlier, the test material is high purity aluminum.

Reference and initial states are set as described in previous chapters. The

geometry is the same as that of Problem 1 of this chapter with rc being

equal to 1.15 x 10 -4 meLers, Ncoarse = Nf_,, = 50 elements for the normal
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state and -Vbutkand Nbo,,na being equal to 2 and 98 elements respectively

for the superconducting state. The initial current Io is 1 ampere and the

loading current IL is 2.1 amperes. The initial free stream temperature To is

1 ° Kelvin and the loading temperature 7"L is 0 ° Kelvin. Again no elements

were generated external to the conductor/free space boundary located at re.

Meshes for both states are generated as described in Chapters VIII and IX.

The step size l,, is chosen to be .0I and 80 steps were used to increment (EM

from 0.0 to .73. The solution tolerances r of 4 x 10 -17 and 9 x 10 -4 are used

for the superconducting and normal states respectively.

The solution procedure required 40 steps in the superconducting

phase averaging 3.65 iterations per step. The estimated condition number

for these steps ranged between 231 and 10935. The solution procedure then

required 40 steps in the normal phase averaging 2.05 iterations per step.

The estimated K condition number for these steps varied between 28146

to 181319. Data output files were saved every tenth step as stated in the

previous section.

Results for the temperature distribution in the whole wire are shown

in Figure !1.7. Because the free stream temperature T_ is held constant at 1°

Kelvin, the major source of heat energy comes from resistance of the current

flow I through the wire rather than from boundary loading. This caused the

temperature differential between the center of the wire and r equal to rc to

be greater than in Problem 1 of the previous section. This expected physical

behavior is shown in Figure 11.7.

Fig-ure 11.8 depicts the behavior of =/1 ool= for the region where

r varies between 1.0597 x 10 -4 and 1.1887 x 10 -4 meters. For r between 0

and 1.0597 x 10 -4 meters, [_bl2/[_boo[ 2 is unity. Graphical results of the data
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obtained for _EM equal to .16 and .30 are omitted for clarity. Physically

it is expected that as the current I is increased, the system will move to a

higher energy state. As the ener_" of the system increases, the boundary

layer should widen independently of whether the energy source is thermal

or electromagnetic in nature. This behavior is accurately reflected in Figure

11.8, but comparison of this plot with Figure 11.2 shows that for the current I

loading case, it appears that there was more of a shifting of the distribution of

the Cooper pairs towards the center of the conductor rather than a reordering

of the distribution. An explanation of the physics of these two cases can be

made by invoking the London model of Superconductivity.

With the London model, the number density of Cooper pairs [¢[2

is only a function of the temperature T and is equal to 1¢oo[ 2. Using this

information and refering to Equation (4.4.4), it can be seen that as the

temperature increases, the total number of the Cooper pairs will decrease.

This is the general behavior of the Ginzburg-Landau superconductor as well.

As the temperature increases in Figure 11.2, the number of Cooper pairs

in the current stream must also remain constant because I is constant. To

maintain the same number of Cooper pairs within the current stream as T

increases, the system must reorder itself and impart a kinetic momentum to

pairs that lie deeper within the boundary layer.

For the case of an increasing current I and steady temperature T,

the total number and distribution of the Cooper pairs must remain approx-

imately constant. As the current I is increased, the number of the Cooper

pairs remains essentially constant, but the number of Cooper pairs with a

kinetic momentum increases. This increase in the energy of the system de-

stroys some of the Cooper pairs. The annihilation of Cooper pairs occurs at
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the most energetically favorable position, within the boundary layer. This

also serves the dual purpose of widening the boundary layer, upon which

an increased number of Cooper pairs with kinetic momentum is allowed to

move more easily. This expected behavior explains why there is more of

a "shifting" of the distribution of the Cooper pairs in Figure ll.S than a

reordering of the distribution. The boundary layer is widening in response

to the increasing number of pairs with a kinetic momentum. In Problem 1,

the amount of Cooper pairs annihilated by the increasing thermal energy is

much greater than those destroyed by the increasing EM energy of Problem

2. This relative change in the number of Cooper pairs as an incremental step

is taken explains the nature of the difference of the two plots.

Figures 11.9 and 11.i0 show the change in j_e) as _EM Was incre-

mented. Figure 11.9 shows the superconducting state and Figure 11.10 shows

the normal state. Figure 11.9 only shows values in the boundary layer. Out-

side of this layer, the plotted values of j(*) for the superconducting state

vanish. For this figure, different line types and a legend are used so that

the plots for _EM equal to .30 and .32 are more easily distinguishable. The

graphical representation of j(*) in Figure 11.9 matches the expected physi-

cal behavior. As I is increased, the boundary l_'er should spread and the

magnitude of j(e) should also increase. The STEPID fimte element also

captured this expected behavior well. As in Problem 1, the current density

should be higher at r¢ than the center of the conductor for the normal state.

There should also be an increase in the magnitude of j(*) as the current I

is increased. The LET1D element performed as expected and modeled this

expected physical behavior.
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Figures11.11and 11.12showthe Finite Element valuesof B0 plotted

over the boundary layer and the whole conductor respectively. Figure 11.11

omits the labels for _E._[ equal to .50 and .66 for clarity. Similarly, Figure

11.12 omits the labels for ¢EM equal to .16, .23, .30, .50 and .66. The ex-

pected physical behavior for the superconducting state is that as the current

increases, the magnitude of Be will increase and penetrate more deeply into

the boundary layer. For the normal state, the magnitude of Be should keep

on increasing but it should also be an almost linear function of the distance

r from the center of the conductor. Both of these physical behaviors are

again modeled well by the finite element computed solutions and illustrate

the ability of the four-potential based fimte elements to model EM fields.
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11.4 SUMMARY.

This chapter "glues" together all of the previously derived finite el-

ements into a comprehensive program that can determine the correct equi-

librium state of a thermally and quantum mechanically coupled EM system.

The primary emphasis is the discussion of the results for two different cou-

pled problems but two other topics are also discussed: the solution of the

superconducting problem where I is constant and Too is varied, and the de-

termination of whether an EM system is in the superconducting or normal

state.

The constant I, varying Too problem mentioned above is solved

rather easily as is the determination of the correct quantum state. The

only real problem and failing of the final model that is developed here is its

inability to accurately model a system within a conductor that has mixed

normal and superconducting states near the transition point. Fortunately,

the four-potential method is readily extensible to the solution of this problem

although it is not addressed in this thesis primarily because the development

of an adaptive two-dimensional mesh to deal with conditioning problems of

the tangent stiffness matrix would have required a considerable investment

of time and effort.





CHAPTER XlI

CONCLUSIONS.

12.1 SUMMARY OF WORK.

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the primary purpose of this work is

to develop a finite element model for types I and II superconductivity that

can accurately predict EM quantities. This model is to include thermal ef-

fects and to have the ability to change between superconducting and normal

phases when necessary. Originally, this model was to be based upon the four-

potential variational principle to reduce the number of degrees of freedom

per element node. However, it was discovered during the course of research

that the four-potential variational principle offered more advantages for the

analysis of EM problems than just the simple reduction of element nodal de-

grees of freedom. More important is the ability of the four-potential method

to model any EM problem that has been posed here through the adjunction

of constraints by a Lagrangian multiplier. An equally important advantage

of the four-potential method is that B and D discontinuities at material

interfaces are enforced automatically and require no special attention from

the user. The current predicting elements presented in this work required a

special boundary treatment solely because j is used as an independent vari-

able instead of _. This choice was made originally to simplify the current

conservation constraint and was not changed. The simpler • formulation
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given by Equation (3.1.5) reducesthe number of degreesof freedomrequired

by a one-dimensionalcurrent predicting finite element by two.

To produce the desiredfour-potential basedEM finite element men-

tioned in the first paragraph, a functional that used A and ff is first de-

veloped for any arbitrary material. This functional is then augmented by

the Lorentz gauge constraint to ensure that A is unique. The augmented

functional is then applied to one and two-dimensional geometriesand the

natural boundary conditions of the two geometriesare determined. At this

point, it wasdetermined that a further extensionof the new functional was

necessaryto model the more generalcaseof an unknown current density j.

This extension is necessarybecausethe arbitrary nature of geometries for

EM problemsdoesnot alwayspermit a priori knowledge of the distribution

of a current within a conducting medium. It was also realized that tempera-

ture differentials within a conductor make the resistivity within a conductor

inhomogeneous. The varying resistivities also preclude an a priori knowledge

of j within a conductor.

To model the thermal effects that are eventually added to the EM

model of a normal state conductor it was therefore necessary to extend the

previously derived four-potent!d functionals to include cases where j is un-

known. ']?his is accomplished by augmenting a gauged form of the four-

potential functional by an additional constraint, the current conservation

constraint. The _functional is also modified by making j a primary variable

instead of ff through the use of the constitutive relation between ff and j.

This substitution requires the additional augmentation of the functional by

a boundary continuity constraint. The additional constraint is necessary

because the previous substitution for ff inhibits a necessary integration by
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parts that ensuresthe continuity of the E field acrossmaterial interfaces.

The final functional is a four-potential basedfunctional for determining EM

fields in linear conducting materials.

The next phaseextends the four-potential variational principle to

covertype I and II superconductingmaterials. The Ginsburg-Landau equa-

tions provide the necessarybasis for this extension. The variational func-

tional usedto derive theseequationscontains the magnetic vector potential

A. This functional alsocontains terms that representa Landau expansionof

the Helmholtz free energy of the quantum wave order parameter ¢ around

the critical temperature To. To adapt this functional to the four-potential

method the electric field energy UE is added and the gauge constraint ad-

joined. The gauge constraint used here is the London gauge which is identical

to the Lorentz gauge for magnetostatic problems. Because all of the super-

conductix_y cases that are considered here are free of electrostatic charge,

the electric field energy UE is zero and this term is not included in the

functiona_ of this work. After the augmentation of the Ginzburg-Landan

variational functional by the London gauge constraint is complete, the two

material parameters a and _ of the Landau expansion are determined as

functions of the effective penetration depth A_M and the critical magnetic

field Bc of a superconducting material.

Conventional thermal field variational functionals are then used to

describe the thermal energy of the EM systems under consideration. The

temperature dependence of material parameters is also developed for con-

ductors in both the superconducting and normal states.

This modeling work completes the necessary background for the de-

velopmen_ of EM finite elements that are thermally and quantum phase
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coupled. Elements and solutionprocedures are then developed.

significant features of the finite elements are:

1.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The most

The normal element has the ability to predict current densities with a

high degee of accuracy.

The superconducting element has the abihty to show the current density

distribution in much greater detail than ever before. The significance of

this feature is that if the Ginzburg-Landau model of superconductivity

is correct, there is a greater understanding of the physics that occur

within a superconductor.

A nonlinear superconducting finite element that does not require path

follo_-ing procedures to determine equilibrium states if the correct ref-,

erence state and mesh are chosen.

A superconducting finite element that also is rapidly convergent upon

a solution, well conditioned and, as far as the author has been able to

determine, generally convergent upon the equilibrium solution provided

the correct reference state and mesh have been selected.

The combined use of the thermal, normal, and superconducting el-

ements provides for a comprehensive program that can analyze any

physical equilibrium state of a conductor except for the mixed nor-

real/superconductingstate. Appropriate modifictions to allow for the

modehng of this state are also suggested.

Finite element models that can model any EM media provided that the

thermal and EM properties of the medium are known.

Finite element models that are modular and employ standard linear and

nonlinear assembly, scaling, and solution techniques.

=
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8. Finite element models that require no special boundary treatment for

adjacent elements that possess differing EM or thermal properties.

9. EM finite elements that can predict electric and magnetic fields with a

high degree of accuracy.

10. EM Finite elements that require fewer degrees of freedom for the analysis

of two and three-dimensional field problems than the conventional field

based finite elements currently in use.

12.2 DIRECTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH.

The focus of this work is upon the analysis of magnetostatic EM field

problems. These cover a significant but small part of the range of EM field'

problems that are of interest to scientists and engineers. The ready exten-

sion of the four-potential variational principle to a wide range of EM field

problems provides a powerful tool for the solution of difficult EM problems.

An unsolved problem of most interest to the author is the one where

normal and superconducting state coexist near the transition state. A re-

alistic treatment of this problem requires two- and three-dimensional space

discretization and consequently follows outside the scope of this work. To

extend the present work to that problem, a multidimensional adaptive mesh

appears to be necessary to determine the interface between normal and su-

perconducting portions of a conductor as well as to improve the conditioning

of the tangent stiffness matrix.

Another direction that scientific research can take from the results of

this work is experimental verification of these results. This verification would
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add considerably more evidence for the validity of the Ginzburg-Landau the-

ory of superconductivity as well as a greater understanding of supercon-

ductivity in general. Even without this verification, the results herein that

compare the current density to a low viscosity fluid stream might be applied

to the analysis and eventual development of a model of high temperature

superconductivity.

Other problems of active interest to the engineering community are

dynamical in nature. These problems include the analysis of time-dependent

EM waves moving through fixed (static) EM media, as well as EM media

coupled with rapid mechanical motions. These problems are highly comples,

but the general applicability of the four-potential method to EM problems

in general appears to be well suited for the numerical treatment of these

problems. : :_: :_ =_._-_:. :

Finally, the thermal functionals that are used to analyze the tem-

perature distribution within the conductor are adequate for the relatively

minor loadings and changes of loadings that are presented here. A direction

of further research that the author has already undertaken is the develop-

ment of thermM finite elements that are nonlinear in nature. These elements

allow the thermal conductivity k and the electrical resistivity w to be func-

tions of the temperature 7" rather than the spatial coordinates. It is hoped

that these elements will permit a more accurate analysis of the temperature

distribution within a normal conductor and allow larger "steps" to be taken

with solution path following techniques.

In conclusion, the EM finite elements that are presented here have

performed well and confirmed the ability of the four-potential variational

I
i
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principle to solve a range of problems. The author believes that this method-

olgy is relatively simple to use and exhibits key advantages over current field

based formulations. Potential based formulations and vaz-iational principles

show promise for the treatment of unsolved EM problems and should both

be given due consideration over field-based formulations.
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